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Samenvatting 

Conventionele technieken zoals boringen of opgravingen zijn dikwijls zeer arbeidsintensief en 

niet altijd geschikt voor het in kaart brengen van de vertikale bodemheterogeniteit en voor het 

lokaliseren van begraven objecten of sporen. Daarenboven kan de continuїteit van deze 

fenomenen onmogelijk in kaart gebracht worden. Als alternatief werden proximale 

bodemsensoren ontwikkeld om vlug en efficiënt informatie te verkrijgen over de bovenste 2 

m van de bodem. De toepassingen van deze bodemsensoren verschillen al naargelang de 

geofysische methode waarop ze gebaseerd zijn. In deze studie werden twee proximale 

bodemsensoren op basis van elektromagnetische inductie (EMI) onderzocht op hun potentieel 

om niet-invasief contrasterende lagen in kaart te brengen en begraven objecten en sporen te 

lokaliseren: de EM38DD en DUALEM-21S. Deze twee EMI sensoren meten zowel de 

geleidbaarheid als de magnetische eigenschappen van de bodem. Laagfrequente 

elektromagnetische golven worden uitgestuurd vanuit een zendspoel en ontvangen door een 

ontvangstspoel. Voor elke spoelconfiguratie van een EMI sensor wordt de meetdiepte bepaald 

door zowel de afstand tussen zend- en ontvangstspoel als door de oriëntatie van de 

ontvangstspoel ten opzichte van de zendspoel. De twee gebruikte instrumenten bestaan beiden 

uit verschillende spoelconfiguraties en zijn daardoor dus in staat om simultaan verschillende 

bodemvolumes op te meten. De EM38DD sensor meet simultaan in twee verschillende 

spoelconfiguraties, de DUALEM-21S in vier.  

In een eerste fase werd de schijnbare elektrische geleidbaarheid (EGs) van de EM38DD 

gerelateerd aan verschillende bodemtextuur-fracties. Door onderzoek op een bepaald aantal 

“pseudo-homogene” bodemprofielen werd aangetoond dat enkel de fijnste textuurfractie 

(klei) (0-2 μm) kon gecorreleerd worden met de EGs metingen. Uiteindelijke kon met de 

ontwikkelde pedotransferfunctie een referentie EGs kaart van de toplaag opgesteld worden 

voor Oost-Vlaanderen. Door de verhouding van de waarde op de referentie EGs kaart en de 

geobserveerde EGs (tot een diepte van ongeveer 1.5 m), kon de heterogeniteit van elk profiel 

ingeschat worden. Ratio’s dichtbij 1 indiceren quasi-homogene profielen; ratio’s groter dan 1 

impliceren de aanwezigheid van conductief material dieper in de ondergrond en vice versa.  

In een tweede fase werd de combinatie van de verschillende EGs signalen onderzocht om de 

diepte tussen contrasterende lagen of lagen met sterk verschillende geleidbaarheid in kaart te 

brengen. Daartoe werd in de Belgische leemstreek de diepte tot het Tertiair substraat onder 

het het loesspakket gerelateerd aan de EGs gebruik makende van een theoretische 

diepteresponscurve. Met die relatie werden de gedetailleerde EGs metingen van het 

studiegebied op een niet-lineaire manier geconverteerd naar de dieptes van het Tertiair 

substraat. Met de hoogte van het huidig oppervlak werd de paleotopografie of de hoogte van 
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het Tertiair oppervlak berekend. Op dit oppervlak werden stroomlijnen gemodelleerd, die als 

vroegere erosiepatronen geїnterpreteerd kunnen worden. Deze methodologie werd vervolgens 

vergeleken met de combinatie van de vier simultane EGs metingen met de DUALEM-21S om 

de diepte tot het Tertiair substraat te modelleren. Hierbij werden theoretische benaderingen 

gebruikt voor de diepteresponscurves van de verschillende spoelconfiguraties. Uiteindelijk 

konden de dieptes even nauwkeurig ingeschat worden als wanneer calibratieboringen gebruikt 

werden.  

Als alternatief van de theoretische diepteresponsfuncties werd een procedure opgesteld om 

deze empirisch te benaderen. De diepteresponscurves werden voor zowel de vertikale als 

loodrechte spoelconfiguraties opgesteld door het simultaan fitten van de EGs-data aan de 

dieptes van de calibratieboringen. Uiteindelijk werd de dieptemodellering gevalideerd met 

behulp van elektrische resistiviteit-metingen. Met deze methode kon het paleolandschap van 

een gebied van 39 ha gemodelleerd en driedimensioneel gevisualiseerd worden.  

Wanneer bodemmateriaal met lage geleidbaarheid zich bevindt boven een hoog-conductief 

substraat, kon de diepte tussen de lagen heel nauwkeurig gemodelleerd worden. De 

omgekeerde situatie manifesteert zich echter in de kustvlakte: een kleiig, conductief pakket is 

daar gelokaliseerd bovenop zandig, resistief materiaal. Daarin werden in de loop der tijd 

verschillende getijdekanalen ingesneden, zo goed als onzichtbaar aan het oppervlak omdat 

deze dichtgeslibd zijn met kleiig materiaal. In een derde fase werd daarom aangetoond dat de 

diepte tussen de kleiige deklaag en het grove zand of tussen de klei in de geul en het zand 

even nauwkeurig gemodelleerd kon worden met behulp van enkele rechtstreekse 

conductiviteitsmetingen en een beperkt aantal boringen.  

Op hetzelfde studiegebied werd een procedure vooropgesteld om archeologische anomaliën te 

versterken door combinatie van de simultane EGs metingen. De vier metingen werden 

gecombineerd om de conductiviteit te modelleren tussen vooraf gedefinieerde dieptes, met 

een versterking van de vage anomaliën veroorzaakt door archeologische sporen tot gevolg. 

Het contrast tussen de vage signaturen en de ‘lege’ achtergrond kon zo worden vergroot, wat 

de aanduiding en interpretatie van de sporen vergemakkelijkt. Hierdoor kunnen 

archeologische opgravingen gerichter worden uitgevoerd, wat een aanzienlijke daling van de 

kostprijs met zich meebrengt. Daarenboven kan de continuїteit van de sporen ingeschat 

worden, wat de interpretatie vereenvoudigt. 

In een vijfde onderzoeksfase werden verschillende EGs metingen gecombineerd om metalen 

objecten in een WO I slagveld aan te duiden, vermits elke spoelconfiguratie een sterke, 

afwijkende respons vertoont boven metalen objecten in de ondergrond. De signatuur van de 

anomaliën verschilt naargelang de spoelafstand en -oriëntatie. Om een eenduidig signaal te 

verkrijgen boven de begraven metalen objecten werden de metingen gefilterd en 

gecombineerd. Vooreerst werd de graduele trend afgetrokken van de ruwe EGs metingen om 
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enkel de lokale verstoringen zichtbaar te maken. De specifieke combinatie van de vier 

metingen versterkte het contrast tussen anomaliën en de achtergrond aanzienlijk. Zowel de 

diepte als de massa van de begraven objecten blijken de gecombineerde waarde substantieel 

te beїnvloeden. Finaal werd een eenduidige respons van de metalen objecten verkregen tot 

een diepte van ongeveer 1 m. Opgravingsresultaten bevestigden dat de procedure bruikbaar 

was voor het lokaliseren van metalen objecten, zoals niet-geëxplodeerde obussen, in de 

bovenste meter van de bodem.  

Om te besluiten bewees dit onderzoek het potentieel van multi-signaal EMI sensoren. De 

fusie van de verschillende simultane signalen vertoonde een duidelijke meerwaarde ten 

opzichte van de som van elk signaal afzonderlijk om contrasterende lagen in kaart te brengen 

en begraven objecten en sporen aan te duiden. Dit omwille van de gelijktijdige scans op 

verschillende dieptes, gevoeligheid voor verschillen in kleigehalte en voor metalen objecten 

en mogelijkheden tot combinatie van de complementaire en aanvullende metingen.   

 



 

Summary 

Quantification of the small-scale vertical soil heterogeneity and the location of buried features 

is very labour-intensive using the conventional techniques of soil augering and excavation. 

Apart from this, the continuity of these phenomena cannot be mapped accurately. Proximal 

soil sensors were developed to obtain quick and continuous estimations of the soil 

constitution nearby the surface (< 2 m). The application of these instruments differs according 

to the geophysical method on which they are based. 

In this study, two proximal soil sensing instruments were investigated on their potential to 

map constrasting soil layers and to locate buried features non-invasively: the EM38DD and 

DUALEM-21S. Both electromagnetic induction sensors measure the conductivity and 

magnetic properties of the soil. Low-frequency electromagnetic waves are transmitted from a 

first coil and received by a second coil. Despite the fixed frequency, both the distance in-

between and the orientation of transmitting and receiving coils determine the depth of 

investigation. Both instruments consist of multiple coils, measuring simultaneously within 

different depth intervals. The EM38DD sensor measures simultaneously in two coil 

configurations, the DUALEM-21S in four. The goal of this research was to evaluate the 

potency of fusing the multiple signals to map contrasting soil layers and to locate buried 

features.  

In a first phase, the apparent electrical conductivity (ECa) of the EM38DD was statistically 

compared with the whole range of soil textural fractions.  From investigation on a substantial 

amount of “pseudo-homogeneous” profiles, only the finest textural fraction (0-2 μm) proved 

to influence the ECa substantially. Pedotransferfunctions were established linking the clay 

fraction to the ECa. A reference ECa map was obtained as a direct conversion from the 

topsoil clay content. The ratio of the reference (topsoil) ECa map en the observed ECa (until a 

depth of approximately 1.5 m), provides a raw quantification of the soil profile heterogeneity. 

If this ratio is near to one, the profile is quasi-homogeneous; a ratio exceeding one indicates 

the presence of more conductive material deeper in the soil profile, and vice versa. 

In a second phase, multiple ECa signals were combined to quantify the depth between 

contrasting layers (with different conductivity). On a study site in the Belgian loess belt, the 

depth of the Tertiary substrate beneath the loess cover was calibrated to the ECa using a 

theoretical depth response function. Given this relationship, the ECa map was non-linearly 

converted in a depth-to-clay map of the entire study site. Given the elevation of the current 

surface, the paleotopography or the elevation of the Tertiary surface was reconstructed. On 

this surface, flow lines were modelled, representing past erosion processes. This methodology 

was compared with the combination of the four simultaneous ECa measurements from the 
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DUALEM-21S to model the depth-to-clay at the same study site non-invasively. Assuming 

the depth responses of the four different coil configurations described by theoretical 

approximations of the Maxwell’s equations, the depths were accurately modelled without 

calibration augerings.  

As an alternative for these theoretical response functions, a procedure was proposed to 

establish empirical depth response curves for different coil configurations.  The depth 

response curves were fitted both for the vertical and perpendicular coil configurations, 

employing both calibration observations and direct conductivity measurements of both layers. 

The predictions were validated with geo-electrical imaging. Finally, the paleolandscape of an 

area of 39 ha in the Belgian loess belt was modelled and visualized three-dimensionally.  

With low-conductive material situated above high-conductive material, the depth in-between 

the contrasting layers could be accurately modelled. In the coastal plain, a clayey conductive 

layer was located above sandy, resistive material. Different tidal channels manifest into the 

coastal plain, invisible at the surface because filled with sedimented clayey material. In a third 

phase, the depth between the clayey pack and coarse sand or between the clay in the tidal 

channel and the sand was accurately modelled at a study site in the Belgian coastal plain. The 

current of a tidal channel could be visualized three-dimensionally. 

On the same study site, a procedure was proposed to highlight different archaeological 

anomalies based on combinations of the simultaneous ECa measurements with the 

DUALEM-21S instrument. The four measurements were combined to model the 

conductivities within specific depth intervals, showing a more distinct variability across 

archaeological features. Vague archaeological anomalies could be amplified by applying the 

developed methodology, guiding excavation activities more efficiently, hereby reducing the 

labour efforts and costs. 

In a fifth phase, the combination of multiple ECa measurements was investigated to delineate 

metal objects on a WW I battlefield. Each coil configuration proved to respond strongly on 

metal objects in the soil. However, the magnitude and sign of the metal anomalies differed 

according to the instruments coil distance and orientation. The four simultaneous 

measurements were subtracted with their gradual trend to obtain the local anomalies. The 

combination amplified the signal response to metal, influenced by both depth and mass of the 

buried objects. Finally, a clear response for buried metal was obtained to a depth of about 1.2 

m. Excavation results confirmed the procedure appropriate to locate metal objects, like 

unexploded WW I shells, in the top 1.2 m of a soil.  

To conclude, this research showed the potential of fusing multiple simultaneous signals from 

the coil configurations of the electromagnetic induction instruments for mapping contrasting 

soil layers and locating buried features. Multi-coil electromagnetic induction sensors prove to 

offer more information than other sensors due to their investigation at different depths, 
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sensitivity for small variations in clay content and for metal objects and possibilities for 

combining the separate measurements. The integration of the multiple signals provides a large 

added value compared to the single signals. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

The need for detailed soil information for local decision making often arises from concerns 

with (i) the accuracy of the published soil information mapping, classification, and 

interpretation and with (ii) situations where the published information is too general for 

decisions about a specific area (McKenzie et al., 2008). Remote sensing imagery of a large 

variety of spaceborne and airborne sensors provides a huge amount of data about our earth 

surface for global and detailed analysis, change detection and monitoring. The limitations for 

image-based remote sensing applications are mainly due to sensor attributes, such as 

restricted spectral range, coarse spatial resolution, slow turnaround time, and inadequate 

repeat coverage (Moran et al., 1997) besides their multiple advantages (cheap and rapid, 

covering large areas, data from inaccessible regions, …). For site-specific crop management 

and archaeological prospection, detailed estimates of soil properties and accurate localization 

of buried features are required. Moreover, soil properties should have a clear expression in the 

top centimeters of the soil to observe them with remote sensing. Proximal soil sensors were 

developed to quantify mechanical, physical and chemical soil properties with a high spatial 

resolution. Proximal soil sensing deals with the measurement of soil properties at close range 

or in contact with the soil. The increasing interest in proximal soil sensing manifest in the 

recent formation (july 2008) of a working group on ‘Proximal Soil Sensing’ under the 

auspices of both the ‘Pedometrics Commission’ and the ‘Soil Physics Commission’ of the 

‘Internation Union of Soil Sciences’ (IUSS). Nowadays, a number of geophysical techniques 

are available, or currently being researched. It is important that the appropriate technique will 

be used for a given type of application. If the physical principles upon which a method is 

based are understood, then it is less likely that the technique will be misapplied or the 

resulting data misinterpreted. Generally, it is better to use methods that are sensitive to 

different physical properties and are able to complement each other providing an integrated 

approach for the characterization of the underground. Among all proximal soil sensing 

methods, the electromagnetic (EMI) techniques must have the broadest range of different 

instrumental systems of any, matched by the remarkable range of applications to which these 

methods are being applied (Reynolds, 1997). One of the main advantages of the EMI methods 

is that the process of induction does not require direct contact with the ground. Consequently, 
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the speed with which EMI surveys can be made is much higher (Moghadas et al., 2010). 

Different EMI instruments are currently being applied and investigated. These instruments 

provide apparent electrical conductivity (ECa) measurements of the soil. The ECa is the 

integration of the conductivities of the different entities in the measured soil volume. Initially, 

soil ECa was determined to quantify the soil salinity (Triantafilis et al., 2000). In non-saline 

conditions, differences in ECa were attributed to variation in soil physical properties, such as 

particle size distribution, moisture content and organic matter (Carroll and Oliver, 2005). 

When a GPS receiver and a data logger are used to record the position of each measurement, a 

map can be generated and processed along with other layers of spatially variable information 

(Adamchuk et al., 2004).  

In 2001, the dual-dipole EM38 or the EM38DD soil sensor was developed by Geonics Ltd 

(Ontario, Canada), which provides two simultaneous measurements: ECa or apparent 

magnetic susceptibility (MSa) with two different depth extents. Due to its rich information 

output, this instrument showed potential for a variety of applications. 

Vitharana (2008) aimed at delineating management classes with the EM38DD to implement 

site-specific soil management. Therefore, he mapped the within-field variation of relatively 

stable soil properties like soil textural fractions, pH, organic carbon and depth to subsurface 

compacted soil layers.  

Cockx (2010) investigated the use of this proximal soil sensor to inventory and characterize 

soil properties at a high resolution. The investigation proved that soil ECa data from the 

EM38DD is a valuable source of ancillary information to improve soil inventories. Cockx et 

al. (2006) were the first to evaluate the dual dipole character of the EM38DD to obtain 

complementary information about soil profile heterogeneity: homogeneous soil profiles have 

similar ECa patterns while differing ECa patterns indicate a contrasting layer in the subsoil. 

From this research, the awareness growed that combining the multiple EMI signals could 

improve the understanding of underground features. Therefore, the department of Soil 

Management decided to buy the DUALEM-21S (DUALEM Inc., Milton, Canada) sensor in 

2006, providing 8 signals simultaneously. The department of Soil Management from the 

Ghent University was worldwide the first buyer of this sensor. 

This instrument was used by Simpson (2009) to evaluate the combination of the multiple 

signals for geoarchaeological prospection. He recognized the potential of the MSa signal of 

both EM38DD and DUALEM-21S instruments, hereby highlighting local anomalies caused 

by antropogenic disturbances of the natural soil volume. With one EMI sensor, dual 

measurement of ECa and MSa or the complementary information about the natural soil 

variation and antropogenic disturbances enhances the insight on the physical nature of buried 

structures. Moreover, he emphasized the possibilities for depth sounding by combining the 

multiple signals and the sensibility to metal of the DUALEM-21S measurements. In order to 
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obtain good results, he insisted on a well-defined survey strategy and a data processing 

performed with great care. 

During the last century, most European countries conducted nationwide surveys resulting in 

soil maps published on scales between 1/20,000 (e.g. Belgium) and 1/100,000 (e.g. 

Denmark), mostly with the aim to support agricultural development (Vitharana et al., 2008a). 

At present, many countries possess coverage of soil maps, with the main units expressed as 

differences in soil texture. Commonly, cartographic units on traditional soil maps depict a 

type of soil defined by a representative soil profile (Cosandey et al., 2003). Because soil 

sampling of profile horizons is labour-intensive, most soil studies focus on the topsoil only 

(Kerry and Oliver, 2007; Garten Jr. et al., 2007).  However, the spatial variability of subsoil 

horizons is governed by pedogenic processes, while the topsoil variability of arable land is 

predominantly influenced by tillage homogenization (Sinegani et al., 2005). Therefore, the 

subsoil is often much more heterogeneous than the topsoil, both laterally and vertically. To 

investigate this vertical heterogeneity, the ECa of the EM38 was calibrated to the depth of the 

interface between the contrasting layers (Boll et al., 1996; Sudduth et al., 2003; Cockx et al., 

2006; Cockx et al., 2007). These studies employ the ECa signal from one particular coil 

configuration. Because the depth of investigation is controlled by both coil spacing and coil 

orientation, simultaneous measurements attributed to multiple coil spacings or coil 

orientations provide more information in depth. The DUALEM-21S has multiple coil 

spacings and coil orientations, providing measurements with different depth sensitivity. The 

combination of these multiple signals shows potential for detailed inventories of the field-

scale soil stratigraphy. 

In archaeology, the integration of the multiple signals with specific depth sensitivity has the 

potential to detect more archaeological features than individual signals. Most archaeological 

features have a limited vertical depth extent, making them difficult to differentiate within a 

single ECa measurement. They are frequently masked by a high textural variability or by 

antropogenic disturbances. Combining and filtering the multiple signals could focus on 

enhancing the contrast between subtle anomalies caused by small archaeological features and 

the background values.  

Electromagnetic induction surveys have been successful in detecting subsurface ferrous and 

non-ferrous metallic objects. Mostly, time-domain EMI instruments are used for unexploded 

ordnance (UXO) detection (Pasion and Oldenburg, 2001). They are able to measure at 

different times, hereby situating and characterizing the metallic object within some particular 

limits. Frequency-domain EMI sensors could also be used to indicate the presence of UXO 

(Huang et al., 2007), for example buried shells on historical battlefields. Frequency-domain 

EMI sensors measure the secondary field at one time, but the simultaneous (ECa) signals 
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could improve significantly the possibilities for signal processing to attempt an accurate 

localization and identification of the buried metal objects. 

1.2 Research objectives 

In order to implement site-specific crop management, to get more insight about the 

quaternary-geomorphology and to prospect for archaeological features or unexploded shells, 

quantification of the depth between contrasting underground layers or features is 

indispensable. The general aim was therefore to investigate the use of multiple signals of the 

EM38DD and DUALEM-21S EMI instruments to map the depth of the interface between 

contrasting soil layers and to locate different buried features. This should increase the time- 

and cost-effectiveness and decrease the required labour efforts for pedological, 

geomorphological and archaeological prospection and metal detection. 

To reach the general aim, the following research questions were put forward: 

(i) Which soil textural fractions influence the soil electrical conductivity to identify 

heterogeneous soil profiles? 

Different soil textural fractions prove to affect the measured soil ECa. The vertical 

heterogeneity or interface between contrasting layers can only be detected when the 

conductivity of the bordering soil layers differs substantially. Therefore, the first 

objective was to investigate which soil textural fractions influence the detectability of 

the different soil entities significantly. 

(ii)  Could one signal serve to model the depth between two contrasting layers 

accurately? 

 In the past, the output of an EMI sensor was often a single measurement of ECa. This 

ECa measurement could be calibrated to observations of the depth of the interface 

between two contrasting layers. Finally, the entire ECa map was transformed into a 

map of the depth to the interface. Due to the lack of theoretical background, the errors 

on the modelling point out to be substantial. Therefore, the second objective was to 

evaluate theoretical approximations while fitting the sensor data to the depth 

observations, to achieve a more precise depth modelling.     

(iii) Does combining multiple EMI measurements increase the accuracy and decrease the 

efforts for modelling the depth? 

 The new EMI sensors measure simultaneously in multiple coil configurations with 

corresponding depth sensitivity. This enlarges the possibilities to perform depth 

sounding considerably. Depth sounding diminishes the labour efforts because 

calibration observations become redundant. Therefore, the objective was to develop a 
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multi-signal approach to model the depth of the interface between two contrasting 

layers non-invasively.   

(iv) Is it possible to develop depth response curves for the different coil configurations? 

Most methodologies to model the depth between two contrasting layers use 

theoretical approximations for the depth sensitivity functions. Because the 

approximations are defined within delimited boundaries, the aim was to establish 

empirical sensitivity functions for each coil configuration and evaluate them on their 

potential to model the depth of the interface.  

(v)  Is it possible to model the depth of the interface when the upper material has a much 

higher conductivity than the lower layers? 

Most depth inversions are generally done to model the depth between low conductive 

material on the top and high conductive material in the subsoil. Callegary et al. (2007) 

stated that under more electrically conductive conditions (much higher conductivity at 

the top), the theoretical approximations for the depth sensitivity do not hold, 

providing a large error on the modelling predictions. Conductive topsoil is assumed to 

attenuate the transmitted electromagnetic signal. Therefore, the goal was to model 

accurately the depth of the interface between high conductive topsoil and low 

conductive subsoil fusing the multiple signals of the DUALEM-21S instrument.  

(vi) Can archaeological features be accentuated by fusing the multiple signals? 

Archaeological features are regularly present as subtle anomalies in the geophysical 

data, difficult to distinguish from the natural background. They manifest as very 

small, weak distortions of the natural soil material and are likely to be eroded or 

covered by sediments. Therefore, the purpose was to establish a multi-signal 

approach to enforce the contrast between the subtle anomalies and the natural 

background. 

(vii) Does the multi-signal approach improve metal delineation and estimation of mass 

and depth? 

Buried metal has a distinct influence on the EMI measurements, but the response and 

depth sensitivity reveals to be different for the different coil configurations and for 

the natural background. Therefore, the objective was to develop a procedure to 

combine the multiple signals of the DUALEM-21S to achieve a clear response from 

the buried metal objects. The developed procedure should recognize buried metal 

objects in historical battlefields (potentially unexploded shells), and estimate their 

mass and depth, with the final aim to discern the possible risks associated with 

excavation practices. 
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1.3 Structure of the thesis 

The thesis is divided in nine chapters (Fig. 1.1). Chapter 2 focuses on the EMI proximal soil 

sensing, with the description of the theoretical principles, the instruments, mobile 

configuration and the geology and geomorphology of the study sites.  Chapter 3 deals with 

the investigation of the main textural fractions affecting the ECa measurements for the 

identification of heterogeneous soil profiles. A procedure was proposed to characterize the 

type of heterogeneity. Chapter 4 describes a methodology to calibrate observations of the 

depth between contrasting layers to the ECa, using a theoretical depth sensitivity function. 

This was done on a study site with a high conductive substratum. In Chapter 5, a non-invasive 

procedure was proposed to model the depth between contrasting layers by integrating the 

multiple signals of the DUALEM-21S instrument. The accuracy of the predictions was 

compared with the procedure of using both EM38DD measurements and calibration 

observations.  Chapter 6 presents the development of depth sensitivity functions for multiple 

coil configurations. The depth modellings were validated using geo-electrical imaging. 

Chapter 7 accentuates the influence of the inverse layeredness (compared to the previous 

chapters) on the accuracy of the depth calculations. The established multi-signal approach 

was applied to quantify the vertical extent of a tidal channel. Chapter 8 proposes a multi-

signal methodology to accentuate subtle archaeological anomalies with the aim to guide 

excavations more efficiently. In chapter 9, a procedure was developed to filter and fuse the 

multiple signals of the DUALEM-21S instrument to highlight and delineate anomalies caused 

by buried metal objects. Moreover, depth and mass predictions were evaluated on a WW I 

battlefield. 
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Fig. 1.1. Schematic overview of the thesis. 



 

Chapter 2 

Materials and methods: Proximal soil 

sensing 

2.1 Introduction 

Proximal soil sensing is defined as the use of field-based sensors to collect soil information 

from close by (within 2 m), or within, the soil body (Viscarra-Rossel et al., 2010). Soil can be 

defined as the loose top layer of the Earth's surface, consisting of rock and mineral particles 

mixed with decayed organic matter (humus) and capable of retaining water, providing 

nutrients for plants, and supporting a wide range of biotic communities. Soil can be 

influenced by human activity indicated by a concentration of phosphorus, organic matter, 

debris, or artifacts. The different soil and sediment components are physically mixed through 

cultivation, deforestation or construction. Generally, a soil consists of layers (or horizons), 

developed through the natural weathering of geological and archaeological surfaces, which 

differ chemically, physically, or biologically. Sequences of related soil horizons make up the 

soil profile. 

The type of proximal soil sensor can be defined according to the geophysical method used, 

and the invasiveness of the soil. Geophysical methods respond to the physical properties of 

the subsurface media (rocks, sediments, water, voids …) and can be classified into two 

distinct types: passive and active methods. Passive methods are those that detect variations 

within the natural fields associated with the Earth, such as the gravitational and magnetic 

fields; active methods generate signals that are transmitted into the ground, which then 

modify those signals in ways that are characteristic of the materials through which they travel 

(Witten, 2006). The altered signals are measured by appropriate detectors whose output can 

be displayed and ultimately interpreted. Invasive proximal soil sensors are in direct sensor-to-

soil contact while non-invasive instruments measure the soil properties above the surface.  

Different proximal soil sensing techniques can be distinguished: Ground Penetrating Radar, 

Magnetometry, Resistivity, Electromagnetic induction (EMI)…  Development of proximal 

soil sensors was primarily done for improving the efficiency of crop production and raising 

the understanding of soil variability. Most proximal soil sensing techniques respond to a 

combination of different soil properties, making the interpretation of the measurements 

complicated. They may either measure the soil property directly or indirectly, by finding a 
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proxy that is easier and cheaper to measure and developing a pedotransfer function. 

Generally, the measured soil properties are not as accurate per individual measurement as 

conventional laboratory analysis. However, it facilitates the generation of larger amounts of 

spatial data using cheaper, simpler and less laborious techniques, which, as an ensemble, may 

be highly informative (Viscarra-Rossel et al., 2010). The large amount of measurements 

involves the accurate quantification of the horizontal spatial variability, allowing to describe a 

large amount of underground phenomena. It must be recognized that there is no universal 

geophysical method that will perform best for all applications and at all sites. Each method 

had strengths and weaknesses and exploits different physical principles and material 

properties of buried objects. A feature that is ‘invisible’ to one technique may be obvious in 

another. Different techniques can complement each other to come to an unambiguous 

understanding and identification of a buried feature (Witten, 2006). In this study, EMI was the 

main (active and non-invasive) technique used for mapping the depth between contrasting 

layers and for locating buried features. The other main techniques for proximal soil sensing 

are described briefly. 

2.2 Ground Penetrating Radar, Magnetometry and 

Electrical Resistance 

 2.2.1 Ground Penetrating Radar 

The Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) transmits electromagnetic waves with a high frequency 

in the range of 10 MHz – 1.5 GHz (Fig. 2.1). They require a close contact between the 

transmitter antenna and the soil. The electromagnetic waves are transmitted by an antenna and 

penetrate in the soil with a speed determined by the dielectric properties of the soil, especially 

the dielectric permittivity (Lunt, 2004). The waves propagate through the soil and are 

reflected at discontinuities in dielectric properties or attenuated by absorption. The absorption 

losses are mainly due to the clay and moisture content of the soil. The reflected waves are 

received by the antenna and both the strength and the travel time of the wave are recorded. 

When the velocity of the wave through the soil is known, the depth of the discontinuity can be 

deduced from the travel time of the wave (Moorman, 1990). GPR can also be used to 

determine the soil moisture content. With low clay and moisture content of the soil, the 

penetration depth of the ground penetrating radar is mainly determined by the antenna 

frequency: the higher the frequency, the lower the penetration depth. GPR can be limited by 

the size and depth of features of interest. Attenuation of the radar wave is mainly controlled 

by the electrical conductivity of the host. If the conductivity is too high, sufficiently high 
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frequencies to resolve a given feature may not penetrate to the necessary depth, as frequently 

the case in clayey soils (Witten, 2006). 

 

 
Fig. 2.1. Basic principles of Magnetometry (left), Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) (middle) and 

Electrical Resistivity (ER) (right) (Simpson, 2009). 

 

 2.2.2 Magnetometry 

Magnetometry uses the earth magnetic field as an energy source, so it is a passive method. 

The magnetic field of the earth is homogeneous with regard to the field strength and the 

direction of the field strength. If a magnetic feature on or above the ground surface is brought 

into this homogeneous field, the own field of the object is superposing the local magnetic 

field of the earth, hence creating a distortion (Fig. 2.1). However, the local magnetic field of 

the earth has a diural variation, influenced by the magnetic field of the sun (Reynolds, 1997). 

Therefore, magnetometers are mostly placed in gradiometer configuration. A gradiometer 

measures the difference (pseudogradient) in total magnetic field strength between two 

identical magnetometers separated by a small difference. The magnetic field gradient is 

expressed in units of nT m-1. As gradiometers measure the vertical magnetic gradient, noise 

effects from long-wavelength features are surpressed and anomalies from shallow sources are 

emphasized. Different types of magnetometers exits, from which the most common are the 

fluxgate and caesium vapor (Witten, 2006). Fluxgate magnetometers measure the vertical 

component of the magnetic field and can provide measurements accurate to about 1 nT. 

Caesium vapor magnetometers measure the total magnitude of the magnetic field and are 

much more sensitive than the fluxgate instruments (0.01 nT). The basis for magnetic 

prospecting is the presence of weakly magnetized iron oxides in the soil. Therefore, it is 

generally related to antropogenic activity and frequently used in archaeological prospecting 

(Gaffney and Gater, 2003). 
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Magnetometry has two important complications: (i) the Earth’s field is dipolar, which means 

that a single anomaly can have the form of a positive peak only, a negative peak only, or a 

positive and negative peak; (ii) remanent magnetization plays an important role in the 

measurements. Generally, the remanent magnetic component in the observed magnetic field is 

neglected, possibly biasing the interpretations. 

 

 2.2.3 Electrical Resistance 

Measurements with electrical resistance (ER) methods imply the insertion of electrodes into 

the soil, measuring the earth resistance to the flow of charge through the soil. In his 

conventional configuration, the ER system consists of four coulter electrodes, from which two 

electrodes are the current transmitters and two the receiving electrodes (Fig. 2.1). The flow of 

charge is introduced at the soil surface and the difference in current potential due to the 

resistance of the soil is measured. The ratio of the measured potential difference and the 

current strength is equal to the earth resistivity according to Ohm’s law (Gaffney and Gater, 

2003). Mostly, the apparent electrical resistivity is measured. This is the resistivity that the 

soil would have if perfectly homogeneous with a uniform resistivity value. The depth of 

investigation of the electrode array is a function of the electrode spacing: the greater the 

spacing between the current electrodes, the deeper the flow of charge will penetrate into the 

soil. Mostly, multiple electrodes are used so multiple depths can be scanned simultaneously. 

A drawback is that the electrodes need a close contact with the soil.  This is difficult to 

achieve in dry soils or soils with a lot of stony material. 

Generally, the purpose of electrical resistance surveys is to determine the resistivity 

distribution of the sounding soil volume. Potential difference patterns provide information on 

the form of subsurface heterogeneities and of their electrical properties. The greater the 

electrical contrast between the soil matrix and heterogeneity, the easier is the detection 

(Samouëlian et al., 2005).  

In this study, we used both a standard EC-probe set for direct soil conductivity measurements 

and the ABEM Terrameter and Lund electrode selector system (ABEM instrument AB, 

Sundbyberg, Sweden) for resistivity imaging. The EC-probe set consists of an EC-probe and 

an earth resistivity meter (Eijkelkamp Agrisearch Equipment, Giesbeek, The Netherlands). 

Measurement of the soil resistivity using four electrodes is based on the Wenner-method, 

described by Rhoades and Van Schilfgaarde (1976). Fig. 2.2 gives a schematic overview of 

the instrument. The power source (6) generates an alternating current between the two current 

electrodes (1 and 4) thereby creating an electric field. Its strength depends on the strength of 

the current and the distance between the four electrodes (all 25 mm separated). Resistivity of 

the soil causes decreased voltage between the current electrodes. The earth resistivity meter 
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(7) measures a potential difference between the measuring electrodes (2 and 3). The ratio 

between the registered potential difference and the strength of the current equals the 

resistivity. The EC-probe measures in situ the electrical resistivity of a limited (elliptic) soil 

volume of 80 cm3 of soil around the probe. A temperature sensor is used to convert the 

measurements to a reference temperature. This sensor can be used only for a limited number 

of punctual measurements, because of the labour efforts involved. Moreover, these act as 

calibration measurements for the proximal soil sensing data. 

 

 
Fig. 2.2. EC-probe with indication of indication of its components: current electrodes ((1) and (4)), 

measuring electrodes ((2) and (3)), power source (6) and resistivity meter (7). 

 

The ABEM Terrameter and Lund electrode selector system was applied to map the interface 

between contrasting layers. With this multi-electrode resistivity system, 64 electrodes were 

arranged in a straight line with a constant spacing of 1 m and connected to a multi-core cable. 

A controller system selected the combination of four active electrodes for each measurement 

of the resistivity data. The data can be interpreted to determine a two-dimensional resistivity 

model for the subsurface which produces a pseudosection that agrees with the actual 

measurements. The distance for the electrode configuration midpoint can be plotted against 

the electrode separation for each measured data point, reflecting the measurement depth. The 

corresponding apparent resistivity along the vertical section allows geological boundaries to 

be identified, by characterizing the ground in terms of the thickness of individual layers 

together with their respective apparent resistivity values along the vertical profile (Batte et al., 

2008). 
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2.3 Electromagnetic induction 

 2.3.1 Principle 

Electromagnetic methods can be classified as either (i) time-domain or (ii) frequency-domain 

systems. Frequency-domain uses either one or more frequencies whereas time-domain makes 

measurements as a function of time. Electromagnetic methods use the response of the ground 

to the propagation of incident alternating electromagnetic waves which are made up of two 

orthogonal vector components: an electric intensity (E) and a magnetizing force (H), in a 

plane perpendicular to the direction of travel (Fig. 2.3) (Frischknecht et al., 1991). 

 

 
Fig. 2.3. Basic elements of an electromagnetic wave with electric (E) and magnetic (H) components 

(WHO, 1998) 

 

Maxwell’s four equations describe these electric and magnetic fields arising from varying 

distributions of electric charges and currents, and how those fields change in time. Two of the 

Maxwell equations are particularly important to understand the principle of electromagnetic 

induction sensors: the Ampere’s law with Maxwell’s correction and the Faraday’s law: 

The Ampère's law with Maxwell's correction states that magnetic fields can be generated in 

two ways: by electrical current (Ampère's law) and by changing electric fields (Maxwell's 

correction). In the case of static electric field, the magnetic field around a closed loop is 

proportional to the flow of charge passing through the loop. It also means that a changing 

magnetic field creates an electric field, and a changing electric field creates a magnetic field. 

The differential form of this equation can be written as: 

dt
dx EEH ⋅ε+⋅σ=∇     [2.1] 

with σ the conductivity and ε the permittivity of the medium. 
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Faraday's law describes how a changing magnetic field can create (‘induce’) an electric field, 

proportional to the time rate of change of the magnetic flux threading the circuit. Any change 

in the magnetic environment of a coil of wire will cause a voltage to be induced in the coil. 

The change can be produced by changing the magnetic field strength or moving the coil into 

or out of the magnetic field for example. The differential form of Faraday’s law can be 

described as: 

dt
dx ΗE μ−=∇       [2.2] 

with μ the magnetic susceptibility of the medium.  

Frequency-domain electromagnetic induction sensors exist of both transmitter and receiver 

coils. According to Ampère's law with Maxwell's correction, a time-varying magnetic field 

(Hp) arises when an alternating charge flows through the transmitter coil. This primary 

electromagnetic field propagates above and below the ground (Fig. 2.4). According to 

Faraday’s law, this field creates eddy (alternating) currents in the electrically conductive soil 

or in an object embedded in the soil. The currents induced in an object in the ground are a 

function of the time rate of change of the primary field at the object and the objects size, 

shape, conductivity and magnetic susceptibility and of the conductivity and permittivity of the 

surrounding soil. These time-varying currents then induce their own (secondary) magnetic 

field which is detected by a receiver coil (Hs). This coil also detects the primary field 

traveling through the air, so the overall response is the resultant effect of both the primary and 

induced fields. Both fields induce currents in the coil, from which the current can be 

measured. The magnitude of the induced voltage is directly proportional to the rate of change 

of the magnetic field.  

 

 
Fig. 2.4. Basic principle of electromagnetic induction sensing. 

  

With frequency-domain EMI sensing, the applied alternating voltage has the form of a sine 

wave  with an angular wave frequency of ω (= 2πf) and an amplitude which varies as a 
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function of time. Eddy currents take a finite time to generate, arising from the induced 

voltage. Therefore, the difference in time between the primary and secondary magnetic field 

at the receiver coil is described by a phase lag and amplitude, depending on the electrical 

properties of the subsurface materials (Reynolds, 1997). The proximal soil EMI instruments 

are developed to measure two components of the secondary field, obtained by Fourier 

transformation during signal processing. The in-phase and quadrature-phase components are 

shown on the vector diagram in Fig. 2.5. The in-phase response is a proxy of the amplitude of 

the secondary field measured when the primary field is at its maximum; the quadrature-phase 

response reflects the amplitude of the secondary field when the primary field is 0. The 

amplitude and phase of the secondary magnetic field will differ from those of the primary 

field as a result of soil properties, spacing of the coils and their orientation, frequency of the 

instrument and distance from the soil surface. (Hendrickx and Kachanoski, 2002) 

 

 
Fig. 2.5. Amplitude of the primary and secondary field, oscillating in time. 

 

2.3.2 Instrument output to conductivity 

Frequency-domain EMI instruments measure a depth-weighted average of the soil electrical 

conductivity: the apparent electrical conductivity (ECa). EMI instruments operating at very 

low induction numbers (β) are sometimes called terrain conductivity meters (Spies and 

Frischknecht, 1991). Low induction numbers imply the charge flowing in any loop of the 

magnetic field to be completely independent of the charge that passes in any other loop since 

they are not magnetically coupled (McNeill, 1980b). The induction number is the ratio of the 

intercoil separation s to the skin depth δ. This skin depth is defined as the distance at which 

the propagating magnetic field strength has been attenuated to e-1 (or 37 %) of the strength at 
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the surface. The skin depth varies inversely with conductivity and magnetic susceptibility of 

the soil and frequency of the instrument (McNeill, 1980b).  

ωμσ
=δ

2
      [2.3] 

Within the restriction of a small β, the instrument output 
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 Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) can be combined to obtain σ as a function of the instrument output: 

phase-quadratures
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The in-phase response can be related to the magnetic susceptibility of the soil at low β.  

The most common type of instrument uses separated transmitter and receiver coils. Different 

configurations exist: the vertical, horizontal and perpendicular coil configurations. The 

quadrature component is proportional to the conductivity and the output of the instruments is 

calibrated to show the ECa rather than the quadrature component. Most of the instruments 

measure the in-phase component, primarily depending on the magnetic susceptibility of the 

earth. In conductivity mapping, the specific instrument or spacing and the configuration are 

chosen to maximize the response from the depth that is of greatest interest. Measurements at 

two or more combinations of spacings or orientations enlarge the information output of the 

instruments (Dualem inc., 2007). The principle method of calibrating low induction number 

instruments is by raising them to a suitable height above the earth. Only the primary magnetic 

field will then be measured and nulled. 

 

2.3.3 Penetration depth 

With Frequency Domain Electromagnetic Induction (FDEM) sensors, three main factors 

determine the penetration depth: (i) the frequency from the continuously oscillating 

electromagnetic field, (ii) the distance in-between the transmitter and receiver coils and (iii) 

the orientation of the transmitter and receiver coils. The relative response to the primary 

magnetic field created by the EMI instruments varies with depth and is therefore expressed as 

a depth response function (Morris, 2009).  
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McNeill (1980b) defined the depth response functions of EMI instruments in homogeneous 

soils by asymptotic approximations of Maxwell’s equations. The ECa measurements for the 

vertical, horizontal and perpendicular coil configurations can be represented as: 
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with xi the normalized depth expressed as ratio of the depth zi or the depth of the interface 

between layers i and i+1 to the intercoil spacing s, ECi is the value of the average electrical 

conductivity (EC) of layer i, Rv(xi),  Rh(xi) and Rp(xi) are the values of the cumulative response 

at  normalized depths xi or at the interface between layers i and i+1 for the vertical, horizontal 

and perpendicular coil configurations. These cumulative response functions are given by 

McNeill (1980b) and Wait (1962):  
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An increase in penetration depth can be obtained by increasing s. The larger the intercoil 

spacing, the deeper the magnetic field penetrates into the soil.  

 

2.3.4 Electrical conductivity 

Proximal bulk appartent electrical conductivity sensors can be used to produce high spatial 

resolution maps that integrate conductivity variation in the soil profile by a depth-response 

function. For meaningful interpretation, the conductivity data must either be inverted to 

approximate profile conductivity or directly calibrated to profile properties (Myers et al., 

2010) Thus, the quadrature component of proximal EMI sensors provide the apparent or 

‘depth weighted’ electrical conductivity.  

If a potential difference ΔV exists between two electrodes connected with a conducting wire, 

and a charge with strength I passes through it, then Ohm’s Law states (Corwin and Lesch, 

2003): 
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I
VR Δ

=       [2.12] 

With R the electrical resistance of the wire, depending on its cross-sectional area A and its 

length l. The electrical resistivity ρ has the units ohm m-1 and is therefore independent of the 

dimensions of the material:  

l
ARρ =       [2.13] 

Electrical conductivity, as the inverse of electrical resistivity, is a measure of how well a rock 

passes electric charges. There are three ways in which electric charges can be conducted 

through a rock (Reynolds, 1997):  

(i) Electrolytic conduction occurs by the relatively slow movement of ions within an 

electrolyte and depends upon the type of ion, ionic concentration and mobility. 

(ii) Electronic conduction is the process by which metals, for example, allow 

electrons to move rapidly, so carrying the charge. 

(iii) Dielectric conduction occurs in very weakly conducting materials when an 

external alternating current is applied, causing atomic electrons to be shifted 

slightly with respect ot their nuclie. 

In most soils, conduction occurs by pore fluids acting as electrolytes with the particles 

contributing very little to the overall conductivity. Soil creates a flow of charge in varying 

levels; the higher the conductivity of a given soil, the higher the flow of charge through it. 

Conductivity of soil varies with moisture and temperature, and the conductivity of a given soil 

varies throughout the year. The electrical resistivity can be defined as the inverse of the 

conductivity σ. Generally, σ is expressed in S m-1, but the range of values commonly 

measured in soils is better expressed in mS m-1 (Samouëlian et al., 2005). 

Most soil and rock materials are electrical insulators of very high resistivity. In general the 

conductivity is electrolytic and takes place through the moisture-filled pores and passages 

which are contained within the insulating matrix. The conductivity is therefore defined for 

both rocks and soils (Table 2.1) by: 

(i) the porosity: shape and size of pores and size and shape of interconnecting 

passages; 

(ii) the moisture content: the extent to which the pores are filled by water; 

(iii) concentration of dissolved electrolytes in the contained moisture;  

(iv) temperature; 

(v) amount and composition of colloids. 
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Table 2.1. Indicative resistivity and conductivity values of different soil types (Bevan, 1983). 

Soil Resistivity Conductivity 
 (Ohm m) (mS m-1) 

Sand, gravel 1000 – 10000 0.1 – 1 
Silty sand 200 – 1000 1 – 5 

Loam 80 – 200 5 – 25 
Silt 40 – 80 12.5 – 25 
Clay 10 – 40 25 – 100 

Saline soil 5 – 10 100 – 200 
 
ECa in sufficiently moist soils is primarily related to the salts contained in the soil water 

occupying the larger pores. The solid phase contributes also to the ECa, primarily via the 

exchangeable cations associated with clay minerals. A third pathway exists through soil 

particles in direct and continuous contact with one another. (Rhoades et al., 1989).  

To conclude, the measurement of ECa by EMI techniques is complicated by the influence of 

several soil properties aside from soil salinity, including soil texture, organic matter content, 

bulk density, water content and temperature. For this reason, it is necessary to determine the 

dominant soil properties influencing the ECa measurements at each site to interpret what 

information is being conveyed by an ECa map (Corwin and Lesch, 2003). 

 

2.3.5 Instruments 

Two EMI proximal soil sensing instruments were used in this thesis: the EM38DD and the 

DUALEM-21S. The EM38DD consists of two coupled EM38 sensors oriented perpendicular 

to each other. Each EM38 sensor has a transmitter and a receiver coil, 1 m apart. The sensor 

in the horizontal orientation has both transmitter and receiver coils parallel to the earth’s 

surface while in the vertical orientation both coils are perpendicular to the surface.  

 

 
Fig. 2.6. Transmitter and receiver dipole orientations and coil spacings of the EM38DD (a) and 

DUALEM-21S (b). 
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The DUALEM-21S sensor consists of a 2.41 m long tube. This sensor has one transmitter and 

four receiver coils at different spacing (Fig. 2.6). The transmitter coil is located at one end, the 

receiver coils are at 1, 1.1, 2 and 2.1 m spaced from the transmitter coil. The 1 and 2 m 

transmitter-receiver pairs form a vertical dipole mode, while the 1.1 and 2.1 m pairs form a 

perpendicular dipole mode. So the EM38DD and the DUALEM-21S EMI sensors differ in 

orientation and distances between the transmitter-receiver coils. Due to the various coil 

orientations and transmitter-receiver spacings, the DUALEM-21S instrument has a large 

potential to perform depth sounding. 

 

2.3.6 Cumulative depth response 

For the EM38DD and the DUALEM-21S, the cumulative response of a layered medium up to 

a depth z (m) below the sensor was given by Eqs. (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11). Based on the 

different spacings between the DUALEM-21S transmitter and receiver coils, four different 

cumulative depth response profiles were established. Fig. 2.7 shows the cumulative response 

relative to an increase in z of the two coil configurations (vertical (Rv) and horizontal (Rh)) of 

the EM38DD and the four coil configurations (1 m vertical (Rv,1), 1.1 m perpendicular (Rp,1.1), 

2 m vertical (Rv,2) and 2.1 m perpendicular (Rp,2.1)) of the DUALEM-21S. Due to the non-

linear shape of the cumulative response curves, the depth of exploration (DOE) can be 

arbitrarily defined as the depth where 70 % of the response is obtained from the soil volume 

above this depth. This DOE increases from the DUALEMp,1.1 (0.54 m) coil configuration over 

the EM38h (0.76 m), DUALEMp,2.1 (1.03 m) and EM38v or DUALEMv,1 (1.55 m) to the 

DUALEMv,2 configuration (3.18 m) (Fig. 2.7). 

 

 
Fig. 2.7. Cumulative response as a function of the depth z for the EM38DD and DUALEM-21S 

instruments. 
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2.3.7 Mobile measurement equipment 

Mounting EMI proximal soil sensors in a mobile configuration enables the surveyer to obtain 

a large number of measurements within a small time. Both EM38DD and DUALEM-21S 

sensors were mounted on a rugged, non-metallic polyethylene sled pulled by an all terrain 

vehicle (ATV), surveying speed is limited to 6-10 km h-1 (Fig. 2.8). Due to the sled 

construction, the DUALEM-21S instrument was located 0.16 m above the soil surface. The 

ECa measurements were recorded at 8-10 Hz on a field computer. A Trimble AgGPS332 

(Trimble Inc, Colorado, USA), with OmniSTAR differential correction (OmniSTAR Inc., 

Texas, USA) was used to georeference the ECa measurements with a pass-to-pass accuracy of 

approximately 0.10 m. An Allegro field computer (Juniper Systems Inc., Utah, USA) acts as a 

hardware unit to connect the EMI instrument and the GPS receiver through two serial ports. 

The HGIS software (Starpal Inc., Colorado, USA) onto the rugged field computer merges the 

ECa measurements and the GPS coordinates (NMEA-GGA format, 1 Hz) into one file. 

Generally, measurements were taken along parallel lines separated with a predefined, fixed 

distance in-between (from 0.3 to 4 m). Driving was supported by a Trimble Lightbar 

Guidance System ensuring straight driving lines to obtain measurements in an approximate 

grid sampling configuration or even a full coverage of the area. Additionally, at each ECa 

measurement point, the soil surface elevation was acquired with the Trimble AgGPS332 

(accuracy ± 0.30 m).  

 

 
Fig. 2.8. EM38DD (a) and Mobile ECa -measurement equipment (b); 1: Sled with EM38DD, 2: All 

Terrain Vehicle, 3: Trimble AgGPS332 and field computer, 4: GPS antenna, 5: Lightbar Guidance 

System. 

 

Calibration of the EMI instruments is different for the two systems: the EM38DD sensor 

needs to be calibrated manually, according to the instructions of the manufacturer. The 

DUALEM-21S instrument is programmed to perform an automatic calibration at the start of 
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each new survey. However, changes in air temperature, humidity and atmospheric electricity 

can put a systematic shift on the ECa measurements. Therefore, all measurement need to be 

set to the same reference and corrected for drift during the measurements.  

Generally, the following guidelines were followed in carrying out the EMI based-surveys 

(adapted from Corwin and Lesch (2003)): 

 (i)  Define the survey’s objective; 

 (ii)  Establish the site boundaries; 

 (iii) Record the site metadata; 

 (iv) Select the GPS coordinate system; 

 (v)  Establish the measurement intensity (distance in-between the tracks); 

(vi) Georeference the site boundaries and significant physical geographic features 

with GPS; 

(vii) Measure with the EMI instrument (with sporadic measurements of soil 

temperature) at the predetermined spatial intensity and record associated 

metadata; 

(viii) Statistically analyze the ECa data using an appropriate statistical sampling 

design to establish ‘ground truthing’ (soil sampling) locations; 

(ix) Establish site locations, sample depth increments, number of sites with 

duplicates or replicates and associated metadata; 

(x) Analyse the physico-chemical properties of interest as defined by the 

project’s objective;  

(xi) Conduct a sensitivity analysis to establish dominant soil property(ies) 

influencing the ECa; 

(xii) Formulate a spatial linear regression model that relates the dominant soil 

property(ies) to the ECa; 

(xiii) Create maps with the spatial distribution of soil properties. 

2.4 Interpolation 

With our mobile measurement equipment, sensor measurements and DGPS-positions were 

simultaneously recorded. Although a Lightbar Guidance System was used to ensure driving 

on straight parallel lines with a fixed distance in-between, the measurements are not located 

on a fixed grid. Therefore, the measurements need to be interpolated. Nearly all the methods 

of interpolation or prediction can be seen as methods that predict the value at the unknown 

position as the weighted average of all the measurements within a circular or rectangular area 

around the unknown position. 
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If the location of the ith measurement of N within the search area is xi with sensor 

measurements of z(xi) and  x0 the location of the unknown value z*(x0), then the unknown 

value is calculated as:  

 ∑
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with wi the weights summing to 1. 

Most interpolation methods differ in the way the weights are attributed to the measurements. 

Mostly, ‘inverse distance to a power’ and ‘ordinary point kriging’ are used as interpolation 

techniques for dense proximal sensor-data. 

The weights of the ‘inverse distance to a power’ method are determined by the distance h 

between x0 and xi and a user-defined power p: 
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This implies that the closer the measurements are to the location of the unknown value, the 

more weight this measurement will give in the estimated value, or the relative weights 

diminish rapidly as the distance increases, and so the interpolation is sensibly local. In many 

instances, the measurements are not uniformly spaced around the locations to interpolate, with 

several in a particular direction and fewer in others. This situation produces a spatial bias of 

the estimate, as the clustered points carry an artificially large weight. This can be problematic 

with our sensor measurements, because we have a lot more measurements in the line than 

between the lines. With kriging interpolation, less weight is given to clustered measurements 

than for evenly distributed measurements. Implementing this also implies that observations 

close to each other are correlated. This is certainly the case. In a lot of situations, values at 

two places near to one another are similar, whereas those at more widely separated places are 

less so, or observations are correlated to some degree in relationship with the distance 

between the observations. Therefore, quantification of the spatial variation should be done 

when interpolating the measured sensor data. 

Kriging makes the best use of existing knowledge by taking account of the way that a 

property varies in space through the variogram model, which is used to assign weights to the 

neighbouring measurement points. The variogram models are expressed by a semivariance γ, 

which quantifies the degree of spatial relationship or spatial correlation between two 

observations. It is the variance per point when the points are considered in pairs. The 

semivariance γ measures the average dissimilarity between N pairs of measurements separated 

by a distance h and can be calculated based on a series of observations z(xα) (Webster and 

Oliver, 2007):  
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When plotting these values for an increasing lag distance, a model of the spatial structure can 

be achieved. Generally, pairs of observations closer together should show a smaller 

semivariance than pairs further away. A plot of the calculated γ(h) against the h reveals the 

experimental variogram to which a theoretical model is fitted (Fig. 2.9).  

 

 
Fig. 2.9. An experimental variogram (points) fitted by a theoretical variogram model (line) 

 

Typically, the semivariance increases from low lag distances to high lag distances, reflecting 

the dissimilarity increasing with increasing distances. The steeper the slope of the variogram 

model, the more the dissimilarity with increasing distance. Fig. 2.9 shows that the slope of the 

variogram model decreases, indicating that the dissimilarity decreases with increasing 

distance between the measurements. With large distances, the semivariance values remain 

constant, i.e. no correlation exists between the measurements. The variogram models are 

described by three parameters as a quantification of the spatial variance: the nugget variance 

(C0), the sill variance (C0+ C1) and the range (a). The value at lag distance zero is sometimes 

>0, this is called the nugget variance or random noise on the measurements. This is the 

variance at distances smaller than the smallest sampling lag or the unexplained variation. The 

value of the maximum semivariance is called the sill variance; it is the upper bound at which 

the variogram remains after its initial increase. This sill variance is equal to the sampling 

variance or the semivariance at zero autocorrelation. The range is the lag distance at which the 
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autocorrelation becomes zero or where the variogram reaches its sill. It is the limit of the 

spatial dependence (Webster and Oliver, 2007).   

The applied variogram models in this study are the Spherical, Exponential, and Gaussian 

models. These models are bounded in the sense that they reach their sill at a particular range 

(Spherical) or asymptotically (Exponential and Gaussian) (for al models: γ(0) = 0) : 

(i) Spherical model: 
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(ii) Exponential model: 
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(iii) Gaussian model: 
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In this study, ordinary point kriging (OK) was used as interpolation method. OK provides 

estimates of a variable at any unsampled location using a linear combination of observations 

within a predefined neighbourhood around this location (Goovaerts, 1997). OK involves the 

solving of a set of equations to obtain the weights wi: 
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with )( ij xx −γ is the semivariance between the sampling locations xj and xi and )( 0xx −γ j is 

the semivariance between sampling location xj and the unsampled location x0, obtained from 

the fitted variogram. The quantity ψ is the Lagrange multiplier introduced to minimize the 

ordinary kriging variance under the constraint of unbiasedness. 

When the kriging equations are solved to obtain the weights wi, the largest weight is in 

principle given to the measurements nearest to the point to be interpolated. The weights also 
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depend on the configuration of the sampling. The factors affecting the weights can be 

summarized as follows: 

(i) Near points carry more weight than distant ones. Their relative proportions 

depend on the positions of the sampling points and on the variogram: the 

larger the nugget variance, the smaller the weights of the measurements 

nearest to the unknown point. 

(ii) The relative weights of points also depend on the size of the circular or 

rectangular area around the unknown position from which the measurements 

are used with the interpolation: as the area increases, the weights of the 

nearest points decrease and those of the more distant points increases, until 

the weights become nearly equal. 

(iii) Clustered points carry fewer weights individually than isolated ones at the 

same distance.  

(iv) Measurement points can be screened by ones lying between them en the 

unknown position. 

With the ‘Variogram Estimation and Spatial Prediction with Error’ (VESPER) program, 

theoretical variogram models were fit to the experimental global variograms before 

interpolating the data with OK (Minasny et al., 2005). 

2.5 Geology and geomorphology of East- and West-Flanders 

All study sites are situated in the western region of Flanders, in the provinces of West- and 

East-Flanders. The present soil landscapes of Flanders are mainly resulting from the 

geological processes which occurred during the Cenozoic (Tertiary and Quaternary periods). 

During the early Eocene (55.0 Ma – 48.6 Ma), the western part Flanders was flooded by a 

calm sea. During this period, clayey and sandy layers were deposited.  This 100 m thick 

glauconitic clay layer is called ‘Ypresian clay’. These clayey layers surface in the southern 

parts of West- and East-Flanders (Goossens, 1984; Maréchal, 1992). 

The Quaternary period (2.6 Ma – present) was characterized by a succession of colder and 

warmer periods, called glacial and interglacial stages. During these glacial stages, the ice caps 

above the Arctic and Antarctic increased substantially in volume. During the second last 

glacial stage (Saoliaan, 238 000 – 128 000 year BP), the ice cap extended to Amsterdam (The 

Netherlands). Large volumes of water were withdrawn from the ocean for the ice caps to 

form, leading to drastic decreases of the sea level (up to 130 m below the present sea level). 

Due to this, the North Sea was dry. The rivers of Flanders, which all drained perpendicularly 

in the North Sea, eroded their own valleys. A large, oblong valley developed, with a 10 to 20 
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km wide east- west axis, called the ‘Flemish valley’. At the end of this glacial stage (130 000 

years BP), the ice caps melted and the sea level rose. This caused the penetration of the sea in 

the Flemisch valley and the subsequent sedimentation of sand and thin clayey layers of a few 

meter. During the last glacial stage (Weichselian, 116 000 – 11 500 year BP), the erosion 

process restarted due to the renewed development of ice caps and the consequent lowering of 

the sea level. The rivers, loaded with the eroded material, obstructed their own river-bed. 

10 000 years BP, the rivers found a new way to mouth into the North Sea through the Lower-

Scheldt via Antwerp.  

During the glacial periods, high pressure areas developed above the extended ice caps. The 

resulting winds had free reign in the at that time dry North Sea, blowing away big volumes of 

fine soil particles. The finest (silty) particles carried the furthest (niveo-eolic), leading in the 

deposition of calcareous silt in the loess belt creating the silty region of Flanders (with a 

thickness up to 20 m) (Fig. 2.10). The largest particles were transported by saltation and 

sedimented closer to the North Sea, covering the Flemish valley to form the sand region of 

Flanders (thickness max 30 m). Particles of intermediate size were deposited in the sandy 

loam region (Ameryckx et al., 1995). It was assumed that the height was the main obstruction 

for the deposition of wind-blown material in the southern part of Belgium. The Weichselian 

cover shows a large variation in thickness. This cover is usually thin or even absent extent on 

steep slopes and convex relief forms and has a large vertical extent in river valleys (Flemish 

valley) and flat plateaus (silty region) (Maréchal, 1992).  

The Belgian coastal plain is a polder area about 15-20 km wide with an extension in the 

western part of the plain along the river IJzer. The plain was created by embankment 

following post-glacial sea-level rise and is situated behind a belt of aeolian sand dunes 

(Baeteman, 1999; 2008; Baeteman and Declercq, 2002). Its particular microrelief results from 

both natural and man-induced processes. Sea-level rise at the onset of the Holocene initiated 

peat formation and sediment accumulation behind the coastal barrier. A decrease in sea-level 

rise starting around 7500 year BP caused increasing sedimentation in the newly formed tidal 

basin. As sea-level rise continued to drop ca. 5500-5000 year BP, the thickest peat layers 

accumulated, lasting until about 1500 year BP (Baeteman, 1991; 2008). Throughout the 

evolution of the coastal plain, tidal channels were formed in the peat layers and the underlying 

sediments, which in their turn were filled up by sandy and, in more recent systems, clayey 

sediments.  Radiocarbon dating showed that these tidal channels were active until the 7th 

century (Ervynck et al., 1999). 
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Fig. 2.10. Localization of the Lovendegem, Koksijde, Geluveld and Heestert study sites in the 

provinces of West- and East-Flanders and the agricultural regions of Flanders (coordinates are 

according to the Belgian metric Lambert 72 projection). 

 



 

Chapter 3  

A pedotransfer function to evaluate the 

soil profile textural heterogeneity1 

3.1 Abstract 

Since soil texture is difficult to quantify, its determination is often restricted to the topsoil. To 

improve its mapping accuracy, observations of the apparent electrical conductivity (ECa) 

obtained from proximal soil sensors are increasingly being used due to its close relationship 

with soil texture under non-saline conditions. However, a single ECa measurement does not 

allow an unambiguous interpretation of both the topsoil texture and its vertical distribution, 

because of its bulk support over the entire profile. Therefore we selected 88 soil profiles with 

‘pseudo-homogeneous’ textural composition from a database containing 1500 profiles with 

nine textural fractions and the organic matter content analysed for every horizon. These 

profiles were revisited and the ECa was measured with an EM38DD sensor. With these data 

we obtained the following pedotransfer function (PTF): w2,0v Fr314.12.16ECa −⋅+= , with R2 

= 0.81. This function allows converting a topsoil clay percentage into a reference ECa value 

measured with the vertical coil orientation (ECav), assuming standard temperature and 

moisture conditions and a dominance of mica clay minerals. The ratio between the observed 

ECav and this reference ECav value is a measure of the soil profile textural heterogeneity: if 

this ratio is near to one, the profile is quasi-homogeneous; a ratio exceeding one indicates the 

presence of more conductive material deeper in the soil profile, and vice versa. To explore 

this idea we considered an intensively surveyed area of 3000 km2 in Belgium with a wide soil 

textural variation. Based on our PTF, a regional-scale topsoil clay map was converted into a 

reference ECav map which was found to be a valuable aid in evaluating the soil profile 

textural heterogeneity by field measured ECav data. 

___________________________________ 

 
1Modified from: Saey, T., Van Meirvenne, M., Vermeersch, H., Ameloot, N., Cockx, L., 

2009. A pedotransfer function to evaluate soil profile heterogeneity using proximally sensed 

apparent electrical conductivity. Geoderma, 150: 389-395.  
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3.2 Introduction 

The ability to characterize soil by its electrical properties has been studied intensively, 

originally to characterize mainly soil salinity under laboratory conditions (Richards et al., 

1954). But also in non-saline soils, in-situ measurements of the apparent electrical 

conductivity were found to be highly informative, mainly with respect to investigating 

variations in clay and soil organic matter (SOM) contents (Corwin and Lesch, 2005; 

McCutcheon et al., 2006). The advantage of measuring ECa is the ability to operate with 

mobile and non-destructive proximal soil sensors based on electromagnetic induction (EMI) 

or electrical resistance (like the Veris 2000XA, Veris Tech., Salina, Kansas, USA). Both 

measurement principles integrate the response of a soil volume down to an effective depth, 

which typically extends to 1.2 – 1.6 m for agricultural purposes, depending on the inter-coil 

or inter-electrode distance (McNeill, 1980b, Sudduth et al., 2003).  

The availability of mobile proximal soil sensors in combination with GPS referencing offers 

the opportunity to complement the limited density of direct soil samples, on which soil 

properties are analyzed in the laboratory, with high-resolution measurements reaching a 

density of one observation per m2. Such a wealth of secondary information has triggered 

research about the creation of pedotransfer functions (PTF’s) linking ECa with clay and/or 

SOM concentrations. Several studies report on such PTF’s, mostly using a depth-weighted 

combination of soil properties (Domsch and Giebel, 2004; Sudduth et al., 2005). For EMI 

sensors this depth-weighting is based on the depth-sensitivity curve of McNeill (1980b).  

At present, many countries possess coverage of soil maps, often with soil texture as a key 

variable, complemented with detailed soil databases. Institutions, like the European 

Commission or the UN-Food and Agriculture Organization, have contributed further in 

pooling and standardizing such databases (Nemes et al., 1999; Henderson et al., 2005). 

However, soil sampling of profile horizons is labour-intensive and therefore most soil studies 

focus on the topsoil only (Kerry and Oliver, 2007; Garten Jr. et al., 2007). It is our experience 

that the subsoil is often much more heterogeneous than the topsoil, both laterally and 

vertically, especially in arable land where the topsoil is regularly being mixed by tillage 

(Vitharana et al., 2006). 

Our idea was to use the available and mapped topsoil properties and convert them by a PTF 

into reference ECa (ECa-ref) values assuming homogeneous soil textural conditions down to 

the measurement depth of ECa. These ECa-ref values could then be used to evaluate observed 

ECa (ECa-obs) values. Strong deviations in soil texture are likely to indicate a violation of the 

homogeneous profile assumption. In such a situation there is either a textural discontinuity (as 
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observed by e.g. Saey et al., 2008) or man-induced soil structure and/or texture mixing 

disturbances. Given the rapidly increasing coverage of ECa-measured land (some western 

countries have extensive programmes of ECa measurements to support precision agriculture), 

the availability of ECa-ref values would allow a more absolute evaluation of ECa-obs and 

could be used to direct additional sampling and verification activities more efficiently by 

targeting deviations in expected ECa values. 

The goals of this study were: (1) to establish a PTF between topsoil properties of soil profiles 

with ‘pseudo-homogeneous’ textural composition and ECa, resulting in ECa-ref values; (2) to 

evaluate the ratio of ECa-obs to ECa-ref as a measure of the degree of soil profile textural 

heterogeneity; and (3) to apply this idea to a regional soil texture map to create a regional-

scale map of ECa-ref values. As a case study the province of East-Flanders in Belgium was 

used because this area has a wide variability of topsoil texture which has been mapped 

quantitatively. 

3.3 Soil texture database 

The study was conducted over an area covering 3000 km2 located in the north of Belgium: the 

province of East-Flanders (Fig. 3.1). Van Meirvenne and Van Cleemput (2005) found that 

within this province a large textural variability exists: 11 of the 12 textural classes of the 

USDA texture triangle are found (only the class 'sandy clay' is absent, Fig. 3.2).  

 

 
Fig. 3.1 Localization of the study area in Belgium. 
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Fig. 3.2 Soil texture map of East-Flanders classified according to the USDA soil textural triangle (Van 

Meirvenne and Van Cleemput, 2005) (the city of Ghent was blanked). 

 

During the Belgian soil survey, which was conducted between 1947 and 1973, 4887 topsoil (0 

- 30 cm) locations were sampled and additionally 1500 soil profiles were dug down to 1.5 m 

and sampled per horizon within this area. All samples were analysed for soil texture using the 

conventional sieve-and-pipette method and split into nine fractions: 0-2 μm (Fr0-2), 2-10 μm 

(Fr2-10), 10-20 μm (Fr10-20), 20-50 μm (Fr20-50), 50-100 μm (Fr50-100), 100-200 μm (Fr100-200), 

200-500 μm (Fr200-500), 500-1000 μm (Fr500-1000) and 1000-2000 μm (Fr1000-2000). Also the soil 

organic matter (SOM) content was determined by the Walkley and Black method. 

The ECa equivalent texture for the entire soil profile was obtained by weighting each horizon 

with the EM38 depth response curve according to the horizon boundaries. For example, the 

weighted clay content, Fr0-2,w, over the total soil profile was obtained from: 
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with zi the depth of the lower boundary of horizon Hi (i = 1,2,…,n), zn the depth of the lower 

boundary of the deepest horizon of which textural data are available,
12,0Fr H− the clay content 

of horizon Hi and R(zi) the cumulative EM38 response from the soil above zi. To relate Fr0-2,w  

to the apparent electrical conductivity measured with the sensor in the vertical orientation 
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(ECav), the vertical cumulative response function Rv(z) (Eq. (2.9)) was used in Eq. (3.1). 

Similarly for the apparent electrical conductivity measured with the sensor in the horizontal 

orientation (ECah), Eq. (2.10) was used. 

The lower boundary of the soil profile descriptions was mostly 1.5 m. However, the response 

of the measured ECa signal still has a contribution of the soil volume below 1.5 m. This is 32 

% for the vertical and 16 % for the horizontal coil orientations, respectively (Fig. 2.7). 

Therefore, the relative response of each soil horizon between the depths z1 and z2 was 

calculated by dividing its response (R(z2) –R(z1)) by the total response from the top 1.5 m 

(R(1.5 m)) (representing 68 % and 84 % of the total ECa response, respectively). 

3.4 Selection of soil profiles with ‘pseudo-homogeneous’ 

textural composition 

To investigate the relationship between ECa and the soil textural composition, homogeneous 

soil profiles are required. Since texturally homogeneous soil profiles are extremely rare, we 

used a selection criterion to find profiles with ‘pseudo-homogeneous’ textural composition: 

the deviation in clay content (Fr0-2) between the top- and subsoil horizons was set to be less 

than 10%. Out of the available 1500 profiles, only 88 met this criterion and Figure 3.3 shows 

their locations. Somewhat to our surprise these profiles were distributed over the entire 

province, which indicated a good level of aerial representation. 

 

 

Fig. 3.3 Localization of the 88 soil profiles with ‘pseudo-homogeneous’ textural composition and 17 

soil profiles with heterogeneous textural composition inside East-Flanders. 
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All of the 88 soil profiles with ‘pseudo-homogeneous’ textural composition were revisited 

and a pooled soil sample was taken by taking three samples from the top- and subsoil within a 

2.5 m radius in respect to the reported coordinates of the National Soil Survey. These samples 

were air-dried to analyze the SOM content. The 88 locations were also classified into pasture 

or arable to account for the influence of recent land use on the SOM. This distinction was 

made because we expected clearly different SOM concentrations between them (no other land 

uses were visited). 

Five profiles were selected to represent the different soil regions of the province. Their topsoil 

samples were analysed for the cation exchange capacity (CEC) by the ammonium-acetate 

method (Schollenberger and Simon, 1945). The CEC values ranged between 15.8 and 35.9 

cmol(+) kg-1 clay, with an average of 21.8 cmol(+) kg-1 clay. These moderate CEC values all 

indicated by a dominance of mica (illite) clay minerals, typically having a CEC between 15 

and 40 cmol(+) kg-1 (Hillel, 1998). 

3.5 ECa measurements 

At each of the 88 revisited soil profiles with ‘pseudo-homogeneous’ textural composition, 

ECa was measured with an EM38DD soil sensor. To avoid instrument drift (Robinson et al., 

2004) a precise calibration procedure was performed at each of these 88 locations. Six ECa 

measurements were taken by the manually operated EM38DD sensor within a small area of 

2.5 m radius, both in the vertical and in the horizontal orientation. The mean of these six ECav 

and ECah measurements was attributed to the central coordinates of this location. 

Since measurements were conducted under different field conditions, both ECa values were 

standardized to a temperature of 25ºC, using the following temperature standardization 

equation (Slavich and Petterson, 1990): 
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with ECa25 the standardized ECa at a temperature of 25ºC and T the soil temperature in 

degrees Celsius measured at a depth of 20 cm at each location. The temperature 

standardization coefficients were considered to be insensitive to the exact depth of soil 

temperature measurements, as reported by Sheets and Hendrickx (1995). 

To minimize the influence of strongly varying soil water content on the conductivity 

measurements, soil water tension was measured with mobile field tensiometers 

(Feldtensiometer, Umwelt Gerate Technik Müncheberg, Germany). At each of the 88 

locations, three tensiometers were inserted to the depths 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9 m below the soil 

surface. Only when a near to or higher than field capacity moisture tension was observed, 
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ECa measurements were taken. Lower moisture contents were assumed to influence the ECa 

measurements substantially. 

Table 3.1 provides the descriptive statistics of the particle size fractions of the 88 soil profiles 

with ‘pseudo-homogeneous’ textural composition as taken from the soil database weighted by 

the vertical response curve (hence the subscript 'w'). Most textural fractions showed a large 

spread, except the very coarse sand fractions (> 500 μm) which contained rarely a few grains. 

The weighted clay fraction ranged from 0.2 to 56.5 % with a coefficient of variation (CV) of 

94 %, which is quite large. The fraction with the largest CV (127 %) was the 200-500 μm 

fraction. The texture class which corresponded to the mean values of the three major textural 

fractions was loam (according to the USDA soil texture triangle), indicating the central 

positions of these mean values. The corresponding ECa measurements and SOM 

measurements showed also a large variation, although less than the textural fractions. The 

ECa values ranged from very low (5-9 mS m-1) to values close to 100 mS m-1. Their 

distributions had a CV between 62 and 68 % with the mean ECav value being slightly larger 

than the mean ECah. The SOM contents indicate rather moderate SOM contents, without the 

presence of e.g. boggy or peaty conditions. 

Table 3.1 Descriptive statistics of profile weighted textural fractions (Fr.-.,w) determined with the 

vertical response curve (Eq. 3.1) for the 88 soil profiles with ‘pseudo-homogeneous’ textural 

composition and the recently observed ECa's and SOM (m: mean, s2: variance). 

  min max m s2 
ECav (mS m-1)       9      106       39    581 
ECah (mS m-1)       5        97       32    487 
Fr0-2,w (%) 0.2 56.5 17.5 272.0 
Fr2-10,w (%) 0.0 19.0   5.6   22.9 
Fr10-20,w (%) 0.0 15.5   6.5   23.3 
Fr20-50,w (%) 1.1 64.4 25.4 305.5 
Fr50-100,w (%) 1.6 44.1 18.3   97.6 
Fr100-200,w (%) 0.2 70.3 22.7 575.2 
Fr200-500,w (%) 0.1 23.1   4.0   26.0 
Fr500-1000,w (%) 0.0   1.0   0.1     0.0 
Fr1000-2000,w (%) 0.0   0.5   0.0     0.0 
SOM (0 m - 0.3 m) (%) 0.4 13.8   3.8     8.1 

3.6 Pedotransfer function  

The Pearson correlation coefficients between the ECa measurements and the weighted 

textural fractions and top SOM content are given in Table 3.2. A continuous sequence was 

found starting with the largest positive correlation with Fr0-2,w (r = .899 with ECav), over weak 
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correlations with the silt fractions (r = .199 for Fr20-50,w with ECav) to a moderately large 

negative correlation with the sand fractions (r = -.714 for Fr100-200,w with ECav). As mentioned 

before the very coarse sand fractions were not found in all samples. Obviously, the 

compositional nature of soil textural fractions (they sum to 100 %) is linked to this 

observation: the more clay, the less silt and sand. So all these fractions can not be considered 

as independent variables. Aggregations of two or more fractions (Fr0-10,w and Fr0-20,w) did not 

improve the correlation compared to the Fr0-2,w fraction. The SOM had a moderately strong 

correlation (0.652 with ECav). Similar results were found with ECah. 

 

Table 3.2 Pearson correlation coefficients between the two ECa's  and the profile weighted textural 

fractions (Fr.-.,w) and SOM content. 

 n ECav ECah 
Fr0-2,w 88    .899**     .919** 
Fr2-10,w 88    .830**     .866** 
Fr10-20,w 88    .648**     .661** 
Fr20-50,w 88 .199   .135 
Fr50-100,w 88 -.500**   -.561** 
Fr100-200,w 88 -.714**   -.694** 
Fr200-500,w 88 -.644**   -.627** 
Fr500-1000,w 69 -.235* -.233 
Fr1000-2000,w 12 -.230   .092 

Fr0-10,w 88     .894**     .917** 
Fr0-20,w 88     .881**     .901** 

SOM (0 m - 0.3 m) 88     .652**     .702** 
* Significant at 5 % level of significance 
** Significant at 1 % level of significance 

 

A multiple linear regression analysis was conducted using S-PLUS (Insightful Corporation, 

Seattle, USA) to identify the best linear combination of predictors (weighted textural fractions 

and top SOM) that correlate maximally with the predicted variable, i.e. ECav. We used a 

stepwise removing procedure where the least influencing predictor variable was removed in 

turn. However, the compositional nature of the textural fractions violates the assumption of 

independent variances and covariances which could result in a bias (Duffera et al., 2007). 

Therefore we decided to exclude the sand fractions (> 50 µm) from the multiple linear 

regression analysis (Vitharana et al., 2008b). So our starting model contained the following 

variables: 

εββββββ +⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅+= −−−− SOMFrFrFrFrECa 5w50,204w20,103w10,22w2,010v  

[3.3] 
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with βi the coefficient of the ith predictor variable (i = 1,…,5) and ε the difference between the 

predicted and observed value of ECav. A similar analysis was conducted for ECah. 

The 88 soil profiles were split in two classes: the arable fields (53 profiles) and the pasture 

fields (35 profiles) to account for the effect of land use on the SOM content. 

For ECav both land use types resulted in only one significant predictor variable: Fr0-2,w. 

Therefore both land use classes were pooled. This resulted in the PTF for ECav: 

  w2,0v Fr314.12.16ECa −⋅+=    [3.4] 

with a R2 of 0.81 and a residual standard error of 10.6 mS m-1. Table 3.3 provides some of the 

fitting parameters of this model. 

 
Table 3.3 Fitting parameters the regression model for ECav (Eq. 3.4) obtained with the stepwise 

multiple linear regression analysis (s: standard error; t: Student’s-t-test of significance, p: probability 

level). 

 Value s t-Statistic p-Value 
Intercept 16.2 1.7 9.814 0.0000 
Fr0-2,w 1.314 0.069 19.091 0.0000 

 

For ECah besides Fr0-2,w also the land use specific SOM was identified as a significant 

variable: 

SOM)I1(339.1SOMI494.1Fr098.12.7ECa 11w2,0h ⋅−⋅+⋅⋅+⋅+= −  [3.5] 

where: 
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with a R2 of 0.86 and a residual standard error of 8.4 mS m-1. The fitting parameters are given 

in Table 3.4. 

 
Table 3.4 Fitting parameters the regression model for ECah (Eq. 3.5) obtained by the stepwise multiple 

linear regression analysis (s: standard error; t: Student’s-t-test of significance, p: probability level). 

 Value s t-Statistic p-Value 
Intercept          7.2 1.8   3.886 0.0002 
Fr0-2,w   1.098     0.075 14.724 0.0000 
SOM if arable   1.494     0.755    1.980 0.0510 
SOM if pasture    1.339     0.430    3.113 0.0025 
 

So for both ECa variables, the Fr0-2,w was found to be the most important variable explaining 

81 % of the variability of the ECav signal (Fig. 3.4). Due to its stronger response to the topsoil 

(recall Fig. 2.7), the prediction of ECah requires, besides w2,0Fr −  also knowledge of the topsoil 
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SOM content (and land use type). Both variables succeed in explaining 86 % of the variation 

in ECah. However, to evaluate the soil profile textural heterogeneity or between the top- (0 m 

– 0.3 m) and subsoil (0.3 m – 1.5 m), we focussed on ECav. Moreover this variable is 

independent from land use. 

 

 
Fig. 3.4 The 88 measurements of ECav of the 'pseudo-homogeneous' soil profiles and the profile 

weighted clay contents, Fr0-2,w, with the fitted regression w2,0v Fr314.12.16ECa −⋅+=  (full line) and its  

95 % confidence interval (dashed curves). 

3.7 Identifying the soil profile textural heterogeneity with 

reference ECav values 

Eq. 3.4 can be used to convert topsoil Fr0-2 measurements into reference ECav values (ECa-

ref), assuming the soil texture to be homogeneous over the entire profile. These values can 

then be compared with measured ECav values (ECa-obs) to evaluate the soil profile 

heterogeneity in terms of soil texture. 

To evaluate the value of our PTF, we selected 17 soil profiles with subsoil Fr0-2 values 

differing more than 10 % from the topsoil Fr0–2 from our database of East-Flanders. Their 

locations are indicated on Fig. 3.3. At these 17 locations, the ECav was measured in the same 

way as at the 88 soil profiles with ‘pseudo-homogeneous’ textural composition. These ECa-

obs values are given in Table 3.5 together with the ECa-ref values obtained from their topsoil 

Fr0-2 which was input in Eq. 3.4. Eleven ECa-obs values exceeded the ECa-ref and six were 

smaller. We propose to use the ECa ratio, defined as ECa-obs·(ECa-ref)-1, as a measure of the 

soil profile textural heterogeneity (Table 3.5). An ECa ratio of 1 would theoretically imply a 
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perfectly homogeneous profile, a value exceeding one would indicate a subsoil with more 

conductive material (e.g. more clay), whereas an ECa ratio smaller than one would indicate 

the inverse. Moreover, the magnitude of the ECa ratio could indicate the degree of soil profile 

textural heterogeneity, as the Fr0-2 profiles given in Fig. 3.5 show. The 17 heterogeneous 

profiles were grouped into three classes according to their ECa ratio. Fig. 3.5(a) shows the 

Fr0-2 analysed in the five profiles with an ECa ratio > 2.0. These high ratios were associated 

with a very strong abrupt increase in Fr0-2 of at least 40 % within the top 1.2 m compared to 

the topsoil. These profiles contained a textural discontinuity. The six profiles in Fig. 3.5(b) 

had an ECa ratio between 1.0 and 2.0, which were caused by either a continuous gradual 

increase of Fr0-2 with increasing soil depth or a strong increase below 1.2 m or one subsoil 

horizon of limited thickness with a moderate increase in Fr0-2 within 1.2 m. The seven profiles 

of Fig. 3.5(c) had an ECa ratio smaller than 1. In all profiles the Fr0-2 remained stable to some 

depth below which it decreased. Clearly the ECa ratio was influenced by both the magnitude 

of change and the depth profile of Fr0-2.  Nevertheless the 17 examples showed the potential 

of the ECa ratio to evaluate the soil profile textural heterogeneity of a location with a single 

topsoil Fr0-2 determination and a few ECav measurements. 

 
Table 3.5 Comparison between ECa-obs and ECa-ref and their ratio of 17 soil profiles with 

heterogeneous textural composition. 

ECa-obs ECa-ref ECa ratio 
(mS m-1) (mS m-1) - 

69.4 22.1 3.14 
58.5 19.2 3.04 
57.7 21.3 2.71 
43.5 20.3 2.15 
63.8 31.5 2.03 
66.9 35.9 1.86 
76.6 44.0 1.74 
31.8 22.5 1.42 
85.1 62.3 1.37 
51.7 39.3 1.32 
91.5 70.0 1.31 
35.4 36.9 0.96 
37.4 43.5 0.86 
29.3 35.0 0.84 
34.0 41.5 0.82 
42.2 53.8 0.77 
28.6 53.8 0.53 
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Fig. 3.5 Fr0-2 as a function of the depth below the surface for the 17 soil profiles with heterogeneous 

textural composition classified on the base of their ECa-obs·(ECa-ref)-1 ratio: 5 profiles have a ratio 

larger than 2 (a) 6 profiles have a ratio between 1 and 2 (b) and 6 profiles have a ration smaller than 1. 

3.8 A regional ECa-ref map 

Van Meirvenne and Van Cleemput (2005) used 4887 topsoil samples to map the Fr0-2, Fr2-50 

and Fr50-2000 fractions of the province of East-Flanders, Belgium, using stratified 

compositional block kriging with variogram stratification (Boucneau et al., 1998). The seven 

strata used were taken from a generalized 1/100,000 soil texture map and represented the 

major soilscapes of the province. Compositional kriging was used to ensure that the three 

textural fractions summed to 100 % within each interpolated block. This was done by 

simultaneously minimizing the sum of the prediction error variances taking the unbiasedness, 

non-negativity and constant sum constraints into account into the kriging system (Walvoort 
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and De Gruijter, 2001). The block size was 250 m by 250 m. Fig. 3.2 shows these results 

classified according to the USDA soil textural triangle. 

We converted the topsoil Fr0-2 data into an ECa-ref map (Fig. 3.6) by applying our PTF (Eq. 

3.4). A large spread in ECa-ref values was found due to the large differences in topsoil Fr0-2 

across the study area. High ECa-ref values (> 45 mS m-1) were attributed to the two polder 

areas in the north, the alluvial rims of rivers and where Tertiary clayey sediments surface 

(visible as locally increased values in south-eastern part). In the silty and sandy loam areas 

(central to southern parts), moderate ECa-ref values (25 – 45 mS m-1) were mapped, while 

low ECa-ref values (< 25 mS m-1) were associated with the fine and medium sand areas 

covering most of the northern half of the province.  

 

 
Fig. 3.6 ECa-ref of the province of East-Flanders, Belgium. 

 

We found this map to be a valuable aid in evaluating field-measured ECa values, which are 

increasingly becoming available. By using the ECa ratio a measure of the soil profile textural 

heterogeneity compared to the topsoil texture is provided. 
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3.9 Conclusions 

We concluded that: 

1. Out of the nine textural fractions considered, as well as some combinations thereof, and 

the SOM content, Fr0-2 is the variable which is most strongly related to both ECav and 

ECah. 

2.  A multiple regression analyses indicated that ECav was best predicted by Fr0-2, while 

ECah was best predicted by a combination of Fr0-2, the topsoil SOM content and the land 

use type. Therefore ECav is found to be more suitable to evaluate the soil profile textural 

heterogeneity because the Fr0-2 fraction was routinely determined during soil surveys and 

can be considered to be reasonably stable over time, independent from land use. 

3. A PTF is proposed to relate ECav and the Fr0-2 fraction: 

w2,0v Fr314.12.16ECa −⋅+=  

with R2 = 0.809 and a residual standard error of 10.6 mS m-1.  

4. This PTF allows to obtain reference ECav values at a temperature of 25ºC and at field 

capacity moisture conditions from a determination of the topsoil Fr0-2 content assuming 

that the clay mineralogy is dominantly mica (with a CEC between 15 and 40 cmol(+) kg-1 

clay). 

5. The ECa-ref values can be combined with measured ECa values into an ECa-ratio which 

can be used as an indication of the soil profile heterogeneity, either due to a textural 

variability or due to a man-induced disturbance. This ECa ratio is influenced by both the 

magnitude of change and the depth profile of Fr0-2. This shows the potential of evaluating 

the soil profile textural heterogeneity of a location with a single topsoil Fr0-2 

determination and a few ECav measurements. 

6. The ECa-ref values can be mapped by converting existing soil texture maps using our 

PTF. These maps provide a guide in evaluating field measured ECav values in respect to 

the soil profile textural heterogeneity, but their value depends on the quality of the soil 

textural inventory and is subject to the model uncertainty of our PTF.  

We provided a study case where these findings were used to create a reference ECa map 

showing realistic ECa-ref values with a range which was far beyond the standard error of the 

PTF model. This map was found to be valuable in supporting the evaluation of ECav field 

surveys, which are increasingly becoming available. 



 

Chapter 4  

Reconstructing the paleotopography 

beneath the loess cover1 

4.1 Abstract 

During the last glacial period (Weichselian), wind-blown loess was deposited over the 

undulating landscape of central Belgium, which had been formed in surfacing Tertiary marine 

sediments. Since valleys were filled up with a thicker loess layer than hill tops, the present 

topography is much smoother. This smoothing was enhanced by subsequent erosion 

processes. Reconstructing the paleolandscape at a detailed scale is almost impossible by 

conventional procedures based on soil augerings. Therefore, the use of the electromagnetic 

induction sensor, EM38DD, was evaluated as an alternative for mapping the depth to the 

Tertiary clay substrate. On our 2.7 ha study site, located in the loess belt of central Belgium, a 

strong non-linear relationship (R2 = 0.86) was found between the apparent electrical 

conductivity, measured by the vertical dipole orientation of the EM38DD (ECav) and the 

depth to a Tertiary clay substrate. These predictions were validated by independent 

observations of the depth to the Tertiary clay and a correlation coefficient of 0.83, with an 

average error of 0.22 m, was found. So, our dense ECa measurements (2 by 2 m resolution) 

allowed us to build a three-dimensional surface of the depth to the Tertiary substrate, 

reconstructing the paleotopography beneath the loess cover. This paleotopography revealed 

distinct erosion patterns on the surface of the Tertiary clay. The continuity of these was 

confirmed by an analysis of surface flow patterns conducted on the reconstructed 

paleotopography. The non-invasive, time- and cost-effective electromagnetic induction sensor 

was found to offer new perspectives to reconstruct and analyse in detail the Quaternary 

paleotopography beneath the loess cover. 

___________________________________ 

 
1Modified from: Saey, T., Simpson, D., Vitharana, U., Vermeersch, H., Vermang, J., Van 

Meirvenne, M., 2008. Reconstructing the paleotopography beneath the loess cover with the 

aid of an electromagnetic induction sensor. Catena, 74: 58-64. 
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4.2 Introduction 

The loess belt of Central Europe extends from the Atlantic coast, through central Belgium, to 

Eastern Europe. During the last glacial period (Weichselian), the periglacial undulating 

landscape of central Belgium had been formed in surfacing Tertiary marine sands and clays. 

This paleolandscape was covered by niveo-aeolian loess, with a thickness ranging from only a 

few decimeters on hill tops up to several tens of meters in valleys (Gillijns et al., 2005). As a 

consequence, the paleotopography was strongly smoothened and since slope processes have 

modified the thickness of the loess layer further, the paleotopography cannot be reconstructed 

on the basis of the present topography. The world’s major loess deposits have correctly been 

linked to glacial processes or to cold weathering processes (Iriondo and Kröhling, 2007). Yet, 

a precise and accurate representation of landforms and niveo-aeolian loess sediments offers 

fundamental information about Pleistocene periglacial environments (Smith et al., 2006).  

Geomorphological mapping, particularly at large scales (1:10,000 or greater) is one of the 

most important techniques in Quaternary research with the aim at analyzing glacial 

landscapes, including those resulting from the passage of the last ice sheets and particularly 

from more recent phases of glacier activity (Lowe and Walker, 1997). However, traditional 

geomorphological mapping needs to adapt to challenges for greater precision and objectivity 

within a GIS environment (Gustavsson et al., 2006). Leverington et al. (2002) digitally 

reconstructed late Quaternary landscapes by using a GIS method that subtracted interpolated 

isobase values from modern elevations. These maps served for the reconstruction of the 

Quaternary landscape on a large scale and with a limited accuracy. Therefore, quantifications 

of the subtle changes in paleotopography could not be made.  

The extent to which conventional invasive methods can be employed for the quantification of 

the small-scale soil variability is often limited by the availability of expertise and the expense 

and labour associated with obtaining soil samples by augering (Stroh et al., 2001). Non-

invasive geophysical methods (like seismic, geo-electric and electromagnetic) have proven to 

be effective for investigating the stratigraphy over relatively large depths (20-80 m) (Bersezio 

et al., 2007; Sass, 2007; Sloan et al., 2007).  While geophysical investigations focus on the 

exploration of natural resources, hydrogeology or engineering purposes, knowledge about the 

applicability in shallow (< 3 m) subsurface exploration for geomorphologic purposes is still 

incomplete (Sass, 2007). To investigate the soil constitution over shallower depths, soil-

adapted geophysical sensors, like the EM38DD, have proved their functioning (Boll et al., 

1996; Sudduth et al., 2003; Cockx et al., 2006; Cockx et al., 2007).  
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With the low-frequency EM38DD sensor, high-resolution ECa measurements can be achieved 

in a cost- and labour-effective way. Soil ECa relates to a number of soil properties, including 

soil porosity, soil moisture content, concentration of dissolved electrolytes in the soil water, 

soil temperature and the amount and composition of colloids (McNeill, 1980a). In non-saline 

soils, like at the study site, ECa reflects mainly differences in clay and moisture content 

(Domsch and Giebel, 2004; McBratney et al., 2005). This makes the ECa measurements 

appropriate to account for differences in depth-to-clay layers (Doolittle et al., 1994; Sudduth 

et al., 2003; Cockx et al., 2007) based on the conductivity contrasts between topsoil and 

subsoil material.  

The objective of this study was to evaluate a methodology for mapping the paleotopography 

at shallow depths (< 3 m) beneath the loess cover using the EM38DD electromagnetic 

induction (EMI) sensor. Therefore, a relationship between the paleotopography and the 

apparent electrical conductivity (ECa), measured by the EM38DD sensor, had to be found and 

validated. As a test case, a study site of 2.7 ha in central Belgium was used where the 

paleolandscape prior to the deposition of the loess cover was formed in Tertiary marine clay.  

4.3 Geology 

The Belgian loess belt, which is part of the large European loess belt, is characterized by a 

gentle rolling landscape, where Tertiary marine sandy and clayey deposits were covered by a 

Quaternary loess layer (Vanwalleghem et al., 2005). Generally, the thickness of the loess 

cover varies with the position in the landscape. Thin loess deposits (sometimes as thin as a 

few decimetres) can be found on the ridges, while in depressions thick loess deposits (of 

several tens of meters) can occur. The main sedimentation phase of the Quaternary loess was 

in the Weichselian glacial stage of the Late Pleistocene (80 ka - 10 ka) (Lowe and Walker, 

1997). 

The Tertiary material located directly below the Quaternary loess is composed of a range of 

marine depositions dating from the Early Eocene (55.0 Ma – 48.6 Ma), generally with a 

clayey or sandy constitution. Within the study area this layer belongs to the clayey variant of 

the Ypresian (Maréchal and Laga, 1988).  
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4.4 Study site 

The research site was located in Heestert (southeast of the province of West-Flanders, 

Belgium), situated in the Belgian loess belt (Fig. 4.1). It was situated on a southeast facing 

hillside with an average slope of 7 % and an elevation ranging between 30 to 40 m above sea 

level (a.s.l.). The site consisted of two neighbouring fields. Field 1 was a 2 ha arable parcel 

(with central coordinates: 50º47’58”N, 3º24’41”E), with a sugar beet (Beta vulgaris L.) - 

winter wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) rotation. This field was used to calibrate and validate the 

relationship between ECa and the depth to the Tertiary substrate, observed after soil augering. 

Field 2 was a permanent pasture of 0.7 ha, located next to the eastern boundary of field 1 

(with central coordinates: 50º47’01”N, 3º24’46”E). This field was added to reconstruct the 

paleotopography beyond the boundaries of the calibration field. 

 

 
Fig. 4.1 Localization of the study site in the Belgian loess belt. 

 

On the national soil map (scale 1:20 000) one dominant soil series (uLdc) is indicated for both 

fields. These symbols represent: a shallow (< 75 cm) clay substrate (u), a silt loam topsoil 

texture (L), moderately wet conditions (d) with a strongly degraded textural B-horizon (c). In 

the southern part of field 1 the shallow clay substrate was not indicated. This soil type 

corresponds to a Luvisol (WRB), which is characterized by an argic horizon ranging from 

0.3-0.35 m up to 1.3-1.4 m in depth. Initially, the deposited loess was calcareous, but with 

time it decalcified, mostly down to a depth of 2-2.5 m (Hubert, 1976). 

Across the study site, soil samples were taken from the Quaternary loess and the Tertiary clay 

substrate and analyzed for their textural composition according to the conventional sieve-

pipette method. The mean clay-silt-sand fractions (with boundaries 2-50-2000 μm, 
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respectively) of both the 23 Quaternary and the 17 Tertiary samples are given in Table 4.1, 

together with their standard deviations. On average, the loess layer has a larger sand content 

(32.0 %) and a lower clay content (19.1 %) than the Tertiary material (6.5 % sand and 40.2 % 

clay). Both layers show a relatively limited variability in soil texture, but the Tertiary clay 

layer is more homogeneous than the loess. These differences illustrate the relative easiness for 

an experienced soil scientist to distinguish between both layers in the field.  

Table 4.1 Average textural composition of the Quaternary loess and Tertiary substrate based on 

samples taken along transect ABCD (n: number of samples, m: mean, s: standard deviation) 

 n Clay (%) Silt (%) Sand (%) 
  m s m s m s 
Quaternary loess 23 19.1 6.8 48.9 9.0 32.0 11.4 
Tertiary substrate 17 40.2 8.0 53.3 7.2 6.5 5.6 

4.5 ECa mapping 

Table 4.2 shows the summary statistics of the EM38DD measurements for both fields. The 

mean of the ECav measurements of both fields (91 mS m-1) was much larger compared to the 

ECah measurements (48 mS m-1). This indicates that, in general, higher conductive soil is 

located below less conductive material. The standard deviations were the largest for field 1, 

indicating that this field was more heterogeneous in soil composition.  

Table 4.2 Descriptive statistics (m: mean, min: minimum, max: maximum, s: standard deviation) of 

ECav, and ECah  for the two fields (field 1 contained 5509 measurement points, field 2 contained 1814 

measurement points). 

Variable Field 1 Field 2 
m min max s m min max s 

ECav (mS m-1) 91 49 144 21 91 68 110 11 
ECah (mS m-1) 48 19 100 15 48 32 72 7 
 

Since the absolute values of ECa measured under different cultivation or soil moisture 

conditions could not be compared directly, measurements (already standardized at 25 ºC) of 

adjacent fields had to be rescaled to a common basis. Therefore the ECa values located near 

to the boundary between field 1 and field 2 were matched using a nearest neighbour search 

within a moving window with a radius of 7 m centred at each point of field 2. The ECav of 

pairs of neighbours located in the opposite field were plotted in Fig. 4.2 and the following 

linear regression was fit to them: 
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85.25ECa50.1ECa _field2v_field1v −⋅=   R2 = 0.87 

       [4.1] 

Using this relationship, ECa values of the entire second field were converted to a common 

basis with field 1 and these data were used in the remainder of this chapter. 

 

 
Fig. 4.2 ECav_field1 as a function of ECav_field2 (72 data points at the boundary of both fields). 

 

The ECav measurements of both fields were interpolated as shown in Fig. 4.3. The variogram 

parameters are defined in Table 4.3 It can be seen that the highest ECa values occurred in the 

northern and in the southeastern parts of the study area. Moreover, the conversion to a 

common basis of the measurements of both fields resulted in a close match and a continuity 

beyond the boundary between both fields. 

 

 
Fig. 4.3 Map of interpolated ECav (mS m-1) with transects ABCD and EF. 
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Table 4.3 Parameters of the Gaussian variogram model for ECav, current elevation (Z), elevation of the 

Tertiary surface (Z- z*
clay) and predicted depth-to-clay (z*

clay).  (C0: nugget variance; C1: sill and a: 

range) 

Variable C0 C1 a (m) 
ECav (mS m-1) 5 446 29 
Z (m) 0.0 7.7 129 
Z - z*

clay (m) 0.005 23.005 150 
z*

clay (m) 0.003 0.353 30 

4.6 Depth observations 

Two transects ABCD and EF were laid out in such a way that both the largest and lowest ECa 

measurements of field 1 were visited equally (Fig. 4.3). Along the 225 m of transect ABCD 

46 observation points were located at 5 m intervals, while along the 42 m of transect EF 15 

points were selected at 3 m intervals. At each of these 61 points, the depth to the Tertiary clay 

(zclay or expressed as depth-to-clay) was observed by augering with a gouge auger.  

Fig. 4.4(b) shows zclay with respect to elevation together with the present day soil surface for 

transect ABCD. At most locations, a clearly observable distinction was present between the 

loess topsoil and the Tertiary clay. However, between points B and C, a mixture of loess-clay 

was found on top of the clayey substrate at some locations. This mixture was maximally 

about 0.5-0.6 m thick. Along this transect, the Tertiary clay substrate was present within the 

first 1.6 m at the first 42 sampling points. The last four sampling points on transect ABCD 

were characterized by a loess layer that extended down to more than 3.5 m, which was the 

maximal augering depth. At 14 observation points along transect EF, the Tertiary substrate 

was located between 1.5 and 3 m below the soil surface. The exact zclay of the remaining 

sampling point was unavailable, due to the extent of the loess cover below the 3.5 m 

boundary. 
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Fig. 4.4 ECav and ECah measurements and thickness of the loess along the 225 m transect ABCD (a) 

and the build-up of the three layers encountered along this transect (b). 

4.7 Fitting 

In a two-layered model where silty soil (like loess) is located above clayey material, the 

relationship between the depth to the clay substrate (zclay) and the ECav can be modelled by 

using the McNeill (1980b) cumulative response Rv(zclay) from the soil above zclay (Eq. (2.9)). 

The cumulative response from the upper Quaternary loess and the lower Tertiary clayey 

material can be calculated as Rv(zclay) and 1-Rv(zclay), respectively. Therefore, at each zclay, the 

corresponding ECa*
v can be modelled given the apparent conductivity values of homogeneous 

Quaternary loess (ECv,loess) and Tertiary clay (ECv,clay):  

[ ] [ ] clayv,clayvloessv,clayv
*
v EC)(1EC)(ECa ⋅−+⋅= zRzR  [4.2] 

Inversely, z*
clay can be modelled given the ECav measurements. Therefore, Rv(z*

clay) was  

calculated given the ECav measurements, ECv,loess and ECv,clay: 

clayv,loessv,

clayv,v*
clayv ECEC

ECECa
)(

−

−
=zR     [4.3] 

This calculated Rv(z*
clay) can be input to Eq. (2.9) to obtain the modelled  z*

clay: 
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To fit a theoretical relationship to the zclay - ECav data points based on the McNeill (1980b) 

cumulative depth response, the sum of the squared differences between zclay and z*
clay must be 

minimized: 
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with i  the number of the observation and n the total amount of observations. z*
clay was 

modelled with Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) given the ECav measurements. The modelling parameters 

ECv,loess and ECv,clay were iteratively adjusted to obtain the smallest sum of the squared 

differences between zclay and  z*
clay.  

A similar approach can be followed to fit the theoretical relationship according to McNeill 

(1980b) to the zclay - ECah data given the cumulative response Rh(zclay) from the soil below a 

depth of  zclay (Eq. (2.10)). 

After modelling z*
clay given the ECa measurements, an independent validation can be 

executed to evaluate the model performance. Three validation indices were used as validation 

criteria: the mean estimation error (MEE), the root mean-squared estimation error (RMSEE) 

and the Pearson correlation coefficient r. The MEE and RMSEE were obtained from: 
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with i  the number of the validation observation and n the total amount of validation 

observations. The MEE is a measure of the bias and accuracy while the RMSEE accounts for 

the precision of the predictions. They should approach zero as the model predictions become 

optimal. An r value close to one indicates a strong positive linear relationship between 

observed and predicted depths. 

Fig. 4.4(a) shows the ECav and ECah profiles measured along the transect ABCD. It is clear 

that these profiles behave similarily to the depth to Tertiary clay as shown in Fig. 4.4(b). The 

42 zclay observations of transect ABCD and the 14 observations of transect EF were compared 

with their nearest ECa measurements. The fitting of the McNeill-relationship to the zclay - 

ECav data points was done by minimizing the sum of the squared differences between zclay and  

z*
clay by iteratively altering the modelling parameters ECv,loess and ECv,clay in Eqs. (4.3) and 

(4.4). The optimal values of ECv,loess and ECv,clay were 36 and 150 mS m-1, respectively, with a 

R2 of 0.86 (Fig. 4.5). The same procedure was applied to the zclay - ECah data. The resulting 
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ECh,loess and ECh,clay were 12 and 145 mS m-1, respectively, with a R2 of 0.88. However, as the 

theoretical relationship by McNeill (1980b) indicates, the horizontal orientation is less 

sensitive to deeper soil layers. It receives 70 % of its influence from the top 0.75 m in 

homogeneous soil while the vertical orientation integrates 70 % of its response over the top 

1.60 m soil. Therefore preference was given to the zclay - ECav relationship to model z*
clay: 
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Fig. 4.5 zclay as a function of ECav  along study transects ABCD and EF with fitted McNeill-curve. 

4.8 Paleotopography beneath the loess cover 

The accuracy of the proposed model to predict z*
clay was evaluated by investigating at 24 

locations, laid out as a grid. At these locations, the observed depths were compared with the 

modelled depths. The MEE and RMSEE were respectively 0.04 m and 0.22 m. The r between 

zclay and z*
clay was 0.83 (Fig. 4.6). Therefore, the modelled relationship had a low bias, was 

reasonably accurate and correlated well with the observed depths. 
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Fig. 4.6 Validation of predicted depth to the Tertiary clay (z*

clay) using 24 observed depths (zclay). 

 
The soil surface elevation (Z) of the fields was interpolated and visualized in Fig. 4.7(a). The 

ECav measurements were converted into z*
clay using Eq. (4.8). We did not use an interpolation 

method, like regression kriging or simple kriging with varying local means (Goovaerts, 1997), 

to construct the z*
clay map because the spatial configuration of the observations of zclay was 

concentrated along one transect only. The predicted values were subtracted from Z and the 

resulting Z - z*
clay values were interpolated as shown in Fig. 4.7(b).  

To improve the visibility of the paleotopography, the interpolated map of the predicted depths 

is displayed in Fig. 4.7(c). The previous interpolations were carried out based on the 

variogram parameters given in Table 4.3. When comparing the current topography (Fig. 

4.7(a)) with the paleotopography represented by the Tertiary clay (Fig. 4.7(b) and (c)), it will 

be clear that the paleolandscape beneath the loess cover is less smooth. A pattern of shallow 

gullies emerged in the Tertiary substrate, despite its clayey composition. These gullies 

combine into one major gully which ends in what seems to be a wider valley. To evaluate the 

continuity of these flow pathways, the Idrisi Kilimanjaro (Clark Labs, Worcester, MA, 

U.S.A.) modules RUNOFF (Jenson and Domingue, 1988) and WATERSHED were applied to 

the paleotopography surface. The result is visualized in Fig. 4.7(b). A clear accumulation of 

flow lines, representing past surface flow patterns, emerges. Hubert (1976) reported the 

occurrence of strong erosion during the glacial stages of the Pleistocene. Due to the 

deposition of the wind transported loess in the Late-Pleistocene the variability of the glacial 

Quaternary surface disappeared, however, locally a mixture of loess and clay remained, as 

observed between point B and C on the transect (Fig. 4.4(b)). Valleys were filled up with 

thick loess sediments, while elevated locations were covered by a thin layer. Subsequent 

erosion modified the thickness of the loess further, increasing the thickness of the valley loess 

by colluvial deposits. 
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Fig. 4.7 Current soil surface (a), paleotopography beneath the loess cover represented as elevation 

above sea level with indications of simulated flow lines (b), and paleotopography represented as depth 

below soil surface (c). 
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4.9 Conclusions 
The ECa measurements of the EM38DD sensor in the vertical mode proved to be suitable to 

predict zclay (RMSEE of 0.22 m). The relationship between zclay and ECa was found to be best 

represented by the theoretical response curve proposed by McNeill (1980b) (R2 of 0.86). Also, 

measurements obtained on one field could be combined with those of an adjacent field 

without the need of additional field validation. The reconstructed paleotopography showed 

realistic patterns of surface processes, which could be modelled as a continuous flow process 

by a flow runoff model. 

As a result, we can conclude that the combination of high density EMI sensor measurements 

with direct observations of the depth of the Tertiary clay beneath the Quaternary loess cover 

for shallow depths (< 3 m), proved to be a successful method for the reconstruction of the 

paleotopography at the end of the last glacial period. 



 

Chapter 5  

Comparing the EM38DD and DUALEM-

21S sensors for depth-to-clay mapping1 

5.1 Abstract 

Geophysical instruments show large potential for the detailed quantification of soil 

stratigraphy. In this study, two electromagnetic induction sensors were evaluated on their 

capacity to map small-scale variations of the depth to the interface (zclay) in a two-layered soil. 

On a 2 ha study site, zclay between the silty topsoil and the contrasting clayey subsoil was 

modelled first by relating the two apparent electrical conductivity (ECa) measurements of the 

EM38DD sensor to observations of zclay obtained by augerings. However, a substantial 

number of these calibration observations was needed to account for the modelling parameters. 

To avoid this step, an entirely non-invasive procedure was proposed based on one survey with 

the DUALEM-21S sensor. This sensor records simultaneously four ECa values with different 

coil configurations. These measurements correspond to four different depth response 

functions that allow modelling zclay without calibration observations. The only assumption 

was a two-layered build-up of the soil profile. The zclay predictions were validated with 24 

independent depth observations. Both procedures resulted in equal correlation coefficients 

(0.85) between predicted and measured zclay and average estimation errors (0.26 m). This 

indicated that both sensors allowed the accurate mapping of the depth to a contrasting textural 

layer. With the EM38DD, calibration observations are needed, whereas the four different coil 

configurations of the DUALEM-21S sensor provide sufficient information to predict the 

interface depth without augering efforts. 

___________________________________ 

 
1Modified from: Saey, T., Simpson, D., Vermeersch, H., Cockx, L., Van Meirvenne, M., 

2009. Comparing the EM38DD and DUALEM-21S sensors for depth-to-clay mapping.  Soil 

Science Society of America Journal, 73: 1-6. 
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5.2 Introduction 

Electromagnetic induction (EMI) is a technique that measures the apparent soil electrical 

conductivity (ECa) by inducing an electrical current in the soil. Soil ECa is controlled by a 

combination of soil properties, like porosity, moisture content, concentration of dissolved 

electrolytes in the soil solution, temperature and the amount and composition of colloids 

(McNeill, 1980a).  The major advantages of EMI are: (i) it is non-invasive and (ii) it gives an 

immediate response. These characteristics have made EMI instruments very popular for the 

inventory of lateral changes in subsurface soil properties with a fine spatial resolution. In 

general, EMI is most successful in areas with a single dominant factor of soil variability. 

Variations in EMI response can be directly related to changes in the dominant property 

(Doolittle and Collins, 1998). 

Previous studies related the ECa measured with the EM38 sensor to the depth and thickness 

of soil horizons (Doolittle et al., 1994; Bork et al., 1998; Inman et al., 2002; Saey et al., 

2008), soil moisture content (Brevik et al., 2006; Huth and Poulton, 2007), clay content 

(McBratney et al., 2005; Triantafilis and Lesch, 2005) and salinity (Lesch et al., 1998; 

Amezketa, 2006; 2007). In all of these studies, a single coil spacing was used to derive a 

relationship between ECa as measured by the EM38 and the property of interest. With EMI 

the depth of investigation is controlled by the coil spacing, coil orientation, frequency of the 

induced current and height of the probe above the ground (Gebbers et al., 2007). Because 

most EMI instruments have fixed frequency, the only options to control the depth of 

investigation are coil orientation, coil spacing and height above the ground. Therefore, 

colocalized instrument measurements attributed to multiple coil spacings or coil orientations 

provide more information in depth. Recently, Triantafilis et al. (2003) used the ratio between 

soil ECa measurements of EM31 and EM38 instruments, which differ in coil spacing and 

frequency, to infer a subsurface clay layer underlying sandier sediments in a prior stream 

channel.  

With the EM38DD, the soil ECa is measured simultaneously in two orientations, each having 

its own depth response profile. The ratio of the two orientations gives an indication of the 

heterogeneity of the soil profile. This ratio proved to be a useful tool for the delineation of 

pedological discontinuities like frost-wedge pseudomorphs (Cockx et al., 2006) and clay 

lenses (Cockx et al., 2007). Less research has been done to exploit the possibilities of the 

DUALEM EMI soil sensors. These mostly have multiple coil spacings and multiple coil 

orientations, providing simultaneous measurements with different depth sensitivity. Abdu et 

al. (2007) compared the ECa - depth relationship between the DUALEM-1S and Geonics 
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EM38DD sensors. Lee et al. (2006) quantified the effectiveness of the DUALEM-2 in 

locating a failed septic system in a fine-textured soil.  

Our aim was to accurately characterize the depth to the interface between two contrasting soil 

layers with the aid of EMI. As a test case, we used a 2 ha study site in central Belgium where 

Tertiary marine clay was covered by aeolian loess dating from the Weichselian glacial stage. 

The objective was to compare ECa measurements obtained with the EM38DD sensor with 

those of the DUALEM-21S sensor to obtain a continuous, detailed inventory of the field-scale 

soil stratigraphy. 

5.3 Study site 

The research site was located in Heestert (Belgium), situated in the European loess belt. The 

site was located on a southeast facing hillside with an average slope gradient of 7 % and an 

elevation ranging between 30 to 40 m above sea level (a.s.l.). The study site was a 2 ha arable 

parcel (with central coordinates: 50º47’58”N, 3º24’41”E). The soil type is a Luvisol 

according to the WRB classification system (FAO/ISRIC/ISSS, 1998), which is characterized 

by an argic horizon located between 0.3 - 0.35 m and 1.3 - 1.4 m depth.  

5.4 ECa survey 

Table 5.1 shows the summary statistics of the EM38DD and DUALEM-21S ECa 

measurements obtained at the study site. The means of the ECa values measured with coil 

configurations that give a larger weight to deeper soil layers are the largest:  ECa-

DUALEMv,2 (ECav,2) > ECa-DUALEMv,1 (ECav,1) ≈ ECa-EM38v (ECav) > ECa-DUALEMp,2.1 

(ECap,2.1) > ECa-EM38h (ECah) > ECa-DUALEMp,1.1 (ECap,1.1). However, the coefficient of 

variation of these signals was smaller. This indicates that in this two-layered soil, the subsoil 

can be considered more conductive and less heterogeneous than the topsoil. 
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Table 5.1 Descriptive statistics of ECa for the different coil configurations of the EMI sensors 

EM38DD and DUALEM-21S (n: number of observations, m: mean, s2: variance and CV: coefficient of 

variation). 

 n m min max s2 CV
  mS m-1 mS m-1 mS m-1 (mS m-1)2 % 

EM38h 8562 33 6 86 243 47
EM38v 8562 67 29 127 408 30 

DUALEMp,1.1 10103 29 7 76 175 46 
DUALEMp,2.1 10103 48 11 110 388 41 
DUALEMv,1 10103 66 24 124 374 29 
DUALEMv,2 10103 88 30 136 400 23 

5.5 EM38DD 

Ordinary kriging (OK) was used to interpolate the EM38DD measurements to a grid of 0.5 by 

0.5 m (Goovaerts, 1997). A maximum of 64 neighbors was used within a circular search area 

with a radius of 20 m around the location being interpolated. The spatial structures of ECav 

and ECah were modelled by Gaussian variogram models. The parameters are given in Table 

5.2. The interpolated ECa maps are shown in Fig. 5.1(a) and Fig. 5.1(b). Large differences in 

ECa were found over short distances, with a similar pattern between ECav and ECah. 

 

Table 5.2 Variogram parameters for the variables ECav (mS m-1), ECah (mS m-1), current elevation (Z 

(m)), predicted depth-to-clay (z*
clay (m)) modelled with the EM38DD measurements together with 56 

calibration observations and z*
clay (m) modelled with the DUALEM-21S measurements (C0: nugget 

variance; C0 + C1: sill and a: range of Gaussian variogram models). 

 C0 C0 + C1 a (m) 

ECav 5 225 20 
ECah 5 145 20 
Z 0.001 0.601 35 
z*

clay (EM38DD + 56 calibration observations) 0.005 0.225 20 
z*

clay (DUALEM-21S) 0.008 0.363 20 
 

To calibrate ECav and ECah with the depth to the interface (zclay) between the Quaternary silty 

loess material and clay-rich Tertiary substrate, two calibration transects, ABCD and EF, were 

laid out. These transects were selected in such a way that both the highest and the lowest ECa 

measurements were visited more or less with the same frequency (Fig. 5.1(a)).  The depth to 

the interface was measured at 46 observation points along transect ABCD (at 5 m interval) 

and 15 points along transect EF (at 3 m interval). The interface was encountered at 56 
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observation locations using a gouge auger. At four points of transect ABCD and one point of 

transect EF, the thickness of the loess exceeded our maximum augering depth of 3.5 m. 

 

 
Fig. 5.1 Interpolated ECav (mS m-1) with localization of calibration points on transects ABCD and EF 

(a) and interpolated ECah (mS m-1) with localization of validation points (b). 

 

The relationship between ECa measurements and zclay observations was modelled using the 

McNeill (1980b) cumulative response curves. The main assumptions of this model are a two-

layered soil build-up and a uniform ECa of the Quaternary loess and the Tertiary clayey 

substrate throughout the field. The cumulative response from the Quaternary topsoil and the 

Tertiary subsoil can be calculated as R(zclay) and 1-R(zclay), for the vertical and horizontal 

dipole mode (Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10)). For each ECav and ECah measurement z*
clay can be 

modelled by solving a system of nonlinear equations. Therefore, the automated function 

FSOLVE based on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Marquardt, 1963) in the high-level 

language and interactive environment Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, U.S.A.) 

was used given the conductivity values of homogeneous Quaternary topsoil (ECloess) and 

Tertiary clayey subsoil (ECaclay):  
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clay
*
clayvloess

*
clayvv EC)](1[EC)]([ECa ⋅−+⋅= zRzR  [5.1] 

clay
*
clayhloess

*
clayhh EC)](1[EC)]([ECa ⋅−+⋅= zRzR  [5.2] 

To fit these theoretical relationships to the zclay – ECa data, the sum of the squared differences 

between zclay and z*
clay was minimized: 
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with n being the number of observations. The parameters ECloess and ECclay were iteratively 

adjusted to obtain the smallest sum of the squared differences between zclay and z*
clay. The 

obtained values of ECloess and ECclay were 12 mS m-1 and 125 mS m-1. Converted to a 

reference temperature of 25 °C, these values became 15 mS m-1 and 156 mS m-1, which are 

similar to the values found in Chapter 4 (Saey et al. (2008)). So, at each measurement point, 

ECav and ECah were linked to z*
clay by using Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10), (5.1) and (5.2) as: 
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5.02*
clay

*
clayh )14(11322612ECa +⋅⋅+⋅−= zz .  [5.5]  

This system was solved to z*
clay with Matlab using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm 

(Marquardt, 1963).  

An independent validation was performed to evaluate the predictive quality of this model. 

Three indices were used as validation criteria: the mean estimation error (MEE), the root 

mean squared estimation error (RMSEE) and the Pearson correlation coefficient r. The 

validation data were obtained as 24 independent observations of the interface depth. These 

were taken at the centers of 24 grid cells projected over the study site. The observed depths 

were compared with the model predictions (Fig. 5.2). A strong correlation between predicted 

and measured depths (0.85) and a low RMSEE (0.26 m) indicated that this procedure was 

highly accurate in predicting z*
clay. However, on average this procedure overestimated zclay 

with a bias of 0.12 m, as indicated by the MEE. 
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Fig. 5.2 Scatterplot of predicted interface depth ( *

clayz ) versus the observed depth (zclay) for both EMI-

procedures (n = 24). 

5.6 DUALEM-21S 

The four simultaneous ECa measurements obtained with the quadruple-array DUALEM-21S 

instrument were used to reconstruct zclay. In a two-layered soil build-up, the measured ECa 

can be estimated by summing the conductivities and depth-weighted contributions of each 

layer. Due to the characteristic depth response profiles for each coil configuration, the 

following four equations could be formulated (taking the height of the DUALEM-21S sensor 

above the soil surface (0.16 m) into account):   

*
clay

*
clayp,1.1

*
loessp,1.1

*
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With Rp,x(z) and Rv,x(z) the cumulative responses above a depth z for the perpendicular and 

vertical dipole mode respectively and transmitter-receiver coil spacing of  x. 

At each measurement location, the nonlinear Eqs. (5.6), (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9) were combined 

to model EC*
loess, EC*

clay, and z*
clay, given the quadruple-array ECa measurements: ECap,1.1, 

ECap,2.1, ECav,1 and ECav,2. This system was also solved with Matlab using the Levenberg-

Marquardt algorithm (Marquardt, 1963).  
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The summary statistics of EC*
loess, EC*

clay, and z*
clay within the study site (± 10,000 locations) 

are given in Table 5.3. The mean EC*
loess is much smaller than the mean EC*

clay, which 

confirms the subsoil material to be more conductive than the topsoil material. The spatial 

variability of EC*
loess and EC*

clay reflects a more realistic situation, compared to the 

assumption of uniformity which had to be made with the EM38DD. The coefficient of 

variation indicates that the variability of the toplayer is much larger compared to the sublayer. 

Soil tillage practices might have mixed the Tertiary clayey subsoil with the Quaternary silty 

topsoil at low interface depths explaining the larger variability of the topsoil. 

 
Table 5.3 Descriptive statistics of EC*

clay (mS m-1), EC*
loess (mS m-1) and z*

clay (m) modelled with the 

DUALEM-21S measurements (m: mean, s2: variance and CV: coefficient of variation). 

 m min max s2 CV 

EC*
loess

 18 3 31 21 25 

EC*
clay 124 85 171 10 3 

z*
clay 1.09 0.09 4.90 0.59 70 

 

The procedure using the DUALEM-21S measurements for predicting z*
clay was also validated 

using the same 24 depth observations as in the EM38DD validation. Fig. 5.2 shows the 

scatterplot of the observed versus predicted depths. The correlation coefficient between the 

predicted and measured depths and average error were identical to the values obtained with 

the EM38DD procedure (r = 0.85 and RMSEE = 0.26 m), with no bias. Therefore, both 

procedures performed similarly well in estimating z*
clay. Nevertheless, the DUALEM-21S 

procedure did not require calibration observations. Moreover, this sensor allowed the 

estimation of ECa of the top- and subsoil layers. 

5.7 Reconstructing the paleotopography 

Soil surface elevation (Z) and z*
clay as produced by both sensor procedures was interpolated 

using OK, similarly the ECa maps. The variogram parameters are given in Table 5.2. Fig. 

5.3(a) shows the smooth behaviour of the present topography. However, both z*
clay surfaces, 

resulting from the two EMI procedures (Fig. 5.3(b) and 5.3(c)), exhibit a strong small-scale 

variability of the interface between the Quaternary loess and the Tertiary clay. Moreover, both 

z*
clay surfaces show a similar behavior. The DUALEM-21S procedure displays a larger detail 

at higher depths compared to the EM38DD-based procedure, probably due to the higher DOE 

of the DUALEMv,2 coil configuration. 
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 Fig. 5.3 Elevation of the current soil surface (a), z*

clay predicted by the EM38DD procedure 

(b), and z*
clay predicted by the DUALEM-21S procedure (c). 

5.8 Conclusions 

Both EMI sensors allowed to predict zclay in a two-layered soil accurately in a rapid, effective 

and non-destructive manner (RMSEE of 0.26 m). With the EM38DD, a number of soil auger 

observations is required to calibrate the ECa measurements in respect to zclay. The quadruple-

array DUALEM EMI 2,1S instrument avoids the need for calibration augerings. Its rich 

information enables a quantification of zclay with a similar predictive accuracy. Additionally, it 

provides inventories of the spatial variability in top- and subsoil conductivity. 



 

Chapter 6  

Mapping depth-to-clay using fitted 

multiple depth response curves1 

6.1 Abstract 

As an alternative for the depth response approximations based on the theoretical Maxwell’s 

equations, a procedure was proposed to fit depth response curves for different coil 

configurations.  A 39 ha study area was selected in the Belgian loess belt, where loess 

material was situated on a Tertiary substrate. A survey with the DUALEM-21S 

electromagnetic induction instrument was carried out to map the depth-to-clay (zclay). The 

depth response curves were fitted both for the vertical and perpendicular coil configurations 

using 85 depth observations of zclay.  

The resulting depth response curves R(zclay) were: 
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for the perpendicular aned vertical coil configurations (with s as the intercoil spacing). 

A set of 4 equations based on the developed depth response functions was used to model zclay 

at each of the 209 400 measurement points. These zclay predictions were validated using geo-

electrical imaging. With two multi-electrode resistivity arrays, zclay was 1D-inverted at 95 

locations along two transects, assuming a two-layered soil system. A coefficient of 

determination of 0.95, with a root-mean squared estimation error of 0.22 m, was found 

between the predicted and 1D-inverted depths. This procedure allowed the accurate 3D-

reconstruction of the paleolandscape before the deposition of the loess. Flow lines were 

modelled on this paleosurface, revealing past or subsurface stream patterns not visible on the 

present relief.  

___________________________________ 

 
1Modified from: Saey, T., Van Meirvenne, M., De Smedt, P., Cockx, L., Meerschman, E., 

Islam, M. M., Meeuws, F., 2011. Mapping depth-to-clay using fitted multiple depth response 

curves of a proximal EMI sensor. Geoderma, Published Online (DOI: 

doi:10.1016/j.geoderma.2011.01.015).
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6.2 Introduction 

Electromagnetic induction (EMI) instruments measure a depth-weighted average of the soil 

electrical conductivity. Quantitative applications of EMI sensors to subsoil investigations 

depend on the ability to transform the measured apparent electrical conductivities (ECa) into 

horizontal and vertical variations of relevant soil properties such as soil type, soil horizons, 

soil water storage and soil organic matter (Domsch and Giebel, 2004; Saey et al., 2009b; 

Tromp-van Meerveld and McDonnell, 2009). Although useful for looking at lateral spatial 

variation, the ECa gives limited information on how conductivity varies with depth (Pellerin 

and Wannamaker, 2005). Generally, the propagation of EMI radiation into the soil is 

described by Maxwell's equations (Reynolds, 1997). The relative response to the primary 

magnetic field created by the EMI instruments varies with depth and is therefore expressed as 

a depth response function. This response function is the weighting function for the ECa (= 

depth-weighted conductivity) (Morris, 2009).  

McNeill (1980b) defined the depth response functions of EMI instruments in homogeneous 

soils by asymptotic approximations of the Maxwell’s equations. Hendrickx et al. (2002) 

proved these approximations to be valid in heterogeneous soils. They are based on the 

assumption that the induction number (β) is very small (Spies and Frischknecht, 1991). This 

is equivalent to stating that the flow of charge in any loop of the magnetic field is completely 

independent of the flow of charge in any other loop since they are not magnetically coupled 

(McNeill, 1980b). The induction number is the ratio of the intercoil separation s to the skin 

depth δ. This skin depth is defined as the distance at which the propagating magnetic field 

strength has been attenuated to e-1 of the strength at the surface and varies inversely with the 

ECa at low frequencies. Within the restriction of a small β, the McNeill approximation 

(1980b) holds which means that the instrument output is proportional to the ECa and the 

depth response functions are independent of ECa (Hendrickx et al., 2002). However, 

Callegary et al. (2007) proved with numerical models based on Maxwell’s equations that the 

depth response can be altered by soil properties affecting the ECa. Especially under high 

electrically conductive conditions, the simulated depth response function deviates from the 

function predicted from the McNeill (1980b) approximation.  

Saey et al. (2009a) used the depth response curves of McNeill (1980b) and Dualem Inc. 

(2007) based on Wait (1962) for the vertical and perpendicular coil configurations to predict 

the depth-to-clay (zclay) in a two-layered soil. Moreiro Santos et al. (2010) used a one-

dimensional, laterally contrained algorithm to invert field-measured ECa data collected with a 

DUALEM-421S instrument. A forward modelling subroutine, based on the cumulative 
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response from McNeill (1980b) was used to calculate the apparent conductivity response of 

the model. Low zclay values were associated with high ECa values and corresponding high β 

what makes the asymptotic approximations for the theoretical depth response functions 

deviating from the real depth response. On the other hand, different numerical inversion 

simulations based on Maxwell’s equations fail to handle the depth functions for the 

perpendicular coil configurations. Therefore, the objective of this study was to fit depth 

response curves for different EMI coil configurations in a two-layered soil and apply these to 

map zclay in a study area within the Belgian loess belt. 

6.3 Study site 

The 39 ha research area was located in Heestert (Belgium) (Fig. 6.1). It is situated on a 

southeast facing hillside with an elevation ranging between 25 to 45 m above sea level (a.s.l.). 

The site consists of eleven neighbouring arable fields (central coordinates: 50º47’58”N, 

3º24’41”E).  On the national soil map (scale 1:20 000), the soil series of the study area are 

characterized by a shallow or deeper clay substrate, a silt loam topsoil texture, moderately wet 

conditions and a textural B-horizon. This soil type corresponds to a loess-derived Haplic 

Luvisol (World Reference Base, 1998), which is characterized by an argic horizon ranging 

from 0.3-0.35 m up to 1.3-1.4 m in depth. Nevertheless, the Tertiary clay substrate has much 

higher clay content than this argic horizon.   Initially, the deposited loess was calcareous, but 

it decalcified mostly to a depth of 2-2.5 m (Hubert, 1976). Generally, a two-layered soil 

system is acceptable with silty-loess material above a clayey substrate. 

 

 
Fig. 6.1 Localization of the study area in the Belgian loess belt and topographic map with indication of 

the boundaries (coordinates are according to the Belgian metric Lambert 72 projection). 
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6.4 ECa survey 

The soil ECa of the study area was recorded with the DUALEM-21S soil sensor. The sensor 

was put in a non-metal sled and pulled behind an all-terrain vehicle at about 10 km h-1 

crossing the field at parallel lines 4 m apart. 

Table 6.1 shows the summary statistics of the four ECa measurements taken with the 

DUALEM-21S sensor at 209 400 locations. The mean and maximum values of the ECa 

values increase with increasing DOE (Saey et al., 2009a), so the larger the measured soil 

volume, the higher the conductivity. The negative minimum values of ECap,1.1 and ECap,2.1 

were assumed to be caused by anomalies in the subsoil like small metal objects. The standard 

deviations increase with increasing DOE, because of the higher differences in absolute values. 

Fig. 6.2 shows the ECav,1 measurements of the study area converted to a reference 

measurement temperature of 25°C. In order to obtain estimates of variables at unsampled 

locations, ordinary point kriging (OK) was used as an interpolation method. In this study, a 

minimum of 8 neighbours was used within a circular search area with a radius of 20 m around 

the location being interpolated. The spatial structure of the variables was represented by 

variogram models, which were used to assign weights to the neighbouring points. The 

parameters of the ECav,1 variogram model are given in Table 6.2. Large differences of ECav,1 

were observed across the study area, probably due to depth variations of the higher 

conductive subsoil.  

 
Table 6.1 Descriptive statistics (m: mean, min: minimum, max: maximum, s: standard deviation) of 

ECap,1.1, ECa p,2.1, ECa v,1 and ECa v,2 for the 209 400 measurements in the study area (in mS m-1 after 

conversion to a reference temperature of 25ºC). 

Variable m min max s 
ECap,1.1  33 -22 108 13 
ECa p,2.1  56 -35 164 22 
ECa v,1 65 2 176 26 
ECa v,2 85 33 230 30 
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Fig. 6.2 Kriged apparent electrical conductivity map (converted to a reference temperature of 25ºC) in 

the 1 m – vertical coil configuration (ECav,1) with localization of transects AB, BC, DEFG and HI and 

the 30 m by 30 m grid. The border of the test area is denoted with a black frame. 

 

Table 6.2 Parameters of the variogram model for ECav,1, elevation of the current soil surface (Z) and  

z*
clay (C0: nugget variance; C0 + C1: sill and a: range). 

Variable Type C0 C0 + C1 Slope a (m) 
ECav,1 (mS m-1) Linear 0 - 4.2 - 

Z (m) Gaussian 0.0005 1.7005 - 30 
z*

clay (m) Gaussian 0.004 1.559 - 30 
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6.5 Depth observations 

The locations of the zclay observations within the test area were shown on Fig. 6.2. This test 

area was taken because of the high differences in ECa values on a relatively short distance 

and was supposed to be representative for the entire study area. Two transects DEFG and HI  

and one 30 m by 30 m grid (Fig. 6.2) were laid out within our test area in such a way that 

higher and lower ECa measurements of the test field were visited (Fig. 6.2) (Saey et al., 

2008). Along the 225 m of transect DEFG 46 observation points were located at 5 m 

intervals, while along transect HI 15 points were selected at 3 m intervals. 24 observation 

points were located on a 30 m by 30 m grid. At each of these 85 points, zclay was observed by 

augering with a gouge auger. At the last four sampling points of transect DEFG and the last 

sampling point of transect HI, the loess layer extended beyond a depth of 3.5 m, which was 

our maximal augering depth. These observations were not taken into account for the 

calculation of the depth response curves. 

With these 80 depth observations, the cumulative response curves for the perpendicular and 

vertical coil configurations were fitted. Table 6.3 shows that on the  225 m transect DEFG, 

zclay  is on average relatively shallow (0.79 m), with a variation from 0.12 m to 1.57 m, 

similarly to the spread of the zclay observations on the 30 m by 30 m grid (0.15 m to 1.81 m). 

On the 45 m transect HI, zclay increases from 1.52 m to 2.82 m.  

 
Table 6.3 Descriptive statistics (n: number, m: mean, min: minimum, max: maximum, s: standard 

deviation) of zclay at the test field. 

 n m min max s 
  (m) (m) (m) (m) 
transect DEFG 42 0.79 0.12 1.57 0.39 
transect HI 14 2.26 1.52 2.82 0.30 
grid 24 0.89 0.15 1.81 0.36 

6.6 EC-probe measurements 

The standard EC-probe set for soil conductivity measurements consists of an EC-probe and an 

earth resistivity meter. Measurement of the soil resistivity using four electrodes is based on 

the Wenner-method, described by Rhoades and Van Schilfgaarde (1976). The EC-probe 

measures in situ the electrical resistivity of a limited (elliptic) soil volume of 80 cm3 of soil 

around the probe. A temperature sensor is used to convert the measurements to a reference 
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temperature. This sensor can be used only for a limited number of punctual measurements. 

Moreover, these act as calibration measurements for the proximal soil sensing data. 

With the EC-probe, EC measurements of the two layers were conducted according to a 30 m 

by 30 m grid on the test area (Fig. 6.2). However, only measurements at a depth more than 30 

cm above or below the loess-clay interface were retained to obtain the average EC. Moreover, 

the limited length of the EC-probe rod (1 m) diminished the amount of measurements 

substantially. The average EC of the loess layer (ECloess) was 21± 6 mS m-1 (12 

measurements) and of the clayey layer (ECclay) it was 192± 13 mS m-1 (7 measurements), at 

25°C. These values were taken to be representative for the two different layers across the 

study area. 

6.7 Fitting depth response curves  

In a two-layered soil model where silty loess is situated above a clayey substrate, the 

relationship between zclay and the ECa can be modelled by formulating the cumulative 

response Rp(zclay) for the perpendicular coil orientation and Rv(zclay) for the vertical coil 

orientation. Doolittle et al. (1994), Cockx et al. (2007) and Vitharana et al. (2008a) fitted 

exponential regression models to their zclay - ECa observations. Depths are normalized by 

dividing the zclay by the intercoil spacing s to remove the effect of differences in intercoil 

spacing into our cumulative response functions Rp(zclay) and Rv(zclay) (Morris, 2009):  
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with αp and βp the unknown parameters of the exponential cumulative response function for 

the perpendicular coil configuration Rp(zclay) and αv and βv the unknown parameters of the 

exponential cumulative response function for the vertical coil configuration Rv(zclay). These 

unknown parameters αp and βp will be empirically determined by fitting the cumulative 

response function Rp(zclay) to the zclay - ECap,1.1 and  zclay - ECap,2.1 observations and αv and βv 

will be determined by fitting the cumulative response function Rv(zclay) to the zclay - ECav,1 and  

zclay - ECav,2 observations. The procedure used to fit Rp(zclay) to the zclay - ECap,1.1 

measurements is described below. 

The cumulative responses from the upper and lower layers are Rp,s(zclay) and 1-Rp,s(zclay), with s 

the intercoil spacing. For every zclay, the corresponding ECap,1.1 and  ECap,2.1 can be expressed 

as a function of the apparent conductivity values of the Quaternary loess and Tertiary clay 
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(ECloess and ECclay respectively), taking the height of the DUALEM-21S sensor above the soil 

surface (0.16 m) into account:  

clayclayp,1.1loessp,1.1clayp,1.1p,1.1 EC)]16.0(1[EC)]16.0()16.0([ECa ⋅+−+⋅−+= zRRzR
          [6.3] 

clayclayp,2.1loessp,2.1clayp,2.1p,2.1 EC)]16.0(1[EC)]16.0()16.0([ECa ⋅+−+⋅−+= zRRzR
          [6.4] 

Based on Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4), z*
clay can be modelled given the ECap,1.1 and ECap,2.1  

measurements. Therefore, Rp,1.1(z*
clay) and Rp,2.1(z*

clay) were calculated given the ECa 

measurements and the conductivities of the two layers (ECloess and ECclay): 
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These calculated Rp,1.1(z*
clay+0.16) and Rp,2.1(z*

clay+0.16) can be put into Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) to 

obtain the modelled z*
clay: 
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To fit a cumulative depth response function to the to the zclay - ECap,1.1 and  zclay - ECap,2.1 data 

points, the sum of the squared differences between zclay and z*
clay was minimized, 

simultaneously for both the 1.1P and 2.1P coil configurations: 
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with i  the number of the observation and n the total amount of observations. The parameters 

of the cumulative response function αp and βp were iteratively adjusted to obtain the smallest 

sum of the squared differences between zclay and z*
clay for both the 1.1P and 2.1P coil 

configurations.  

The same approach was followed to fit a cumulative depth response function to the 

zclay - ECav,1 and  zclay - ECav,2 observations, resulting in unique parameters αv and βv for the 

response function of the vertical coil configuration. This minimization procedure was 

performed for both perpendicular coil configurations together and for both vertical coil 

configurations together. The difference between observed and modelled zclay was 
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simultaneously minimized for both 1.1P and 2.1P coil configurations and simultaneously for 

both 1V and 2V coil configurations. 
The optimal values of αp and βp were 0.8135 and 1.4131 and 0.9802 and 0.8102 for αv and βv. 

The obtained empirical depth response curves were: 
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with Rp,s(z) and Rv,s(z) the responses above a depth z for the perpendicular and vertical dipole 

mode and transmitter-receiver coil spacing s. The DOE for the fitted cumulative depth 

response functions were 0.62 m and 1.32 m for the 1.1P and 2.1P coil configurations and 1.30 

and 2.76 m for the 1V and 2V coil configurations. Fig. 6.3 shows the cumulative response 

curves (expressed as zclay - ECa relationship given the conductivities of the different layers 

ECloess and ECclay) plotted against their 80 corresponding zclay - ECa observations. The 

modelled response curves coincide well with the zclay - ECa observations. Coefficients of 

determination (R2) are 0.74 and 0.77 for the 1.1P and 2.1P coil configurations and 0.65 and 

0.68 for the 1V and 2V coil configurations. Only the low ECav,1 observations underestimate 

the real zclay. Below an ECa of about 20 mS m-1 for the 1.1P coil configuration, zclay changes 

largely with small changes in ECa. Therefore, this depth response curve is inappropriate to 

predict the deeper zclay. The inverse situation can be observed with regard to the 2V 

configuration. This configuration shows an almost linear zclay - ECa trend below a value of 

about 90 mS m-1, confirming the sensitivity of the 2V coil configurations for deeper zclay. 
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Fig. 6.3. Fitted cumulative depth response curves (and expressed as depth-to-clay (zclay) – apparent 

electrical conductivity (ECa) relationship) (a) for the perpendicular coil configurations and (b) the 

vertical coil configurations of the DUALEM-21S, each with their corresponding zclay-ECa observations. 

6.8 Depth modelling 

The four simultaneous ECa measurements obtained with the quadruple-array DUALEM-21S 

sensor were combined to model and map zclay. In a two-layered soil build-up, the measured 

ECa can be estimated by summing the conductivities and contributions of each layer. The 

conductivities of the loess and clayey layer were taken from the EC-borehole measurements 

and assumed homogeneous across the study area. Finally, the following four equations could 

be formulated:   

clay
*
clayp,1.1loessp,1.1

*
clayp,1.1p,1.1 EC)]16.0(1[EC)]16.0()16.0([ECa ⋅+−+⋅−+= zRRzR    

         [6.12] 

clay
*
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*
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         [6.13] 
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with Rp,s(z) and Rv,s(z) the responses above a depth z for the perpendicular and vertical dipole 

mode respectively (Eqs. (3.6) and (3.4)) and ECloess = 21 mS m-1 and ECclay = 192 mS m-1. At 

each of the 209 400 measurement locations, the nonlinear Eqs. (6.12), (6.13), (6.14) and 

(6.15) were combined to model z*
clay. This system was solved with Matlab using the 

Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Marquardt, 1963).  

6.9 Resistivity imaging 

Geo-electrical imaging was done with the ABEM Terrameter and Lund electrode selector 

system (ABEM instrument AB, Sundbyberg, Sweden). The combined Wenner-Schlumberger 

electrode configuration was chosen because it has a better horizontal coverage than the 

Wenner array. The Wenner-Schlumberger array shows a fair sensitivity to horizontal and 

vertical features (Kaufmann and Cerak, 2001) 

The data obtained were first interpreted using RES2DINV software (Loke et al., 2003) to 

determine a two-dimensional resistivity model for the subsurface which produces a 

pseudosection that agrees with the actual measurements (Geotomo software, 2007).  

If the layering of the soil is known, the purpose of a 1D-inversion subroutine exists in 

determining the thickness and the resistivity of the different layers. We used RES1D (Loke, 

2001) for this purpose. In this method, an initial model must be given, and the optimisation 

subroutine modifies the thickness and resistivity of the layers so as to reduce the difference 

between the calculated and measured apparent resistivity values. 

The accuracy of the proposed model to predict z*
clay was evaluated by using the 1D-inverted 

depths at the 2 transects AB and BC located in a different part of the study area but with an 

analogeous range of ECa values as the test area (Fig. 6.2). 1D inversion was done given an 

initial model representing a two-layered soil with resistivity of the topsoil much higher than 

that of the subsoil. This initial model was confirmed by the 2D-transect modelling (Fig. 6.4).  

EC*
loess and EC*

clay were also modelled at each measurement location. They were found to be 

relatively stable, except near the borders of the transects, which was due to less resistivity 

measurements. The average EC*
loess and EC*

clay were 28 and 194 mS m-1, which corresponded 

well to the values measured with the EC probe (21 and 192 mS m-1). At these 95 locations, 

the 1D-inverted depths were compared with the modelled depths (Fig. 6.5). The MEE and 
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RMSEE were respectively 0.08 m and 0.22 m. In order to compare the RMSEE or the 

accuracy of prediction between variables of different type, the RMSEE can be normalized by 

the total variation, by dividing it by the standard deviation of the observations (in this case 

0.67 m). As a rule of thumb, Hengl et al. (2003) considered that a value of relative RMSEE 

close to 40 % means a fairly satisfactory accuracy of prediction. Otherwise, if the values get > 

71 %, this means that the model accounted for less than 50 % of variability at the validation 

points and the prediction is unsatisfactory. In this case, the relative RMSEE is 33 %, certainly 

accurate enough for hydrological modelling. The R2 between zclay and z*
clay was 0.95, which is 

highly significant at α = 0.05. Therefore, the modelled relationship was found to have a 

negligible bias, to be reasonably accurate and to correlate well with the observed depths. 

Moreover, the formulated cumulative depth response curves prove to be useful for modelling 

the depth to the interface in a two-layered soil.  

 

 
Fig. 6.4  2D-inverted transects with 1D-inverted depths of the interface between the loess and clay 

(black line) and the corresponding modelled conductivities of the loess (ECloess) and clay (ECclay) for 

transects AB and BC. 
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Fig. 6.5 Scatterplot of the predicted clay depth (z*
clay) versus the observed depth (zclay) with validation 

indices. 

6.10 Paleolandscape beneath the loess cover 

The soil surface elevation (Z) of the fields was gathered with LIDAR and visualized in Fig. 

6.6(a). At each location, the 4 ECa measurements were converted into z*
clay using the set of 

Eqs. (6.12), (6.13), (6.14) and (6.15) given the fitted depth response curves (Eqs. (6.10) and 

(6.11)). The interpolated map of z*
clay was subtracted from Z and the resulting Z- z*

clay 

elevations are given in Fig. 6.6(b). To investigate the large variation in thickness of the loess 

cover, z*
clay is displayed in Fig. 6.6(c). The kriging interpolations were carried out similarly to 

the ECav,1 but with a different variogram model (parameters given in Table 6.2). When 

comparing the current topography (Fig. 6.6(a)) with the paleolandscape beneath the loess 

cover (Fig. 6.6(b)), it will be clear that the paleolandscape is much more variable. Different 

gully systems occur on the paleorelief and are very pronounced on both sides of ridge B onto 

the Tertiary surface (Fig. 6.6(b)). When comparing the current elevation (Fig. 6.6(a)) with the 

paleolandscape (Fig. 6.6(b)), the boundary between the southern en northern watersheds 

differs. This was indicated on Fig. 6.6(a) and Fig. 6.6(b) with the dashed lines. The watershed 

boundary onto the paleolandscape cannot be correlated to the boundary on the current 

elevation due to the uneven loess cover near this boundary. Therefore, subsurface flow onto 

the paleolandscape will not coincide with the surface runoff. North of this watershed 

boundary, a small plateau (A) occurs onto the Tertiary surface (Fig. 6.6(b)) with a wide gully 

around it. To evaluate the continuity of these flow pathways, the Idrisi Kilimanjaro (Clark 

Labs, Worcester, MA, U.S.A.) modules RUNOFF (Jenson and Domingue, 1988) and 
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WATERSHED were applied to the paleolandscape. With this analysis, current and subsurface 

or past flow patterns were obtained and visualized in both Fig. 6.6(a) and Fig. 6.6(b). 

Comparing the current and past flow lines confirms the above observations about the 

watershed boundaries. Ridge B shows to be more pronounced on the Tertiary surface, because 

a flowline was modelled across it on the current surface (Fig. 6.6(a)).  In general, the 

flowlines do not coincide on places with large variations in z*
clay. Water that percolates 

through the loess cover flows from both flanks of ridge B and will accumulate in a gully at 

both sides of it. The wide gully around plateau A could also serve as a surface drainage path 

for the higher part of the study area.  

 

Fig. 6.6. (a) The elevation of the current surface with modelled flow patterns and (b) the elevation of 

the paleolandscape before the deposition of the loess cover with modelled flow patterns and (c) 3D-

surface of the modelled depth-to-clay (z*
clay). 
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6.11 Conclusions 

The presented methodology presents an application of the prediction of sensor depth response 

curves in a two-layered soil. The depth response curves of an EMI instrument with multiple 

coil configurations were calculated in a rapid, effective and accurate way (R2 of 0.74 and 0.77 

for the perpendicular coil configurations; R2 of 0.65 and 0.68 for the vertical coil 

configurations).  Finally, the depth-to-clay was modelled accurately (RMSEE of 0.22 m), 

which allowed the detailed reconstruction of the paleolandscape beneath the loess cover. 

Flowlines visualized on this Tertiary surface represented past or subsurface drainage paths. 



 

Chapter 7  

Reconstructing a Holocene tidal channel in 

a polder area 

7.1 Abstract 

Conventional geological and soil maps of coastal lowlands are unable to account for the high 

lateral and vertical textural variability in the subsoil. Intensive sampling campaigns need to be 

carried out to quantify this variability. As an alternative, a proximal soil sensing procedure 

based on a single survey with the DUALEM-21S electromagnetic induction instrument was 

evaluated for mapping a Holocene tidal area in the coastal plain. A 6.5 ha study site was 

selected, next to the sea-dike. Probably, the positioning of the sea-dike next to the study site 

was related to the trace of tidal channels. Therefore, we evaluated the effectiveness of an 

electromagnetic survey with a DUALEM-21S instrument in mapping these features. Based on 

a limited amount of augerings complemented with EC-probe measurements of the different 

layers, a three-layered model was constructed with a clayey toplayer of 30 cm across the field, 

a clayey sublayer of the tidal channel over coarse sand. This model was supplemented by the 

measured electrical conductivity (EC) of the tidal clay and of the underlying sand. The four 

simultaneous ECa measurements allowed modelling the depth of the interface between the 

clay and coarse sand (zsand) and the conductivity of the topsoil. The four measurements 

correspond to four different depth response functions that allow modelling zsand without 

calibration observations. The predictions were validated with 20 depth observations on a 50 

by 50 m grid and 16 observations on a transect with a distance of 10 m in-between. A 

correlation coefficient of 0.92, with an average error of 0.27 m, was found between the 

predicted and measured depths. So, the dense ECa measurements (2 by 2 m resolution) 

allowed us to build a three-dimensional surface of the depth of the tidal channel. This 

confirms that in medieval times a parallel dike had to be constructed to the west of the 

channel protecting the hinterland against flooding. 
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7.2 Introduction 

Due to centuries of land use and soil tillage in most European countries, the topsoil has lost 

all traces about the past natural and anthropogenic history of the site. However, the subsoil 

might still contain useful information, but it is less accessible. In the past soil augerings were 

the major modus to conduct such investigations, but they remain punctual visits often aiming 

at reconstructing spatially continuous phenomena (Vitharana et al., 2008a). Moreover, most 

soil maps aimed at supporting agricultural developments and thus focused on the topsoil 

(Kværnø et al., 2007). On the other hand, geological maps represent an overview of the 

geographical distribution of outcropping deposits, often at a rather coarse scale preventing 

detailed interferences (Smirnoff et al., 2008). 

Soil and geological maps are of little use in the Holocene coastal plains because the 

sedimentary sequences are characterized by a high lateral and vertical variability (Bertrand 

and Baeteman, 2005). Yet they still contain information about the recent history of these 

landscapes, which were brought in culture in medieval times. Questions about the landscape 

build-up at that time and the building activities of dikes still remain open to modern historians 

and archaeologists.  

The recent introduction of non-invasive proximal soil sensing systems offers new 

perspectives to study subsoil variability in detail providing several advantages over traditional 

invasive measurement methods (Saey et al., 2009b). These advantages include lower cost, 

increased efficiency and above all, much denser results (Sudduth et al., 2005). A promising 

technique is electromagnetic induction (EMI) (Brenning et al., 2008). With EMI, bulk 

measurements of the soil apparent electrical conductivity (ECa) can be obtained, which act as 

an indicator of important soil properties such as clay content, moisture content, and organic 

matter content (Sudduth et al., 2003; Domsch and Giebel, 2004; McBratney et al., 2005; Saey 

et al., 2009b). Additionally to the fact that geospatial ECa measurements are reliable, quick, 

and easy to obtain, they can be made mobile, allowing to cover larger areas fairly efficiently 

(Corwin and Lesch, 2004).  

The objective of this study was to develop and apply a methodology to investigate a Holocene 

tidal area which was diked-in during medieval times using sensed ECa data.  
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7.3 Regional setting 

The study area is a 6.5 ha agricultural field as a part of an 89 ha area which was geophysically 

scanned before the construction of a golf court. The study site was located in the western part 

of the coastal plain of Belgium (central coordinates: 51º06’48’’N and 2º42’04’’E) (Fig. 7.1). 

This plain is part of the former wetlands along the southern North Sea Area, which stretch 

from Calais in northern France to Skagen in the north of Denmark. The quaternary sediments 

in the coastal plain consist mainly of alternations of sand, silt, clay and peat beds which have 

been deposited due to interaction of sea level rise, palaeotopography, sediment supply and 

creation of accommodation space (Baeteman et al., 1999; Baeteman, 2008). 

In the larger study area, which has been part of the IJzer Estuary and palaeovalley, late-

Holocene sand and silt deposits are dominating. Sand-filled tidal channels were formed 

during the La Tène (from 560 year BC) and Roman period, incising through the older deposits 

and causing peat erosion. Finally, the cannels were filled with clayey sediments under calm 

and smooth conditions, which started beyond the 7th-century AD (Baeteman, 2008). 

Unprocessed data of the recent archaeological and pedological research will inform us about 

the exact end date of the infill. The soil characteristics are rather uniform throughout the 

entire study site. The topsoil (plough layer and the bioturbated zone beneath) consists of 

clayey sediments overlaying the sandy deposits.  

The area was geophysically scanned to support archaeological excavations which were 

carried out before the construction of a golf court.  

 

 
Fig. 7.1. Localization of the study site on the topographic map  
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7.4 ECa survey 

The four ECa measurements of the entire 89 ha are given in Fig. 7.2. A lot of features can be 

seen on the four ECa measurements. When we focus on the 6.5 ha study site 2, Table 7.1 

shows that the mean and maximum values of the ECap,2.1 and ECav,2 are almost identical, and 

larger than the shallower ECap,1.1 and the deeper ECav,2, indicating that on average the topsoil 

and deeper material contains less clay than the top 1.0 – 1.5 m. The negative minimum value 

of the ECap,1.1 (-28 mS m-1) and ECap,2.1 (-36 mS m-1) and the high maximum value (267 mS 

m-1) of the ECap,1.1 are caused by anomalies like metal objects situated in the subsoil. The 

standard deviations are similar for the four ECa measurements.  
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Fig. 7.2. Measured apparent electrical conductivity map in the 1.1 m - perpendicular coil configuration 

(ECap,1.1) (a), in the 2.1 m - perpendicular coil configuration (ECap,2.1) (b), in the 1 m - vertical coil 

configuration (ECav,1) (c) and in the 2 m - vertical coil configuration (ECav,2) (d), with localization of 

the study site 1 (black box right) and study site 2 (black box left). 
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Table 7.1. Descriptive statistics (m: mean, min: minimum, max: maximum, s: standard deviation) of 

ECap,1.1, ECap,2.1, ECav,1 and ECav,2 for the study site (39326 measurement points). 

Variable m min max s 
 (mS m-1) (mS m-1) (mS m-1) (mS m-1) 

ECap,1.1 46 -28 267 7 
ECap,2.1  57 -36 130 9 
ECav,1  58 23 140 9 
ECav,2  54 11 96 10 

 

Ordinary kriging was used to interpolate the measurements to a 0.5 by 0.5 m grid. A 

maximum of 64 neighbours was used within a circular search area with radius of 20 m around 

the location being interpolated. The spatial structures of the ECa measurements were 

modelled using simple and nested models (Fig. 7.3). The variogram of the ECap,1.1 has a 

substantial higher nugget variance than the other measurements. This indicates that there is 

more random noise in the ECap,1.1 measurements.  The variogram of the ECav.2 measurements 

contains a Gaussian model, which indicates that these are more spatially continuous compared 

with the other ECa measurements. 

Fig. 7.4 shows the interpolated ECa maps of the study area. The patterns appear to be 

analogue for the four simultaneous measurements, certainly for the ECap,2.1, ECav,1 and ECav,2, 

but the absolute values differ. Indications of a clear fluviatile structure are visible on the ECa 

maps, although no trace of it was visible at the surface (the topography is flat). This fluviatile 

structure is less clear on the ECap,1.1 map, probably because it is most clearly differentiable 

below the topsoil. This fluviatile structure was most likely a tidal channel which was 

connected with the North Sea. Additional linear features cross over the field, which indicate 

more recent human activities (like the installation of drainage tubes). 
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Fig. 7.3. Variograms of the apparent electrical conductivity in the 1.1 m – perpendicular coil 

configuration (a), in the 2.1 m – perpendicular coil configuration (b), in the 1 m – vertical coil 

configuration (c) and in the 2 m – vertical coil configuration (d). 

 

Fig. 7.4. Interpolated apparent electrical conductivity (ECa) map in the 1.1 m – perpendicular coil 

configuration with localization of transect AB (a), in the 2.1 m – perpendicular coil configuration with 

20 points in a 50 by 50 m grid (b), in the 1 m – vertical coil configuration with localization of transect 

CD (c) and in the 2 m – vertical coil configuration (d) (all in mS m-1). 
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7.5 Depth observations 

To complement the sensor measurements with field verifications we positioned a transect 

“AB” in such a way that both high and low ECa values were visited (Fig 7.4(c)). Along this 

150 m long transect, 16 observations were made by a hand auger at 10 m interval. At each of 

these points, the thickness of the plough layer and the depth of the interface between the 

marine clay and the underlying coarse sand (zsand) was noted. This distinction was clearly 

observable. Fig. 7.5 shows the result as a cross section. In general, the sand was found at a 

depth of 1 to 1.2 m. However, when we reached the tidal channel, this interface dropped to a 

depth of about 2.6 – 2.8 m (from about 105 m along the transect onwards). It will be clear that 

this finding has consequences in terms of agricultural land use (nutrient availability and 

leaching, water availability, etc.), but also for other land activities such as building 

construction. 

 

 

Fig. 7.5. Build-up of the three-layered soil along transect AB. 

7.6 Punctual EC-measurements 

The standard EC-probe set for soil conductivity measurements consists of an EC-probe and an 

earth resistivity meter. Measurement of the soil resistivity using four electrodes is based on 

the Wenner-method, applied by Rhoades and Van Schilfgaarde (1976) for the development of 

an EC-probe.  

Since at each spot a hole has to be augered, this sensor can be used only for a limited number 

of punctual measurements. These can act, however, as calibration measurements for the 

proximal soil sensing data. Using the EC-probe, 20 measurements of the three different layers 
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were conducted where possible, according to a 50 by 50 m grid schema laid over the field 

(Fig. 7.4(b)). Only measurements at a depth more than 30 cm above or below each interface 

were retained to obtain the average EC. Moreover, the limited length of the EC-probe rod (1 

m) diminished the amount of measurements substantially.  From these, the EC of the topsoil 

(ECtop) was variable across the study area, the EC of the clay layer (ECclay) 109± 6 mS m-1 (8 

measurements) and of the sand layer (ECsand) it was 21± 4 mS m-1 (4 measurements), at 25°C. 

These values were assumed to be representative for the two subsoil layers across the field so 

that they could be used to model the depth of the interface. 

7.7 Depth modelling 

The four simultaneous ECa measurements obtained with the quadruple-array DUALEM-21S 

sensor were used to model and map zsand. In a three-layered soil build-up, the measured ECa 

can be estimated by summing the conductivities and depth-weighted contributions of each 

layer. The conductivities of the clay and sand layer were taken from the EC-borehole 

measurements and assumed homogeneous across the study site. The conductivity of the 

topsoil (ECtop) was modelled because it varied strongly across the field. These were used to 

model the depth of the interface between the clay and the sand. Due to the characteristic depth 

response profiles for each coil configuration, the following four equations could be 

formulated, taking the height of the DUALEM-21S sensor above the soil surface into account 

(0.16 m):   
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With Rp,x(z) and Rv,x(z) the cumulative responses above a depth z for the perpendicular and 

vertical dipole mode respectively and transmitter-receiver coil spacing x, ECclay = 109 mS m-1 

and ECsand = 21 mS m-1. 
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At each of the 39 326 measurement locations, the nonlinear Eqs. (7.1), (7.2), (7.3) and (7.4) 

were combined to model EC*
top, and z*

sand. This system was solved with Matlab using the 

Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Marquardt, 1963).  

7.8 Validation 

The accuracy of the proposed model to predict z*
sand was evaluated by investigating at 20 

locations, laid out as a grid of 50 by 50 m supplemented with the 16 points located on transect 

AB. At these locations, the observed depths were compared with the modelled depths (Fig. 

7.6). The MEE and RMSEE were respectively 0.08 m and 0.27 m. The Pearson correlation 

coefficient between zsand and z*
sand was 0.92, which is highly significant at α = 0.05. 

Therefore, the modelled relationship was found to poses a negligible bias, to be reasonably 

accurate and to correlate well with the observed depths. Moreover, our assumption that the 

EC of the three layers could be represented by the average value obtained with the EC-probe 

seemed to be reasonable.  

 

Fig. 7.6. Scatterplot of the predicted interface depth (z*
sand) vs. the observed depth (zsand). 
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7.9 Reconstruction of the tidal channel 

The soil surface elevation (Z) was also available from our GPS measurements, with an 

absolute vertical accuracy in the order of 20-30 cm. However, the relative point-by-point 

accuracy was much better, allowing the data to construct a surface of Z. It was interpolated 

with ordinary kriging and the result is given in Fig. 7.7(a). z*
sand was also interpolated using 

ordinary kriging under similar conditions as the ECa maps (Fig. 7.4). Finally, z*
sand was 

subtracted from Z and the resulting map is shown in Fig. 7.7(b), representing the depth of the 

interface below the soil surface. This result visualizes the channel pattern and its dimensions. 

Along transect CD (Fig. 7.4(c)) the tidal channel has a width of 53 m with a depth of 

maximally 2.8 m. Its cross-section is approximately 49 m2, which means that with a 

hypothetical but reasonable water velocity of 1 m s-1, a flux of 49 000 l s-1 could flow through 

it. The entire volume of this tidal channel within the study field was calculated to be 71 940 

m3.  

 

 
Fig. 7.7. The elevation of the current surface (a) and the elevation of the tidal channel (b). 
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It will be clear that such a tidal channel able of passing such large volumes of sea water in the 

area represented a potential treat for flooding and had to be diked-in before the area could be 

developed into cultivated land. During Roman times, or even before, it is likely that smaller 

ships could navigate on it towards or from the sea. 

7.10 Conclusions 

The presented methodology allowed an accurate prediction of the depth between two 

contrasting layers in a three-layered soil based on one survey with the DUALEM-21S EMI 

proximal sensor (RMSEE of 0.27 m). However, the homogeneity and the conductivities of 

different soil horizons had to be determined from a limited number of borehole EC-

measurements. This procedure offers a rapid, effective and accurate way to reveal the ancient 

tidal channel. It definitely solves some historical and paleo-archeological questions about the 

medieval landscape. These findings contribute to the knowledge of the past, current en future 

perspective of coastal plains.  

 



 

Chapter 8 

EC-depth modelling with a multi-signal 

EMI sensor to accentuate archaeological 

features1 

8.1 Abstract 

Multiple apparent electrical conductivity (ECa) measurements with an electromagnetic 

induction (EMI) sensor frequently reveal analogue patterns caused by conductive features in 

the soil. A procedure was proposed to highlight different archaeological anomalies based on 

combinations of the simultaneous ECa measurements with the DUALEM-21S instrument. A 

3.5 ha study site was selected and 0.79 ha of that area has been recorded by archaeological 

excavation. Since the majority of upper archaeological features was found between the plough 

layer and 1.0 m below soil surface, a set of 4 equations was developed to model the EC within 

that predefined depth interval. This set of four equations employed the four depth response 

curves, specific for the four DUALEM-21S coil configurations. The modelled conductivity 

between 0.5 and 1.0 m (EC*
2) showed a larger variability across the archaeological features 

than the raw EC data. To quantify the added value of this modelled conductivity, EC*
2 and 

measured ECa were compared with the rasterized map of the archaeological traces. Finally, 

the EC*
2 map proved to distinguish better between the archaeological features and the ‘empty’ 

background.  This technique allowed the highlighting of vague anomalies in the simultaneous 

DUALEM-21S ECa measurements.  

___________________________________ 
1Modified from: Saey, T., Lehouck, A., Van Meirvenne, M., De Smedt, P., Meerschman, E., 

Islam, M. M., Meeuws, F., Cockx, L., 20__. EC-depth modelling with a multi-signal EMI 

sensor to accentuate archaeological features. Archaeological Prospection, Submitted. 
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8.2 Introduction 

Geophysics provides effective solutions for the non-invasive exploration of some 

archaeological sites. Forte and Pipan (2008), Neubauer et al. (2002) and Gaffney et al. (2005) 

have shown the value of geophysics in the preliminary study of spatial patterning in artifact 

variability. In most cases, geophysical techniques are used for detecting anomalies interpreted 

as buried features, but an evaluation by archaeological excavation is less common. Among 

geophysical methods, electromagnetic induction (EMI) is noteworthy as a tool in landscape 

archaeology and contextual site analysis. With EMI, areas of archaeological interest can be 

mapped with high lateral and vertical resolution to delineate feature densities of human and 

natural origin (see i.e. Simpson et al., 2008; Rodrigues et al., 2009). Consequently, EMI can 

be used in some cases as a reference guide to direct the placement of excavation activities and 

thus reducing the costs of exploration stages (Venter et al., 2006). Generally, EMI determines 

the electrical conductivity and magnetic susceptibility of soils from observations of induced 

electromagnetic fields. The magnetic susceptibility from EMI instruments is considered 

useful for archaeology because it is well suited to image traces of human occupation, such as 

foundations, ditches, pits and in some cases even post holes. However, the success of 

magnetic mapping depends on the contrasts in magnetic soil properties (Lück et al., 2003). 

Previously, several archaeological studies used the apparent electrical conductivity (ECa) 

with the EM38 instrument in the vertical coil configuration, thus with one transmitter and one 

receiver coil. Simpson et al. (2008) showed the ECa maps to reveal the ditch of a moated site, 

a large channel part of a marine tidal system and large volumes of brick rubble. Persson and 

Olofsson (2004) found a former excavation tunnel in their ECa measurement. Lück et al. 

(2003) identified small structures such as posts of pits within their ECa map and confirm the 

potency for prospecting archaeological ditch systems. The use of several receivers to improve 

the depth of investigation and the horizontal definition of inhomogeneities was demonstrated 

by Simpson et al. (2009b). Recently, the DUALEM-21S was developed, which is able to 

measure both ECa and MSa at two coil orientations for two coil separations (Saey et al., 

2009a). Because of their specific spatial sensitivity, the multiple coil configurations have the 

potential to detect more archaeological features than individual signals. However, EMI 

sensors with multiple coil configurations have been rarely used for archaeological 

prospecting. Nevertheless, Simpson et al. (2009b) revealed new anomalies by subtracting two 

DUALEM-21S ECa measurements as small anomalies in a single measurement can be 

masked by highly conductive features in the soil (for example a clayey substrate). Generally, 

EMI instruments are characterized by a continuous depth response function, determined by 
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the instrument frequency, coil spacing and orientation. Therefore, the ECa is an integration of 

the conductivities (EC) of different features in the subsoil, each with a response determined 

by their depth sensitivity function (McNeill, 1980b). Based on this depth response function, 

the depth of exploration (DOE) is defined as the depth at the 70 % cumulative response. This 

implies that 30 % of the cumulative response comes from features below the DOE (Morris, 

2009). Therefore, contrasting features with a large vertical extent (like a Tertiary substrate) 

have a substantial contribution to the measured ECa (Saey et al., 2009a), even if situated 

below the DOE. Adversely, most archaeological features have a limited vertical depth extent, 

which makes them difficult to differentiate within a single ECa measurement. Moreover, the 

archaeological features in arable land are rarely preserved within the ploughed layer. 

Therefore, our aim is to combine the four simultaneous ECa measurements obtained with the 

DUALEM-21S to highlight archaeological anomalies just below the ploughed topsoil. This 

filtering technique must enable the archeologist to recognize shallow archaeological features 

non-invasively.  

8.3 Site description 

The 3.5 ha study site 2 (Fig 8.1 and Fig 8.2(d)) is also a part of the 89 ha area which was 

geophysically scanned before the construction of a golf court (central coordinates: 

51º06’46’’N and 2º41’38’’E).  

 

 
Fig. 8.1. Topographic map with indication of the boundaries of study and excavation sites (see arrow). 

In 2000, the municipality of Koksijde took the initiative to establish an 85 ha golf court on 

their territory. Because of the destructive character of these landscape interventions, this 85 ha 

area had to be investigated archeologically. The terrain will be disturbed by diggings and 
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embankments. Where the water features will be scheduled, very deep diggings will disturb the 

original soil profile and archive.  

A major slots review is frequently used as the only technique for the archaeological 

prospecting of large areas. Because of cost and labour constraints, a combination of different 

methods with limited soil surgery were used on this 85 ha golf court: historical research, 

landscape-analysis, field prospecting and geophysics are the basis for the investigation. Some 

reasons for this choice were: (i) The archaeological soil archive from the Late Middle Ages is 

situated nearby the soil surface, (ii) The parcelling goes back to the 12th-13th century, which 

implies that remains from these periods are frequently localized nearby the pattern of parcel 

divisions (iii) Big differences in soil texture are assumed to be present in this area. Therefore, 

geophysical prospecting techniques with EMI are designated to map spatially the 

anthropogenic and natural soil disturbances and (iv) High groundwater levels and the 

presence of unexploded war ammunition put constraints on the possibilities for the digestion 

of the area. With this method, trenches and excavations can be targeted more efficiently and 

in better conditions. 

 8.4 Historical and archaeological setting 

During the Carolingian period, the environment was well-developed in a cultural landscape 

(deduced from recent archaeological research). The presence of some scattered farms could 

be documented during the excavation campaign. In this study, the medieval site was called 

einzelhöfe and was inhabited by a group of fishermen between the (late?) 10th and the 12th 

century AD. This site is part of the scattered farmsteads from the fishery village of 

Oostduinkerke (some 800 m to the north), which probably developed along the southern bank 

of an old tidal branch of the river IJzer. This old branch can be seen as the main tidal river of 

the area in that period (Lehouck, 2010). 

The settlement is characterized by a bipartite structure of a residential upper court (area of the 

farmstead) and a non-residential lower farmyard. This kind of feature is typical for late 

medieval moated sites, but is not well documented for the earlier period. Study site 2 was 

discovered in 2008 by field surveying (micro topography, field walking and a coarse auger 

campaign), however the bipartite structure was indistinguishable using traditional methods of 

archaeological prospection. 
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8.5 ECa survey 

The ECa of the 3.5 ha study site was investigated with the DUALEM-21S proximal EMI soil 

sensor as a part of the investigation of the 85 ha golf court. Therefore the sensor was put in a 

non-metal sled and pulled behind an all-terrain vehicle at about 6-10 km h-1 crossing the field 

at parallel lines 1.7 m apart.  

Table 8.1 shows the summary statistics of the four ECa measurements taken with the 

DUALEM-21S sensor on 20280 locations at the study site. The mean values of the ECa 

increase with increasing DOE, but decrease from the 1V (DOE = 1.55 m) to the 2V (DOE = 

3.18 m) coil configuration. Therefore, the larger the measured soil volume, the higher the 

conductivity, this up to a depth of approximately 1.55 m. Between a depth of 1.55 m and 3.18 

m, low conductive material must be present which decreases the ECa of the measured soil 

volume. The negative minimum value of ECav,1 was caused by anomalies in the subsoil like 

small metal objects. Fig. 8.2 shows the ECa measurements of the study site converted to a 

reference temperature of 25°C. To obtain estimates of variables at unsampled locations, 

ordinary point kriging (OK) was used as an interpolation method (Goovaerts, 1997). In this 

study, a minimum of 4 neighbours was used within a circular search area with a radius of 10 

m around the location being interpolated. The spatial structure of the variables was 

represented by variogram models, which were used to assign weights to the neighbouring 

points. On Fig. 8.2, different linear, sinuous and square structures, which can be assigned to 

fluviatile, medieval and recent activities, were observed across the study site, most obvious on 

the ECa v,1 and ECa p,2.1 measurements,  

Table 8.1. Descriptive statistics (m: mean, min: minimum, max: maximum, s: standard deviation) of 

ECap,1.1, ECa p,2.1, ECa v,1 and ECa v,2 for the 20280 measurements on the 3.5 ha study site (in mS m-1 

after conversion to a reference temperature of 25ºC). 

Variable m min max s 

ECap,1.1  36 17 88 6 

ECa p,2.1  42 28 71 6 

ECa v,1 43 -6 67 5 

ECa v,2 40 16 60 4 
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Fig. 8.2. Measured apparent electrical conductivity map (converted to a reference temperature of 25ºC) 

in the 1.1 m - perpendicular coil configuration (ECap,1.1) (a), in the 2.1 m - perpendicular coil 

configuration (ECap,2.1) (b), in the 1 m - vertical coil configuration (ECav,1) (c) and in the 2 m - vertical 

coil configuration (ECav,2) (d), with localization of the excavated site (white line). 

An excavation site of 0.79 ha was selected (white boundary on Fig. 8.2) based on historical 

research and the presence of distinct square and linear patterns on the DUALEM-21S ECa 

measurements. The topsoil was removed to improve the visibility of the archaeological traces 

and structures. A detailed drawing of the features was made and digitized at the end of 2009 

(Fig. 8.3). On the excavation site, we assume that all natural and human-made features of 

medieval time can be distinguished because they manifest as very compact and clayey 

structures in the sandy subsoil. The farmstead moat, with the bottom situated approximately 1 

meter below ground level, is filled up with compact greyish homogeneous silty or clayey 

material with embedded artifacts and charcoal fragments, even as the shallow and smaller 

farmyard ditch. The infill of the ditched field boundary is largely the same. However, a much 

more organic infill with remains of reed and wood could be observed. This structure was 

fossilized more recently (during the mid 20th-century AD). The freakish small tidal creeks are 

filled up with a homogeneous and very compact clay sediment with numerous shells of 

scrobicularia sp. and cerestoderma sp. embedded.  
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Fig. 8.3.  Measured apparent electrical conductivity map in the 1 m - vertical coil configuration 

(ECav,1) with indication of the excavated archaeological features. 

8.6 EC-depth modelling 

The four simultaneous ECa measurements obtained with the DUALEM-21S sensor have their 

own depth sensitivity given by Eqs. (2.9) and (2.11). In a layered soil build-up, the measured 

ECa can be estimated by summing the conductivities (EC) and depth-weighted contributions 

of each delimited layer. Inversely, the EC of a defined layer can be determined based on the 

measured ECa and the depth sensitivity curves. By establishing a set of four equations, the EC 

of three layers with predefined depth boundaries can be estimated accurately given the four 

measured ECa values.  

Because field prospecting revealed that the soil archive was situated nearby the soil surface, 

depth intervals were chosen accordingly. Most of the remaining archaeological features were 

found between 0.5 m and 1 m depth or just below the ploughed layer. Therefore, our focus 

lies on modelling the EC between these depths. The aim was to transform the four ECa 

measurements in three EC’s between 0 m and 0.5 m (EC*
1), between 0.5 m and 1 m (EC*

2) 

and below 1 m (EC*
3). Due to the characteristic depth response profiles for each coil 
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configuration, the following four equations were formulated, taking the height of the 

DUALEM-21S sensor above the soil surface into account (0.16 m):   
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with Rp,x(z) and Rv,x(z) the cumulative responses above a depth z for the perpendicular and 

vertical dipole mode and transmitter-receiver coil spacing x. At each of the 20280 

measurement locations, this set of equations was solved to the unknown EC*
1, EC*

2 and EC*
3 

using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Marquardt, 1963). The three maps are given in 

Fig. 8.4. EC*
1 (Fig. 8.4a) shows that the topsoil (0 – 0.5 m) contained little variability. On the 

contrary, the EC*
2 map (Fig. 8.4b) accentuates the recorded archaeological features. 

Especially the farmyard ditch becomes more pronounced, compared to the four single ECa 

measurements (Fig. 8.2). The range of the EC*
2 values is larger compared to the single ECa 

ranges, resulting in more distinct differences between the archaeological traces (Fig. 8.4b). On 

Fig. 8.4c, the farmstead moat and farmyard ditch disappear. The presence of ditched field 

boundaries and small tidal creeks on this modelled EC*
3 reveal the existence of these features 

below 1 m depth. 
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 Fig. 8.4.  Modelled conductivity map between 0 and 0.5 m (EC*
1) (a), between 0.5 and 1.0 m (EC*

2) 

(b) and deeper than 1.0 m (EC*
3). 

8.7 Validation 

To complement the sensor measurements with field verifications we positioned two transects 

AB and CD through both farmstead moat and farmyard ditches (Fig. 8.4b). The ECa and EC*
2 

values along these transects were given in Fig. 8.5. When comparing the modelled EC*
2 with 

the ECa measurements along both transects, EC*
2 was characterized by more variability. To 

obtain a relative measure of the variability, we calculated the coefficient of variation (CV), 

defined as ratio between the standard deviation and the mean, along transects AB and CD. 

Along transect AB crossing the farmstead moat, a clear distinction in CV was observed: for 

EC*
2 a CV of 25% was found, while the CV of a single measurement varied between 6 and 8 

%. Along transect CD, the CV increases only slightly (8%) compared to the single ECa 

measurements (3 – 5%), This was related to the less pronounced farmyard ditch underlying 
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transect CD. Still, these illustrate that the modelled EC*
2 exhibited a higher variability at 

archaeological features. 

 

 
Fig. 8.5.  Measured apparent electrical conductivities (ECa’s) and modelled conductivity between 0.5 

and 1.0 m (EC*
2) along transects AB and CD. 

Both ECa measurements and EC*
2 modelling were compared at the excavated site. Both 

ECap,2.1 (Fig. 8.2b) and ECav,1 (Fig. 8.2c) gave indications of the farmstead moat, ditched field 

boundaries and small tidal creeks, but the features became much better delineated on the EC*
2 

map (Fig. 8.4b). Moreover, the farmyard ditch could be localized on the EC*
2 map. Also, its 

boundary continued beyond the borders of the excavation area. Both ECa’s and EC*
2 were 

evaluated using the rasterized validation image (Fig. 8.6) from the excavated site. Zone 1 is 

the zone where no shallow traces were found; zone 2 bundled the distinct archaeological 

features. Table 8.2 lists the mean and coefficient of variation of the ECa measurements and 

the modelled EC*
2 stratified according to the two zones. The EC-depth modelling clearly 

increased the ECa variability within the zones, because the EC*
2 encountered the highest CV 

for both zones. The EC*
2 stratification also showed less variation in zone 2 compared to zone 

1, detected as anomalies from buried archaeological features. The ECa stratification on the 
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other hand experienced equal or larger CV’s in zone 2. Moreover, the differences in mean 

values between the zones were highest for EC*
2 and expressed by the relative difference (RD). 

For the ECa measurements, this RD was calculated as:  

zone2

zone1zone2RD
X

XX −
=    [8.5]  

with X  the EC*
2 modelling or ECa measurements. 

The relative difference between the zones was substantially higher for the EC*
2 modelling: the 

RD was 20 % for EC*
2 while the maximum RD of a single ECa measurement was 8 %. This 

clearly confirmed that the archaeological features are better accentuated using the EC-depth 

procedure.  

 

 
Fig. 8.6.  Rasterized map of the excavated archaeological features (zone 1: features absent; zone 2: 

features present). 
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Table 8.2. Descriptive statistics (m: mean in mS m-1 after conversion to a reference temperature of 

25ºC), CV: coefficient of variation in % and RD: relative difference  in %) of ECap,1.1, ECa p,2.1, ECa v,1 

and ECa v,2 measurements and modelled EC*
2 stratified according to the two zones of the validation 

image 

Variable 
Zone 1 Zone 2  

m CV m CV RD 

ECap,1.1  35 8 35 10 2 

ECa p,2.1  41 8 44 10 7 

ECa v,1 41 8 44 8 6 

ECa v,2 40 7 43 7 8 

EC*
2 85 22 106 20 20 

8.8 Conclusions 

Multiple signals of an EMI sensor are able to detect archaeological features more accurately 

compared to a single signal. The combination of multiple ECa measurements to a modelled 

EC value for a certain depth interval (EC*) amplified small anomalies in the measurements. 

The relative difference between the zones was 20 % for the EC* while the maximum relative 

difference of a single ECa measurement was 8 %. The resulting maps of modelled EC* 

succeed in the accentuation of different types of archaeological features, even at low 

measurement resolution. This technique could direct the archaeological survey more 

efficiently and aids in the spatial recognition of continuous patterns. However, it remains 

necessary to combine this geophysical technique with traditional methods of field survey to 

obtain of a successful archaeological investigation. 



 

Chapter 9 

Combining multiple signals to prospect 

land for metal objects1 

9.1 Abstract 

Buried unexploded ammunition is a major problem on arable land in former battle areas. 

Many battlefields of the First World War (WW I) still contain a lot of unexploded shells just 

below the plough layer, posing serious threats to soil editors and trenchers.  Electromagnetic 

induction (EMI) sensors have been used for a variety of agricultural and archaeological 

purposes to map the natural soil variability and to locate buried archaeological remains. 

Besides its sensitivity to variations in soil texture and anthropogenic disturbances, EMI 

proves to respond strongly on metal objects in the soil. Most EMI sensors rely on a single 

signal, with magnitude and sign of the metal anomalies differing according to the instruments 

coil distance and separation.  The multi-coil EMI sensor, the DUALEM-21S, provides four 

simultaneous apparent electrical conductivity (ECa) signals enhancing significantly the 

possibilities for signal processing. To calibrate our instrument, we buried different masses of 

metal at different depths. The four ECa measurements showed a response to the metal objects 

down to 1.2 m. The measurements were subtracted with their gradual trend to obtain the local 

anomalies (ΔECa). A combination of these four ΔECa’s was used to amplify the signal 

response to metal, influenced by both depth and mass of the buried objects. On an intensively 

shelled former WW I battle field near Ypres (Belgium), a detailed prospection was conducted 

with the DUALEM-21S. Based on our multi-signal procedure, we located 40 positions, 20 

where we predicted buried metal and 20 where we expected that no metal was present within 

1.2 m depth. There were no false negative predictions and at the 20 location where we 

expected metal, shells up to 90 kg were excavated. As a final outcome we produced a map 

with predictions of the mass of metal objects in the soil assuming a fixed depth, and 

alternatively a map with predictions of the depth of metal objects assuming a given mass. 

Apart from their potential for agricultural and archaeological investigations, multi-ECa 

signals were shown to be useful for locating metal objects, like unexploded WW I shells, in 

the top 1.2 m of a soil. 
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1Modified from: Saey, T., Van Meirvenne, M., Dewilde, M., Wyffels, F., De Smedt, P., 2011. 

Combining multiple signals of an electromagnetic induction sensor to prospect land for metal 

objects. Near Surface Geophysics, In Press (DOI: 10.3997/1873-0604.2010070). 
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9.2 Introduction 

Electromagnetic (EMI) methods for near-surface investigations have undergone rapid 

improvements over the past years. A number of new applications have appeared in precision 

agriculture and archeological prospection. In precision agriculture, the measurement of 

apparent soil electrical conductivity (ECa) with EMI is a technology that has become an 

invaluable tool for identifying the soil physico-chemical properties influencing crop yield 

patterns and for establishing the spatial variation of these soil properties (Corwin and Lesch, 

2005). In archaeology, geophysical prospecting appears as a means to obtain a broader 

description of the archaeological landscape and as a means for extremely detailed intra-site 

measurements (Neubauer et al., 2002). Indeed, all the buried structures that are potentially 

detectable will be detected, whatever their nature and age (Bossuet et al., 2001). Despite the 

fact that EMI is less frequently used in archaeology, measurements of the apparent magnetic 

susceptibility (MSa) with EMI exhibit similar anomalies due to magnetic susceptible 

materials as gradiometers (Simpson et al., 2009a). The great advantage of using EMI is the 

low cost of sampling data at sufficient intensities to provide accurate mapped information. It 

is a rapid, non-invasive method for collecting soil ECa and MSa information (Saey et al., 

2009b).  Moreover, EMI proves useful for the detection and location of buried metal objects 

(Casey and Baertlein, 1999).  

During the First World War (WW I), fought between August 1914 and November 1918, an 

estimated 1.45 billion shells were fired by the combined German, French and British armies 

on all fronts (Prentiss, 1937). In the war zone around Ypres, the exact number of shells fired 

during WW I remains unrecorded, but it must have been several tens of millions (Van 

Meirvenne et al., 2008). Karg (2005) estimated that about 10-15 % of them remained 

unexploded. Although this former front zone has continuously been cleaned-up since 1919, 

unexploded WW I ammunition is still found frequently during soil tillage and archaeological 

excavations because deeper objects move to the surface or because farmers plough deeper 

(Masters and Stichelbaut, 2009). Consequently, it is important to detect metal below the 

plough layer. The Belgian army maintains a permanent unit available to collect and dismantle 

former WW I shells. About 250 ton of such material is being processed annually.  

Although the use of magnetometry permits detection of ferrous metallic objects at the greatest 

depths, the real problem is generally not the detection at great depths, but the identification of 

the target itself. Generally, the number of unexploded targets can be extremely small 

compared to the total number of retained targets with magnetometry. Electromagnetic 

induction surveys have been successful in detecting subsurface ferrous and non-ferrous 
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metallic objects, and these surveys are a mainstay amongst technologies currently utilized in 

unexploded ordnance (UXO) clearance projects. Mostly, time-domain electromagnetic 

instruments are used for UXO detection. They are able to measure at different times, hereby 

characterizing the metallic object (Pasion, 1999). Recently, multi-array frequency-domain 

EMI systems have been applied for detecting unexploded shells. Huang et al. (2007) 

described a new broadband EMI array system with a single transmitter and seven pairs of 

receivers to delineate unexploded ordnance (UXO). Less research has been done to exploit the 

possibilities of the DUALEM EMI soil sensors for metal detection and characterization. 

Generally, these sensors were used for the time-effective prospection of large areas for 

agricultural (Abdu et al., 2007), geomorphological (Saey et al., 2009a) and archaeological 

(Simpson et al., 2009a) purposes. On arable fields situated in historical battlefields, these EMI 

sensors could indicate the presence of buried shells supplementary to their agricultural and 

archaeological value.  

The main objective of this study was to investigate the ability of a multi-array electromagnetic 

induction sensor in detecting metal objects below the plough layer. Therefore, a procedure 

was developed: (1) to search a combination of the multiple signals which yields a unique 

response of the metal objects; (2) to relate the combined signals to the depth and mass of the 

objects and (3) to evaluate the applicability of this procedure at a former WW I battle field. 

9.3 Metal detecting 

Most modern metal detectors are based on the principle of electromagnetic induction. 

Generally, they use separate transmit/receive circuits and operate in the very low frequency-

region, typically between a few kHz and a few tens of kHz (say 1-50 kHz). An alternating 

charge passing through the transmitter coil generates a time-varying magnetic field, the 

primary field. This primary field induces surface currents on the target and eddy currents in 

the soil, which in turn generate a secondary magnetic field. Both the primary and the 

secondary field create currents through the receiver coil, from which the voltage is measured. 

For time domain transmission, as time elapses, the surface currents diffuse inwards the object, 

and the observed secondary field consequently decays. The rate of decay is determined by the 

target’s conductivity, magnetic permeability, shape, and size. Therefore, information on the 

target’s nature can be gathered by analyzing the decay by measuring the secondary field at 

different times, done with time-domain EMI instruments. Frequency-domain EMI sensors 

measure the secondary field at one time, frequently with various receiver coils at different 

distances from the transmitter coil. The combination of the four simultaneous ECa 

measurements of the DUALEM-21S instrument shows large potential for the identification 
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and characterisation of underground features (Saey et al., 2009a). The noise level of the 

DUALEM-21S MSap,1.1 and MSap,2.1 measurements is very high, diminishing the possibilities 

for combining the four simultaneous magnetic susceptibility measurements. Measurements on 

the calibration and validation site were taken along parallel lines with an in-between distance 

of respectively 0.30 m and 0.85 m.  

9.4 Calibration and validation sites 

Our 0.1 ha calibration site was located in Lovendegem (with central coordinates: 51º07’19”N, 

3º37’05”E), in the province of East-Flanders, Belgium (Fig. 9.1). On this site, topsoil texture 

is loamy sand. Groups of three metal bars  (chrome metal bars with length 2 m and diameter 

12 mm) with a total fixed mass (m) of 11.4 kg were put in the soil at depths (z) of 0.0 m, 0.2 

m, 0.4 m, 0.6 m, 0.8 m, 1.0 m and 1.2 m below surface. Additionally, metal bars were buried 

at a fixed z of 0.4 m but with an increasing m of 3.8 kg, 7.6 kg, 11.4 kg, 15.2 kg and 19.0 kg 

(Fig. 9.2). This design was created to quantify the effect of m and z on the measurements with 

the multi-signal EMI sensor. East of these two transects with differing depth and mass, other 

metal objects were buried in the soil. These were irrelevant for this research. This design was 

created to quantify the effect of m and z on the measurements with the multi-signal EMI 

sensor. We did not consider the effect of the targets shape and conductivity on the EMI 

measurements. On this site, DUALEM-21S measurements were performed with the 

instrument orientated perpendicular to the metal bars. Distance in-between the tracks or 

middle of the instrument was 0.3 m. 

 

 
Fig. 9.1. Localization of the Lovendegem and Geluveld study sites in Belgium. 
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Fig. 9.2. Situation of the metal bars with different m buried at different z in the soil. 

 

The 2.6 ha validation site was a former WW I battle field, located in Geluveld (with central 

coordinates: 50º50’23”N, 2º59’23”E), in the southwest of the province of West-Flanders, 

Belgium (Fig. 9.1). On our site, the topsoil texture consists of sandy/silty Pleistocene wind-

blown sediments. The substrate directly located below the sandy loam is composed of a range 

of marine sandy depositions dating from the Early Eocene, with embedded clay patches. This 

site has been bombed intensively during WW I. It was situated on the “Geluveld plateau”, 

southeast of Ypres. Due to the intense bombardments during WW I, a large amount of shell 

fragments and unexploded ammunition was expected in the subsoil of this arable field. The 

farmer frequently surfaces unexploded shells during tillage, confirming this hypothesis. On 

this site, the measurements were performed with the instrument parallel to the measurement 

direction. Distance in-between the tracks was 0.85 m. 
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9.4 ECa survey  

The soil ECa of the study area was recorded with the DUALEM-21S soil sensor. 

Measurements on the calibration and validation site were taken along parallel lines with an in-

between distance of respectively 0.30 m and 0.85 m. To remove the influence of the natural 

soil variability on the measurements and focus on the local anomalies in the data, a filtering 

procedure was followed. The extreme values were converted to the mean value of the 

neighboring measurement points within a circular search area with a radius of 10 m 

(ECafiltered).  Afterwards, this gradual trend was subtracted from the original ECa 

measurements to highlight the local anomalies (ΔECa): 

ΔECa = (ECa – ECafiltered)    [9.1] 

At the calibration site, homogeneous ECa of 10 mS m-1 was subtracted from the 

measurements to obtain the ΔECa. The four ΔECa maps of the calibration site are given in 

Fig. 9.3. Each signal responded in a different way to the buried metal bars, at different z and 

with different m. The variation in magnitude of the response can be attributed to the z and m 

of the buried metal; the differences in sign of the anomalies can be assigned to the specific 

coil configurations. 

 

 
Fig. 9.3. ΔECap,1.1 with indication of m and z of the metal bars in the soil (a), ΔECap,2.1 (b), ΔECav,1 (c) 

and ΔECav,2 with delineation of transects AB and DC (d) at the Lovendegem calibration site (right of 

the 2 transects, metal bars were buried in a vertical position, not relevant for this research). 
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9.5 Transects 

To quantify the influence of the metal bars on the measurements, we focused on the ECaΔ  

values along two transects AB and DC (Fig. 9.3d). On transect AB, the amount of metal bars 

or m at a fixed z of 0.4 m varied, while along transect DC, z of a metal mass of 11.4 kg varied. 

Fig. 9.4 shows the ΔECa transects AB and DC, with varying m and z across the two transects. 

All ΔECa’s were sensitive to differences in m (transect AB) and z (transect DC) of the metal 

bars in the soil. ΔECav,1 was most affected by shallow objects, while ΔECap,1.1 and ΔECav,2 

experienced influences up to z = 1.0 m. Besides, metal objects in the subsoil result in positive 

ΔECap,1.1 peaks, and negative ΔECap,2.1, ΔECav,1 and ΔECav,2 peaks.  To improve the contrast 

between the metal objects and the non-metallic background, the four ΔECa’s were optimally 

combined to “fused electromagnetic metal prediction (FEMP)”: 

v,2v,1p,2.1p,1.1 ECa -ECa -ECa-ECa  FEMP Δ⋅Δ⋅Δ⋅Δ⋅= dcba  [9.2] 

with a, b, c and d the weighting coefficients. 

The sign of the weighing coefficients can be justified by the positive ΔECap,1.1 and negative 

ΔECap,2.1, ΔECav,1 and ΔECav,2 peaks above the metal bars. The weighting coefficients a, b, c 

and d were solved by equating the fused FEMP for the 11.4 kg peak at transect AB (z = 0.4 

m) to the 0.4 m peak at transect DC (m = 11.4 kg) besides fixing them to a value of 100 mS 

m-1; by equating FEMP to 0 mS m-1 for metal at 1.2 m depth because the metal anomalies are 

0 at this depth; and by fixing coefficient b to 1 as a starting condition. Finally, the following 

combination was found: 

v,2v,1p,2.1p,1.1 ECa1.89 -ECa0.82 -ECa1-ECa05.2  FEMP Δ⋅Δ⋅Δ⋅Δ⋅=   

[9.3] 

Both ΔECap,1.1 and ΔECav,2 receive the greatest weight in the FEMP while ΔECav,1 receives 

the smallest weight. As such, the values of the solved weighting coefficients correspond well 

to the peaks in the ΔECa (Fig. 9.4). The higher the m of the objects on transect AB, the higher 

the FEMP. The closer the objects are to the surface on transect CD, the higher the FEMP. 

Finally, the combination gives positive unique anomalies for metal objects down to 1.0 m 

(Fig. 9.5). Metal is expected to be present at positive FEMP peaks. Negative FEMP values 

predict the absence of metal objects in the soil profile. 
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Fig. 9.4. ΔECa values along transect AB (a)   Fig. 9.5. FEMP values along transect AB (a)  

and along transect DC (b).    and along transect DC (b). 

 

The value of the FEMP at the centre of each group of metal bars was related to m and z of the 

metal bars. A linear relationship was found between the FEMP peak values and m (Fig. 9.6a): 

m = 0.108 · FEMP + 0.651    [9.4] 

with an R2 of 0.98 (n = 5). 

A log-linear relationship was found between the FEMP peak values and z (Fig. 9.6b): 

z = -0.213 · ln(FEMP) + 1.324    [9.5] 

with an R2 of 0.99 (n = 5). 
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Fig. 9.6. m as a function of the FEMP of the metal bars along transect AB (a) and z as a function of 

ln(FEMP) along transect DC (b). 

 

9.7 Validation 

On the Geluveld study site, metal objects were dug out in layers of 0.2 m in an area of 0.8 m 

by 0.8 m at 40 selected locations. For each successive layer, the encountered metal pieces 

were collected and weighted. This provided an assessment of the z and m of the metal objects 

at the visited locations.  

Fig. 9.7 gives the ECa measurements with the DUALEM-21S at the Geluveld study site, 

ranging between 10 and 40 mS m-1. The ECa values increase with increasing DOE (from 

Fig. 9.7(a) to (d)) for the specific coil configurations, so the larger the measured soil volume, 

the higher the conductivity, indicating a high conductive layer to be present in the deeper soil. 

The speckles onto the measurements are probably all due to bomb wefts with remaining 

shrapnel and unexploded ammunition. To obtain unique values of the metal anomalies, the 
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four ΔECa maps were combined to the FEMP, shown on Fig. 9.8. Many speckles of high 

FEMP were observed at the site. So a lot of buried metal objects can be expected. 

 

 
Fig. 9.7. ECap,1.1 (a), ECap,2.1 (b), ECav,1 (c) and ECav,2 (d) measurements with the DUALEM-21S 

instrument at the Geluveld study site. 
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Fig. 9.8. FEMP map at the Geluveld study site with indication of a detail window. 

 

To validate Eqs. (9.4) and (9.5) established at the Lovendegem study site, 40 locations were 

designated based on the FEMP map. From these 40 locations, 20 were predicted to be ‘metal-

empty’ (FEMP < 0), and 20 were modelled to contain buried metal. The latter 20 locations 

were spread out over the range of FEMP values, from 6 mS m-1 to 197 mS m-1. 

According to the excavations, the 20 locations where no metal was predicted in the subsoil 

proved ‘metal-empty’. The 20 spots with predicted metal contained pieces of varying mass at 

different depths in their profile. The metal pieces were weighted and their z was recorded. 

Table 9.1 gives the inventory of dug-outs at these 20 locations. Large shell remains were 

found at the 10 locations with the highest FEMP values (> 47 mS m-1). At location 17, the low 

FEMP value was attributed to the large z of the 18-Pounder shell (0.8 m).  Below a FEMP 

value of 6 mS m-1, no significant metal masses were found.  
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Table 9.1. Inventory of the metal objects in the subsoil at the 20 locations with metal predicted in the 

subsoil (p1 – p20) (in bold: shell remains) with their accompanied FEMP value (m: mass). 

Location 
m (kg) 

0-0.4 m 

m (kg) 

0.4-0.6 m 

m (kg) 

0.6-0.8 m 

m (kg) 

> 0.8 m 

FEMP  

(mS m-1)  

z* (m) 

m = 11.4 kg 

m* (kg) 

z = 0.4 m 
Identification 

p1 90.4 1.7 - - 197 0.20 21.9 8-inch 
Howitzer 

p2 3.9 - - - 155 0.25 17.4 18-Pounder 

p3 16.3 - - - 120 0.30 13.6 4.5-inch 
Howitzer 

p4 15.8 - - - 111 0.32 12.6 4.5-inch 
Howitzer 

p5 3.7 2.5 - - 94 0.36 10.8 18-Pounder 

p6 - 0.8 30.9 - 65 0.43 7.7 60-Pounder 

p7 4.6 5.8 1.5 10.8 57 0.46 6.8 18-Pounders 

p8 0.9 - - - 55 0.47 6.6 shrapnel 

p9 4.8 0.5 2.9 - 47 0.50 5.7 18-Pounder 

p10 0.4 2.0 3.4 1.5 47 0.50 5.7 shrapnel 

p11 0.5 1.2 - - 24 0.65 3.2 shrapnel 

p12 - 2.5 - - 24 0.65 3.2 shrapnel 

p13 2.0 - - - 19 0.70 2.7 shrapnel 

p14 1.8 0.4 - - 16 0.73 2.4 shrapnel 

p15 - 0.02 - - 14 0.76 2.2 shrapnel 

p16 - 1.4 - - 14 0.76 2.2 shrapnel 

p17 0.07 0.2 6.3 - 10 0.83 1.7 18-Pounder 

p18 0.02 - - - 8 0.88 1.5 shrapnel 

p19 0.08 0.2 - - 7 0.91 1.4 shrapnel 

p20 0.1 - - - 6 0.94 1.3 shrapnel 

 

Given the relationships found between the FEMP values and m and z, m can be predicted 

assuming a fixed z, or z can be modelled assuming a fixed m. Because the relationship m - 

FEMP was calculated for z = 0.4 m, Equation (9.4) was used to model m at z = 0.4 m as 

shown for the window indicated on Fig. 9.8 (Fig. 9.9(a)). Equation (9.5) was used to 

transform the logarithmic FEMP map in a z map of the metal objects assuming m = 11.4 kg 
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(Fig. 9.9(b)). Table 9.1 shows the modelled z and m for the locations with metal predicted in 

the soil profile. At some locations (for example p3, p4 and p12), m was predicted very well, 

because the depth of the objects coincides with the modelling depth. At most other locations, 

z was less accurate, either because the depth of the objects differed from the 0.4 m, or because 

metal was spread at multiple depth intervals. The greater part of the metal objects, assuming 

m = 11.4 kg, was predicted to be located between 0.4 m and 0.8 m depth. However, the 

greater part of the objects was situated in-between the soil surface and 0.6 m depth. Therefore, 

the z predictions proved to be less acceptable than the m modellings.  

 

 
Fig. 9.9. m of the metal objects at the detail window on Fig. 9.8 assuming z = 0.4 m (a) and z assuming 

m = 11.4 kg (b). 
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9.8 Conclusions 

We concluded that the following procedure proved successfully for delineating and 

characterizing metal objects in the subsoil: 

(1) The four ECa measurements of the DUALEM-21S were subtracted with their 

filtered values and the resulting ΔECa maps were combined to the 

v,2v,1p,2.1p,1.1 ECa1.89 -ECa0.82 -ECa1-ECa05.2  FEMP Δ⋅Δ⋅Δ⋅Δ⋅=  to obtain an 

unique signal from buried metal objects with different m and z.  

(2) A clear relationship exists between the FEMP values and m and z.  

(3) On a WW I battle field, large shell remains were encountered at locations with a 

FEMP value ongoing 47 mS m-1. No metal could be found at locations with 

negative FEMP. Additionally, z predictions were made assuming a fixed m of the 

metal bodies and m was predicted assuming a fixed z. 

This study confirmed the benefit of the combination of our multi-signal DUALEM-21S 

measurements in delineating buried metal objects besides their potency for agricultural and 

archaeological purposes. Depth and mass predictions proved more difficult, although some 

rough estimation could be made. 



 

Chapter 10 

General conclusions and future research 

10.1 General conclusions 

This research continued on the fundaments laid down by the PhD’s and papers of Vitharana 

(2008), Simpson (2009) and Cockx (2010). Cockx et al. (2006) showed that soil ECa data 

from an EMI proximal soil sensor was a valuable source of ancillary information to improve 

soil inventories. A wide range of soil management applications can benefit form an EMI-

based soil inventory. Cockx et al. (2007) proved that the combination of the two signals of the 

EM38DD provides valuable information for vertical soil inventories at a field-scale. 

Vitharana et al. (2006) investigated in depth the application of the ECa for the inventory of 

the soil spatial variability in order to direct site-specific soil management. Simpson et al. 

(2009b) combined the multiple signals of the EMI proximal soil instruments for 

geoarchaeological applications. He analysed the simultaneous ECa and MSa signals together 

in order to characterize the physical nature of archaeological features.  

The overall aim of this thesis was to investigate the integration of multiple ECa signals of two 

proximal soil sensors to map contrasting soil layers and to locate buried features. The general 

conclusions are outlined as answers on the research questions formulated in Chapter 1: 

 

(i) Which soil textural fractions influence the soil electrical conductivity to identify 

heterogeneous soil profiles? 

Only the finest, clay fraction affects the ECa significantly. 

Different soil textural fractions prove to influence the measured soil ECa. The vertical 

heterogeneity or interface between contrasting layers can only be detected when the 

conductivity of the bordering soil layers differs substantially. This conductivity 

mainly depends on the soil textural constitution. From the whole range of textural 

fractions (9 different fractions from clay to coarse sand), the clay fraction (0-2 μm) 

has the greatest influence on the ECa measurements. The pedotransferfunction 

w2,0v Fr314.12.16ECa −⋅+=  relates the ECa to the clay content for the vertical coil 

configuration under the restrictions of standard temperature and moisture conditions 

and a dominance of mica clay minerals. When the organic matter extends deeper than 

the upper half of the exploration depth (e.g. for the horizontal coil configuration), 
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both organic matter and clay content prove to be significant actors on the measured 

ECa. 

Either heterogeneous profiles or man-induced disturbances could be identified by 

taking the ratio between a reference topsoil ECa as a direct conversion from the 

topsoil clay content  (commonly soil texture maps of the topsoil exist) and the 

measured ECa (until a depth of approximately 1.5 m). This reference ECa is subject 

to uncertainties on the soil textural inventory and on the developed 

pedotransferfunction. If the ratio between the ECa’s is near to one, the profile is 

quasi-homogeneous; a ratio exceeding one indicates the presence of more conductive 

material deeper in the soil profile, and vice versa.  

(ii)  Could one signal serve to model the depth between two contrasting layers 

accurately? 

  Yes, but calibration observations are required. 

Initially, the output of an EMI sensor was often a single measurement of ECa. This 

ECa measurement was calibrated to the depth of the interface between the contrasting 

layers using an empirical fit. A theoretic approach was formulated, incorporating the 

depth response function proposed by McNeill (1980b) as an approximation of the 

Maxwell’s equations into the fitting process. For each coil configuration, the ECa 

measurements could be fitted to the depth observations to account for the modelling 

parameters. Finally, the relationship was able to transform the high-resolution ECa 

map into a three-dimensional map of the depth between the contrasting layers. The 

height of the interface, or the paleotopography could be visualized by subtracting this 

map from the current soil surface. Flowlines modelled on this surface by a flow 

runoff model represent past erosion processes.  

(iii) Does combining multiple EMI measurements increase the accuracy and decrease the 

efforts for modelling the depth? 

 No, the accuracies are similar. 

Yes, the modelling efforts decrease.   

Integrating the four simultaneous ECa measurements of the DUALEM-21S increases 

the possibilities for modelling the depth between two contrasting layers. The four 

different ECa measurements from each coil configuration correspond to four different 

depth response functions that allow depth sounding. No calibration augerings were 

needed for this accurate modelling, decreasing the labour efforts. The assumptions for 

the model were (i) a two-layered build-up of the soil profile and (ii) the theoretical 

depth responses from McNeill (1980b). In addition, it shows opportunities to provide 

inventories of the spatial variability in top- and subsoil conductivities. 
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(iv) Is it possible to develop depth response curves for the different coil configurations? 

Yes. 

In soils with a very high electrical conductivity, Callegary et al. (2007) proved the 

depth response functions based on the Maxwell’s equations deviating from the depth 

response functions approximated by McNeill (1980b). As an alternative, empirical 

depth response curves were formulated using the multiple ECa measurements and the 

calibration augerings. The depth response curves were fitted both for the vertical and 

perpendicular coil configurations whereafter the depth to the interface was modelled 

at each of the measurement points. Resistivity imaging provided highly accurate 

information of both stratigraphy and depth of the interface. Furthermore, it can be 

used as a tool to establish the inversion model and to validate the depth predictions. 

Finally, a precise inventory of the interface between two contrasting layers could be 

made on a landscape scale. 

(v)  Is it possible to model the depth of the interface when the upper material has a much 

higher conductivity than the lower layers? 

 Yes. 

High-conductive upper layers do not seem to attenuate the electromagnetic signal. 

Varying depths of tidal channel in the coastal area were accurately modelled using a 

multi-channel approach .The tidal channel was invisible at the surface because filled 

with clayey material, strongly contrasting to the subsoil which consisted of coarse 

sand. Even subtle variations in depth of the high-conductive top layer can easily be 

distinguished when the conductivity contrast between top- and subsoil layer is 

appreciable.  

(vi) Can archaeological features be accentuated by fusing the multiple signals? 

Yes. 

Small archaeological features are frequently masked in the ECa measurements by 

both the highly conductive surrounding material or by large disturbances in the 

neighbourhood. A procedure was proposed to highlight subtle anomalies masked by 

these confounders. Layer conductivities (within discrete depths) were modelled by 

combining the multiple ECa signals because these measurements commonly show 

analogue patterns in their ECa signals. By integrating these signals, the visualization 

of vague anomalies could be enhanced. Subtle archaeological traces not visible in the 

single ECa measurements or present below highly contrasting topsoil can easily be 

amplified. This could aid in recognizing the continuity of a variety of human-induced 

features with the final aim to direct archaeological excavations more efficiently. 
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 (vii) Does the multi-signal approach improve metal delineation and estimation of mass 

and depth? 

 Yes for the metal delineation. 

 No for the combined estimation of mass and depth. 

Single ECa signals seem invaluable for delineating metal objects and modelling their 

characteristics, because either they are only sensitive for very shallow metal objects 

or their responses above metal objects at different depths or with different mass are 

similar. By filtering the natural soil variability and combining the multiple ECa 

signals to v,2v,1p,2.1p,1.1 ECa1.89 -ECa0.82 -ECa1-ECa05.2  FEMP Δ⋅Δ⋅Δ⋅Δ⋅= , 

accurate delineations of the anomalies caused by metal objects within the top 1.2 m of 

the soil could be made. This combined FEMP increases the contrast between the 

anomalies from the buried metal and the background substantially. An extra 

dimension was given to the ECa signals: not only the natural soil variability (ECa) 

and archaeological features (ECa and MSa) can be estimated, but anomalies caused 

by metal objects (for example unexploded shells and bombs) can be identified and 

situated. The suspicious locations should safely be approached before it is possible to 

release the terrain. Mass or depth predictions proved to be less accurate. 

 

This thesis proved that multi-signal processing enhances and facilitates the interpretation of 

the obtained information. Heterogeneous soil profiles can be identified by comparing signals 

of the multiple coil configurations, each with their particular depth response function. From 

approximations of these depth response functions, the ECa measurements can be calibrated to 

the depth of the interface between the two contrasting soil layers. Depth sounding by the four 

simultaneous measurements of the DUALEM-21S instrument substantially decreases the 

labouring efforts. In highly conductive soils, the depth response approximations do not hold. 

Therefore, depth response functions can be modelled for each particular coil configuration. 

These depth response functions prove to work both for low-conductive material above highly 

conductive subsoil as for high-conductive matarial above low-conductive subsoil.  

The signatures of different underground features can be strongly amplified by integrating the 

multiple signals. Combining the multiple signals can also highlight slightly contrasting 

anomalies invisible in single measurements. The influence of dominant natural or 

antropogenic disturbances can be reduced by combining the ECa measurements, emphasizing 

‘invisible’ features. 

Moreover, multi-signal processing enhances the possibilities for metal delineation. A clear 

distinction can be made between the anomalies caused by buried metal and the ‘metal-empty’ 

background. 
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To conclude, the strength of the multi-coil EMI instruments exists in the integrated evaluation 

of the different signals in order to get a clear picture and a uniform understanding about 

various underground phenomena. Nevertheless, experience about the instrument signals and 

the physical nature of the prospected soil and possible underground features remains crucial. 

10.2 Future research 

Every proximal soil-sensor technology has strengths and weaknesses, and no single sensor 

can map all soil properties and buried features. It is therefore important to select a set of 

sensors that complement each other. Integrating multiple proximal sensors in a single multi-

sensor platform can provide a number of benefits over single-sensor systems: robust 

operational performance, increased confidence, extended attribute coverage and increased 

dimensionality of the measurement space. (Viscarra-Rossel et al., 2010). 

Future research should therefore focus on both the combination of the multiple, simultaneous 

signals of advanced instruments and on the integration of multiple sensors in one 

measurement configuration.  

Therefore, research should be conducted about the integration of the multiple MSa 

measurements with the ECa measurements to obtain complementary information from 

different soil volumes and a greater understanding about the physical nature of the prospected 

material. Regrettably, the noise level of the magnetic measurements from the DUALEM-21S 

perpendicular coil configurations of the DUALEM-21S instrument appears to be too high, 

diminishing the possibilities for multi-signal processing.   

Extending this research could involve the intergration of the multiple EMI signals with 

additional information from proximal soil sensors based on another geophysical principle. 

Combining EMI with GPR could entail knowledge about the permittivity apart from the 

conductivity and susceptibility. Estimations about the soil water content are directly related to 

the dielectric permittivity. GPR could provide a very precise depth approximation about the 

interfaces between different underground features, but the threatment of the large amount of 

data and the interpretation requires much effort. Therefore, the soil constitution should be 

estimated from a limited number of GPR profiles before the surface-covered EMI 

measurements can be ‘fine tuned’ to the depth between contrasting soil layers. Other 

applications situate in the quantification of the vertical extent of added layers with GPR, 

before highlighting subtle anomalies below these recent layers with EMI. This application 

could also release layers added after WW II, when no shells or bombs are assumed to be 

present in this top layer. Anomalies resulting from metal objects seen in the ΔECav,1 – signal 

(very sensitive for shallow metal) could be compared with the anomalies in the FEMP signal, 
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this to exclude anomalies from buried metal in the top layer (anomalies in both ΔECav,1  and 

FEMP are excluded) with the aim to decrease the costs of approaching the suspected 

anomalies.  

Due to the fact that GPR measures reflections at boundaries with different dielectric 

constants, the nature of the features can only be deduced from the EMI signals. The speed 

with which the high-frequency electromagnetic waves penetrate in the soil is linearly related 

to the conductivity of the soil. Accurate depth estimations with GPR require an accurate value 

of this penetration speed. Therefore, conductivity measurements with EMI could be used as a 

proxi to determine the penetration speed of the high-frequent electromagnetic waves in the 

soil and improve the accuracy of the depth estimation with GPR. On high-conductive (clayey) 

soils and soils with a shallow groundwatertable, EMI can be the only solution for prospecting 

the underground, because high-conductive layers and a saturated soil attentuate the the high-

frequent GPR signal. 

Another future research direction could combine multi-signal EMI with magnetometry. EMI 

could be used to identify zones of archaeological interest based on the complementary 

conductivity (paleo-landscape) and magnetic susceptibility (antropogenic disturbance) 

information. High-resolution magnetometry could be used on the selected areas to detect 

subtle archaeological disturbances by recording slight changes in the Earth's magnetic field. 

Magnetic susceptibility and magnetometry exhibit similar patterns, but although 

magnetometry is more sensitive, interpretation is not easy due to the ‘dipole’ character of the 

anomalies. MSa anomalies can create a clear picture of underground phenomena. Therefore, 

both techniques are able to complement each other. 

For metal prospection, magnetometry proves to be more effective than EMI because of its 

higher sensitivity for ferrous metallic objects. However, EMI gives indications of both ferrous 

and non-ferrous objects. The depth of investigation for metal objects (1.2 m) is less than for 

magnetometry (± 3 m) for bombs, but EMI is less sensitive to metal disturbances in the 

surrounding. 

To conclude, the future direction for archaeological, pedological and quaterny-

geomorphological investigation involves the simultaneous employment of multiple multi-

signal sensors to enhance the understanding of the subsoil features. Depending on the required 

objective and resolution, different systems need to be designed, software developed and 

people educated to interpret the collected geophysical data. Nevertheless, it is crucial to assess 

the value of the extra information from the application of multiple sensors in economic terms 

against the additional costs associated with data collection and the more complicated data 

processing and fusion. 
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